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PREFACE.

There is no name in the annals of science which has

been the occasion of so long and fierce a controversy

as that of Galileo. The historian, the astronomer,

and the theologian have all had a share in it. Some-

times there has been a pause in the strife, and the

question has been allowed to rest ; but after a while

another disputant has rekindled the embers, and the

struggle has recommenced, This has been the case

within the last few years, some writers of considerable

ability having appealed to the history of Galileo

in order to give point to opinions that they wished to

advance. During all this time, if there has been

unfairness on one side, there have been injudicious

zeal and inaccuracy on the other.

These circumstances must form my apology for

interfering in a dispute already so prolonged and

so envenomed ; and it has appeared to me that I

may without presumption hope to amend the errors
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to which I have just alluded, if in no other way,

at least by stating correctly the facts of the case.

I do not, however, undertake to write a full biography

of the great philosopher, or to give a detailed

account of his numerous contributions to the scientific

literature of his day ; I confine myself principally to

those great crises in his life which have given rise to

so much discussion, and which have chiefly con-

tributed to make him a name in history.
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CHAPTER I.

Before entering on any details relating to Galileo's

life and works, I propose to give a brief sketch of the

progress of astronomical knowledge up to his time

;

for without this, one cannot appreciate correctly the

value of his contributions to science, a value exag-

gerated or underrated by different writers, each

according to his respective bias.

The primitive conception of the Earth as a vast

plain with the ocean flowing round it, and the solid

firmament in the sky above it, with the Sun, Moon,

and Stars driven across by some mysterious agency,

need not be noticed from an astronomical point of

view ; it appeared naturally in ancient poetry and in

the forms of speech adopted and continued by popular

usage ; but it is not necessary to dwell upon it.

The first astronomers with whom we are acquainted

were the Greeks, though it is said by some writers that

the Chaldeans and Egyptians were really the original

astronomers of the ancient world, and what the

Greeks knew was borrowed from them.

H B
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The vast majority of men from the earliest times

down to the birth of Galileo believed that the Earth

was the centre of the universe, round which the Sun,

Moon, and Stars revolved every twenty-four hours
;

round which, also (as careful observers had perceived),

the Sun had an annual motion, progressing through

the various signs of the zodiac ; moreover, it had

been noticed that the planets moved round the Earth,

though at widely differing periods.

Yet there had been some few men, exceptionally

gifted, who had guessed (and truly so) that the

popular conception was a wrong one. It is said

that the old Greek philosopher, Pythagoras,

taught his disciples that the Sun was the real

centre of our system, and that the Earth and

planets circulated round it ; but he does not seem to

have openly and explicitly published his doctrine,

though the tradition of his having so taught has

always existed. If he taught it, however, he stands

almost alone among the ancients. There were two
great authorities in particular, whose opinion carried

immense weight, and who were both decided in

holding that the Earth was the centre, and the

Sun a revolving planet. The first of these, Aristotle,

has exercised an influence over succeeding genera-

tions which is simply marvellous. How vast was
the weight of his name as a philosopher in the

age of the schoolmen is well known to every one

who has ever glanced at the greatest work of the

greatest intellect of that age, the "Summa" of
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St. Thomas Aquinas. This celebrated writer quotes

him as " philosophus," in his opinion the philosopher

par excellence, and besides his general appreciation

of him as thus shown, he wrote an elaborate treatise

on the "Astronomy" of Aristotle.

Nor has this influence been confined to the school-

men ; it has remained ever since, even to this day and

in this country, where in the University of Oxford his

great work on ethics is still a standard book of study.

At the time of Galileo, such was the reverence felt

towards his authority in Italy and in Eome, that the

Peripatetici, as those who specially belonged to his

school were called, were probably quite as indignant

with the revolutionary astronomer for disregarding

the teaching of their philosopher, as for going counter

to the literal interpretation of Scripture.

But in pure astronomy, apart from all other

philosophy, the greatest of all ancient writers was

Ptolemy, who in the second century of the Christian

era wrote a work called the "Almagest," which is a

complete compendium of the science as known at that

date. Ptolemy probably borrowed very much from

his great predecessor, Hipparchus, who has been called

the father of astronomy, and who was the first to

discover—to take a remarkable instance—the phe-

nomenon known as the precession of the equinoxes,

involving as it does the difference in length between

the solar and sidereal years. The system of Ptolemy

was briefly this : The heavens and the Earth are

both spherical in form—the Earth being immovable in

B 2
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the centre, and all the heavenly motions taking place

in circles. For this he gives his reasons—sound and

good reasons for the spherical shape of the Earth

;

unsound and mistaken, however, for the denial of the

Earth's rotation on its axis, an opinion he evidently

knew had been maintained by some persons ; one

important argument on this latter head being that if

the Earth rotated with the great velocity necessary to

carry it round in one day, it would leave the air

behind it. He places the Earth (as already said) in

the centre, then the Moon as the nearest planet re-

volving round it, the next Mercury, then Venus, then

the Sun, and beyond these Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn.

All moved in circles, but since, with the exception of

the Sun and Moon, simple circles would not account

for the motions, he supposes small circles in a retro-

grade direction forming loops upon the main circle,

which he calls epicycles ; undoubtedly following in this

respect, Hipparchus, who three centuries before had

struck out the same idea. It is curious that Ptolemy's

arguments (as above mentioned) show clearly that in

his day there were some persons, though their names

have perished,* some one or two philosophers

endowed with a marvellous insight into Nature, who
had guessed at the true solution of the great astro-

nomical problem ; but they left no enduring mark

on their age. The system of Ptolemy accounted for

* Nicetas of Syracuse (whose date I am not able to give) seems

to have been aware of the diurnal movement of the earth round its

axis.
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all the phenomena of the heavenly bodies that could

be observed without the use of the telescope ; natu-

rally it held undisputed sway for many generations.

The first writer who revived the doctrine of

Pythagoras as to the Earth's movement (if, indeed,

Pythagoras ever really taught it) was Nicholas de

Cusa ; he was a German by birth, having, in fact,

been born at Treves, in 1401 ; but he was educated

in Italy. He rose to a high ecclesiastical position,

and was created cardinal by Pope Eugenius IV., in

1448 ; his book just alluded to was entitled " De
Docta Ignorantia," and was dedicated to Cardinal

Cesarini.

The first, however, whose work obtained any great

notoriety, and who upheld the doctrine that the Earth

revolved around the Sun, was Nicholas Kopernik,

commonly called by the Latinised form of his name,

Copernicus. He, too, was a German, born at Thorn,

in 1473 ; he studied for a time at the University of

Cracow, and like Nicholas de Cusa, afterwards in

Italy, and was subsequently raised to the eccle-

siastical dignity of a Canon. It is probable that he

was not a priest (though he is frequently spoken

of as such), but a Canon in minor orders. In 1500

he was appointed professor of mathematics at

Eome ; and such was his scientific reputation that

he was consulted by the Council of Lateran, held

in 1512, on the question of the reform of the calendar

—a reform carried out at a later period by Pope

Gregory XIII.
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The system of Copernicus was well received at

Eome. A German disciple of his, John Albert

Widmanstadt, in the year 1533, expounded it before

Pope Clement VII. , and produced a very favourable

impression. Nor was the favour shown to Copernicus

and his teaching ever withdrawn at Rome ; his great

work, " De Eevolutionibus Orbium Ccelestium

"

(published, it is said, by the advice of Cardinal

Schunberg, Bishop of Capua), was dedicated to the

reigning Pope, Paul III. ; nor does he appear to have

received at any time the least rebuke or discourage-

ment from the Holy See ; he died, however, imme-

diately after the printing of his book, in May, 1543.

Copernicus supposed the heavenly bodies, the

Earth included, to revolve round the Sun in circles;

but, as it was evident that they did not exactly do

this, he used the theory of epicycles, and supposed

each planet to make two revolutions in each epicycle

for every revolution round the Sun. The true solution

of the difficulty was due to Kepler, who lived in the

next century, and who discovered that the planets

moved in ellipses. Copernicus held, and, of course,

held truly, that the Earth revolves on its axis,

thereby causing the apparent diurnal motion of all

the heavenly bodies from east to west.

Owing to his work having been the first of any

great importance that maintained argumentatively

the system called heliocentric, that is to say, in

which the Sun is the real centre, round which the

planets, including the Earth, revolve—for the treatise
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of Nicholas de Cusa does not appear to have had any

extensive circulation—it is usual to speak of this

system as the Copernican one, notwithstanding the

errors from which its great author was unable to

extricate himself, and which have long since been

rectified by subsequent writers ; so that even at

this day we retain the name.

It is always useful in scientific subjects to intro-

duce a definition ; and this is my definition of the

sense in which I employ the word Copernican, that it

is simply as opposed to the system in which the

Earth is the centre of the visible universe, and the

Sun revolving about it. It is, in fact, less accurate

but more convenient than the employment of the

Greek words heliocentric and geocentric to denote the

two systems. Greek words, no doubt, abound in our

scientific vocabulary, as the following plainly show :

astronomy, geology, geography, barometer, thermo-

meter, microscope, telescope ; but these have become

naturalised in our language by long use, which helio-

centric and geocentric have not as yet been.

After Copernicus there arose an astronomer of

great merit, a Dane, Tycho Brahe by name, who

attempted to start a fresh system—a modification, in

fact, of that of Ptolemy. He made all the

planets revolve round the Sun, and the Sun,

accompanied by the planets, round the Earth.

He deserves great credit for his painstaking ob-

servations ; but he lived just before the invention of

the telescope—or, at least, before it was used for
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astronomical purposes—and, therefore, was under an

infinite disadvantage. His chief objection to the

system of Copernicus was one at which a modern

astronomer would smile, but which in those days

seemed very weighty—namely, the enormous distance

at which you must suppose the fixed stars to be

situated, if it were true. The philosophers of that

age did not like to admit such a waste of space as

that which must intervene between the orbit of

Saturn and the stars. And, on the Copernican

theory, if the stars were not situated at an immense,

almost infinite distance, they ought to appear to

move in a way they certainly do not. Tycho Brahe*

was born in 1546. His theory never made much

way ; it had not, I imagine, sufficient elements of

probability to recommend it generally ; while the

subsequent invention of the telescope, and the works

of Kepler and Galileo, coming so soon after Tycho

Bra&e, prepared the way for that almost universal

reception of the Copernican system which we have

since witnessed. I shall refer later on to Tycho and

his observations.

Such, then, was the state of astronomical theories

in the latter part of the sixteenth century. En-

lightened men like Copernicus had guessed— not

accurately, it is true, but with a considerable

approach to accuracy—at the real facts of the case.

Tycho Brahe
-

(who, I suspect, would have been con-

verted to Copernicanism if his life had been pro-

longed) had suggested a system of compromise not
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likely, in the long run, to satisfy any thoughtful

mind ; while the bulk of men, even the learned,

adhered to the old Ptolemaic scheme. Something,

however, now occurred which was destined to work,

sooner or later, a complete revolution in astronomy.

The telescope was invented, and, at the same time,

there arose a man who knew how to use it : that

man was Galileo. He was not the inventor of it,

for it was first constructed in Holland or Belgium :

yet he had the energy and the skill to make a

telescope, without having previously seen one, simply

from the account he had heard of the instrument.

The telescope that he constructed, which still bears

his name, was the simplest possible. It was of a

form now disused excepting for opera-glasses and

for the far more powerful binocular field-glasses with

which we are so familiar ; but for telescopes properly

so called an improved principle has long since

been introduced. Galileo was the first man that

ever, so far as we know, turned the telescope upon

the heavens. How he was rewarded for his pains

we shall presently see ; and I propose to intro-

duce a narrative of the principal events in his

life, since there are no means for forming a judgment

so valuable as- having the facts of the case clearly

before the mind.

For most of the facts I am indebted to M. Henri

de l'Bpinois, whose elaborate article in the French

publication known as La Revue des Questions

Histonques is of the highest value ; as the author
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of this article has done what I suspect very few

writers on Galileo have even attempted to do,

namely, to inspect the documents preserved in the

Vatican bearing on the process, some of which he

gives at full length. Not having myself had the

same advantage, I yet feel that I am treading on safe

ground when I take my facts from M. de l'Bpinois

;

for there is scarcely a statement that he makes for

which he does not give his authority, whether from

the documents just mentioned, or from Galileo's own

letters, or from other trustworthy evidence.*

To treat of Galileo, and to pass over the events

which brought him into collision with the ecclesias-

tical authorities, would of course be impossible, nor

is it easy to touch upon these matters without having

some standpoint of one's own— some principle to

guide one, some basis from which to argue. I do

not shrink from stating that I write from a Catholic

standpoint ; but without entering minutely into those

subtle questions which are the province of the trained

theologian.

As, however, a good deal of the narrative is

connected with the action of the Eoman Congrega-

tions, as they are termed, it may not be superfluous

to explain briefly the nature of these institutions.

They are formed by the selection of certain Cardinals,

one of them acting as Prefect of the Congregation,

* M. de l'Epinois has, since then, published a still more complete

collection of the various documents he had obtained permission

to inspect at Kome ; but this work is, unfortunately, out of print.
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1

to whom are added other ecclesiastics as consultors

and as secretary. The Congregation of the Index, to

which reference will hereafter be made, was in-

stituted not long after the Council of Trent, by Pope

St. Pius V., and has for its duty, as its name implies,

the pointing out to the faithful people such books

as they ought to abstain from reading. The chief

consultor of the Index is the " Master of the Apos-

tolic Palace," whom I shall have occasion to mention

more than once in connection with that Dialogue

of Galileo which brought him into such serious

disgrace at Eome.

The Congregation of the Inquisition—I need hardly

say, not to be confounded with the Spanish tribunal

of that name, which was founded at an earlier period,

nor with similar tribunals in other countries—was

erected in 1542 by Pope Paul III., and besides the

other officials attached to it, had certain theologians

called "qualifiers," whose duty it was to give an opinion

to the Congregation on questions submitted to them.

These two Congregations, as well as several others

which it is not necessary to enumerate, still exist,

their functions being somewhat modified by the

changing circumstances of the age. Their action

is for the most part confined to matters of discipline,

but they sometimes have questions of doctrine and

moral obligation referred to them by the Pope, from

whom, of course, they derive all authority that they

possess.

I do not here undertake to • show the advantage
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and utility of these Congregations, or of any other

institutions connected with the discipline of the

Catholic Church. From the remarks I have just

previously made, it will be understood that I take

all this for granted, and that I feel justified in doing

so. Those who differ from me will, I trust, excuse

me when they find that this conviction on my part

does not interfere with the impartial fairness of

my narrative.

Galileo, whom I believe to have been a devout

Catholic, would, if he were here to speak for himself,

agree with me in principle, however he might com-

plain of the action of the Eoman Congregations in

his own individual case.

We shall then, as we proceed, inquire whether

this celebrated philosopher was, as some imagine,

a hero and a martyr of science, or, as others think,

a rash innovator, who happened by chance to be

right, but who had little or nothing but vain and

foolish arguments to adduce in support of his doc-

trines. Perhaps we shall find • that such critics,

on either side, are but imperfectly acquainted with

the facts of the case.



CHAPTER II.

Galileo Galilei Linceo—for such was his name in

full— was born at Pisa, the 18th February, 1564.

When about seventeen years old he commenced study-

ing mathematics and physical science at the University

of Pisa, and later on, in 1585, he came to Florence,

in order to go through a mathematical course.

He seems to have been wholly free from the scep-

tical and irreligious spirit which unhappily warps the

judgment of some scientific men in our own day.

His moral conduct, however, in early life was not

irreproachable, and it is recorded of him that he had

a liaison with a lady named Maria Gamba, who be-

came the mother of three children ; but this illicit

attachment did not last very long, and a separation

took place, after which he saw Maria Gamba no more,

and she was subsequently married to some other

person. He then entered the celebrated monastery

of Vallombrosa, where he was a novice for a short

period ; but, having apparently no vocation for the

religious life, he left the monastery, and resumed his

former pursuits. At the age of twenty-five he was
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appointed professor of mathematics at Pisa, the Grand

Duke of Tuscany having invited him there on the

recommendation of Cardinal del Monte. Here it was

that he first excited hostility by attacking the theories

of Aristotle on physical science, a thing not to be

done with impunity in that age.

I have already alluded to the telescope constructed

by Galileo, and it is scarcely necessary to say that

such an instrument, however simple and rudimentary

in its construction, could not fail to reveal to an in-

telligent observer truths hitherto unknown. It was

discovered that the planet Jupiter had satellites, that

Saturn had a ring, that Venus passed through phases

like the moon, that there were spots on the Sun;

this last discovery having been made about the same

time by the learned Jesuit, Father Scheiner, and by

Fabricius. It was not, I think, until the year 1610

that Galileo published his work called " Nuntius

Siderius," in which he recounted the results he had

obtained. This work seems to have provoked some

considerable opposition, but Galileo was supported by

the approbation of his patron, the Grand Duke of

Tuscany. In the following year, 1611, he went to

Rome, and here he was well received and treated with

distinction by prelates of high position, and even by
the Pope then reigning, Paul V. Moreover, when, in

the year 1612, he published another work, which he

called "Discorso sui Gallegianti," he met with o-eoeral

approval, and no less a person than Cardinal Maffei

Barberini, who afterwards became Pope under the
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title of Urban VIIL, is stated to have declared that

he was in all points of the same opinion as Galileo.

Now it is quite true that incidental conversations,

passing, perhaps, through the hands of two or three

persons, are not to be greatly relied upon. It is also

to be remarked that men in the position of Cardinals

or ecclesiastics of high rank may often look with

toleration and even favour on opinions stated in a

guarded and hypothetical way, and yet, if called on

to pronounce an official judgment on such opinions,

would feel it a duty to pronounce against them.

Nevertheless, there appears considerable reason for

thinking that since Galileo's reputation stood so high,

and his ability was so manifest, he would have

escaped all censure if he had confined himself strictly

to stating his views on the Copernican system as a

scientific hypothesis, and had firmly resisted the

temptation (strong as it was) to allow himself to be

drawn into the Scriptural argument.

This, however, it must be remembered, was mainly

the fault of his opponents. Unable to grapple with

the question in its purely scientific aspect, some

zealous anti-Copernicans turned to Holy Scripture

for support—Scripture in its most rigid and literal

interpretation ; an interpretation, however, it must

in fairness be stated, enshrined in the traditions of

successive generations.

It is said that a monk named Sizi went so far as to

maintain that the Bible contradicted the existence of

the satellites of Jupiter. If this be true (which one
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cannot help doubting), we may well say that amongst

all the perversions of Scripture iu which human

fancy has indulged, there is scarcely any one more

monstrous ; and we must not imagine that all the

Biblical arguments used against Galileo and Coper-

nicus were so unreasonable and exaggerated.

It was in 1613 that our philosopher published at

Rome another work, entitled " L'Istoria e Dimostra-

zione Intorno alle Macchie Solari." It was, generally

speaking, well received, though he drew a conclusion

in favour of the Earth's rotation on its axis.

The controversy, however, became still keener on

the all-important point of the interpretation of Scrip-

ture. Now that we can look back on the events of

that day with all judicious calmness, we may well

blame Galileo for having let himself fall into so dan-

gerous a snare ; but there was some excuse for him,

attacked as he was on this very ground of the sup-

posed incompatibility of his hypothesis with the

teaching of Scripture ; and so he unfortunately

committed a grave error of judgment in grappling

himself with a religious difficulty which, if wise, he

would have left entirely to theologians. It may be

said that this is not what we should naturally expect.

fWe should suppose that the ecclesiastical authorities

would welcome any attempt to prove that new

scientific theories were not irreconcilable with the

Scriptural narrative, and possibly such would be the

case at the present day ; but in those times it was

certainly otherwise, and I am not quite sure whether
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the tone and tendency of Eome (that is to say, Eome

as the centre of ecclesiastical tradition and authority)

is not still, as it was then, in favour of the same

rule of conduct—that, namely, which keeps a scientific

man to his own province, and leaves to the authori-

ties of the Church the duty of reconciling physical

theories and speculations with the teaching of Holy

Scripture^ On this last-named point I need not say

I speak with the utmost diffidence ; but on the his-

torical question, as to whether that was the feeling

which animated Popes and Cardinals in Galileo's day,

I think there can be very little doubt.

Now, as the controversy became embittered, a

certain Father Cassini, a Dominican, preaching in

the Church of Santa Maria Novella at Florence,

attacked the Copernican doctrine as taught by

Galileo ; this aroused the wrath of the philosopher,

and he wrote (on the 21st December, 1612) a letter

to a Benedictine monk, Father Castelli, protesting

against the interpretation of Scripture which Father

Cassini had used ; and while so protesting, over-

stepping, it appears, the limits of prudence. The

result was that this unguarded letter was denounced

by Father Lorini to the Cardinal Prefect of the

Congregation of the Index.

The consequence of this was that in the early

part of the year 1615 there commenced a process

which in the following year had an important

issue. It is said that in the month of March, 1615,

Cardinal del Monte and Cardinal Bellarmine had
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a conversation on the subject of Galileo and his

teaching, the result being that they both agreed

on this one point : that G-alileo ought to avoid enter-

ing on the interpretation of Scripture, this being a

matter reserved to the ecclesiastical authorities.

Galileo was not then at Rome ; and two influential

friends of his, Mgr. Dini and Prince Cesi, advised

him to be quiet and silent ; such advice, however,

was not to his taste, and he, on the contrary,

thrust his head into the lion's mouth, confident of

ultimate success. He came personally to Eome,

mixed in society, and endeavoured by the use of

such arguments as occurred to him in conversation

to refute the ancient opinions. Several of his friends,

including some of the Cardinals, advised moderation,

but in vain ; and such was his confidence in his cause,

that in the early part of the year 1616 he actually

began to complain of the delay in the process.

The Pope looked upon his conduct with evident

displeasure, and it is stated in a letter of Guicciardini

that on one occasion Cardinal Orsini spoke to him

in favour of Galileo, and he answered that the

Cardinal would do well to persuade his friend to

abandon his opinion—adding that the affair was

placed in the hands of the Cardinals of the Holy

Office. After this incident, it is said, the Pope sent

for Bellarmine, talked the matter over with him,

and agreed that Galileo's opinion was erroneous

and heretical. A decided step was now taken

:

on the 19 th February, 1616,. /there was sent to
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certain theologians belonging to the Congregation

of the Inquisition—technically called the Qualifiers—
a copy of the propositions, the censure of which~had

been demanded : 1st, That the Sun was the centre of

the world, and consequently immovable locally ; 2nd,

That the Earth was not the centre of the world, nor im-

movable, but moved round itself by a diurnal rotation.

The Qualifiers of the Congregation met on the

23rd February, and on the next day, in presence

of the eleven theologians who had been consulted,

the censure was pronounced. All declared that the

first proposition was foolish and absurd, philosophi-

cally speaking, and also formally heretical, since it

expressly contradicted numerous texts of Holy

Scripture, according to the proper meaning of the

words, and according to the ordinary interpretation

and the sense admitted by the holy Fathers and

theological doctors. All declared that the second

proposition deserved the same censure philosophi-

cally, and regarding theological truth, that it was

at least erroneous in point of faith. The next day,

25th February, Cardinal Mellinus notified to the

Commissary of the Holy Office what had taken

place, and the Pope desired Cardinal Bellarmine to

send for Galileo, and admonish him to abandon

the opinion in question ; if he refused to obey, the

Father Commissary, in presence of a notary and

witnesses, was to enjoin upon him a command to

abstain wholly from teaching such doctrine and

opinion, from defending it, or treating of it ; if,
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however, he would not acquiesce, that he should

then be imprisoned. On the ' following day, 26th

February, this was accordingly done, and "Galileo was

warned "ut supra dictum opinionem . . . omnino

relinquat, nee earn de cetero quovis modo doceat

teneat aut defendat verbo aut scriptis," with the

threat already mentioned in case of disobedience.

Galileo promised to obey.

In the beginning of the month of March there

appeared a printed decree of the Congregation of

the Index prohibiting five works ; and here we arrive

at the curious fact that no work whatever of Galileo

was prohibited by name. The feeling in the high

ecclesiastical circles of Rome seems at that time to

have been very much to this effect :
" Let us stamp

out the obnoxious opinion, but let us spare Galileo

individually." The final result (including what took

place in after years) is strikingly contrasted with

such expectations, if they existed. Galileo had

to suffer personally, not bodily torture or incar-

ceration, but humiliation and failure ; whilst the

dreaded doctrine of Copernicanism, purified from

incidental error and taught in an enlightened form,

has triumphed and reigns supreme. The decree

of the Index is particularly noteworthy, for it is the

principal matter with which we have to deal. After

prohibiting certain Protestant books, the decree pro-

ceeds as follows :
" And since it has come to the

knowledge of the above-named Sacred Congregation

that that false Pythagorean doctrine, altogether con-
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trary to Holy Scripture, concerning the movement

of the Earth and the immobility of the Sun, taught by

Nicolas Copernicus in his work on the Kevolutions

of the Heavenly Orbs, and by Diego di Zunica in his

work on Job, is already spread about and received by

many persons, as may be seen in a printed letter

of a certain Carmelite Father, entitled 'A Letter

of the Eev. Father, Master Paul Anthony Foscarini,

on the opinion of the Pythagoreans and of Copernicus

respecting the mobility of the Earth and the stability

of the Sun, and the new Pythagorean System of

the World,' printed at Naples by Lazzaro Scorrigio,

1615, in which the said Father endeavours to show

that the aforesaid doctrine of the immobility of the Sun

in the centre of the universe and the mobility of the

Earth is consonant to the truth, and is not opposed

to Holy Scripture : Therefore, lest any opinion of

this kind insinuate itself to the detriment of Catholic

truth, [the Congregation] has decreed that the said

[works of] Nicolas Copernicus on the Revolutions

of the Orbs and Diego di Zunica on Job should

be suspended until they are corrected. But that

the book of Father Paul Anthony Foscarini the

Carmelite should be altogether prohibited and con-

demned ; and that all other books teaching the same

thing should equally be prohibited, as by the present

decree it prohibits, condemns, and suspends them all

respectively. In witness whereof the present decree

has been signed and sealed by the hand and seal

of the Most Illustrious and Most Eeverend Lord
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Cardinal of Santa Cecilia, Bishop of Albano, on the

5th day of March, 1616."

Here follow the signatures :

"P. Episc. Albanen. Card. Sanct^ CjsciLiiG.

" Locus ^ sigilli.

" F. Franciscus Magdalenus Capiferreus,

" Ord. Prcedicat., Secretarius."

There followed a somewhat remarkable episode

:

some opponents of Galileo having spread a report

that he had been compelled to make an abjuration,

and also had had certain salutary penances inflicted

on him, Cardinal Bellarmine gave him a certificate

to the effect that nothing of the kind had taken

place, but only that the declaration made by the

Pope and published by the Congregation of the

Index had been communicated to him ; in which

declaration was contained the statement that the

doctrine attributed to Copernicus on the movement

of the Earth round the Sun, and the stability of the

Sun in the centre of the world without its moving

from east to west, was contrary to Holy Scripture,

and so could not be defended or held, fit appears

that the abjuration alluded to was a solemn act

demanded only from those who were suspected of

unsoundness in the faith, and carried with it some

disgrace. Galileo was naturally anxious to be cleared

from such imputation, and the authorities in Eome
willingly met him so far, and avoided all acts casting

a personal slur on him.( It is noteworthy that the
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interview between Cardinal Bellarmine and Galileo

took place after the answers had been returned by

the Qualifiers of the Inquisition, but before the publi-

cation of the decree of the Index. The certificate

given by the Cardinal, to which I have just alluded,

was subsequent, and bears date the 26th May, 1616.

And here we may pause in the narrative, to

inquire briefly what was the effect, in an ecclesiastical

point of view, of the decree just quoted, and of the

admonition given by Papal order to Galileo. On

the mere face of it, it cannot surely be maintained

that there was any doctrinal decision, strictly speak-

ing, at all. I do not wish to undervalue the im-

portance of the disciplinary decision, I think it most

momentous ; moreover, the reason alleged for it was

that the opinion, the publication of which was to

be forbidden, was contrary to Scripture ; but I fail

to see how this last-mentioned fact can possibly

convert what is avowedly a disciplinary enactment,

prohibiting the circulation of certain books, into a

dogmatic decree.

I should submit it to the judgment of theologians

whether this would not be true even if the Pope's

name had been explicitly introduced as sanction-

ing the decree ; as it stands, however, the decree

appears simply in the name of the Congregation of

the Index.

It would, I think, scarcely be necessary to argue

these points at length, were it not that the contrary

view has been maintained in a work entitled " The
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Pontifical Decrees against the Doctrine of the

Earth's Movement, and the Ultramontane Defence

of them," by the Eev. William W. Roberts, a work

written with ability and moderation as well as con-

siderable knowledge of the subject, since the author,

though determined to make all the controversial

capital that is possible out of the case of Galileo,

rises superior to the vulgar atmosphere of fable and

false accusation ; never alleges anything like personal

cruelty or ill-treatment as against the Pope or the

Inquisition, and scarcely alludes to the mythical

story of " E pur si muove."

Moreover, even were the intrinsic value of the

work less than it is, attention has been publicly

drawn to it by a writer whom, both from a religious

and scientific point of view, we feel bound to treat

with respect— Professor Mivart— although he has

formed, on the other hand, an exaggerated estimate

of the importance of Mr. Roberts' facts and arguments.

Here I wish to introduce an observation, as a

sort of anticipatory self-defence, which is that I

do not feel bound to enter into all the theological

minutiae which learned disputants have introduced

into this case. Those who wish to sift such argu-

ments in detail can read the articles in The Dublin

Review by the late Dr. Ward (since republished)

on the one hand, and Mr. Roberts' book on the other.

I myself venture to look at the question as a lay

theologian, employing this expression not by any

means in the sense of one who, having read two or
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three theological treatises, presumes to discuss the

sacred science, himself an amateur, with men whose

profession it is to teach theology ; for, to use a

familiar expression, I hope I know my place better.

I employ the word in the sense of a man who seeks

to know what the Church teaches as requisite for

a layman, that is an educated layman, to understand

:

thus the lay theologian, as I consider him, ought

to be able to discriminate between what the Church

teaches him as matter of faith and what she enjoins

or encourages him to hold under a less solemn

sanction. He ought also to distinguish clearly

between matters laid down by the Church as parts

of her definitive teaching both on faith and morals

—

points, that is to say, laid down as of principle,

and therefore irrevocable—and on the other hand

matters of discipline which, whether intrinsically

important or not, may and do vary from age to age.

He may of course make mistakes, as even theologians

may do, in applying his principles to particular cases ;

but he ought to understand what the principles

are.

Now applying such plain principles to the Galileo

case, I do not understand how any one can come

to any other conclusions than these : first, that the

decree of the Index and the other proceedings in

1616, though founded on reasons of doctrine, that

is of the correct interpretation of Scripture, were

purely disciplinary in their nature ; secondly, that

this being so, they were not infallible or irreform-
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able, as the term is ; thirdly, that they were,

however, real acts of discipline, and intended to

be enforced more or less stringently according to

circumstances. This last-named aspect of the case

is a matter of importance, and I shall return to

it hereafter ; but the attempt to impugn the doctrinal

infallibility of the Catholic Church on the strength

of such decisions as that of the Index in 1616, seems

to me so groundless that I should not discuss the

question further were it not that I think it right

to notice some of Mr. Eoberts' arguments.

It appears that certain theologians have held that

decrees of the Eoman Congregations are to be

considered infallible, provided they contain a state-

ment in so many words that the Pope has approved

them, and provided also that they have been pub-

lished by his explicit order. This, it may be

mentioned, does not necessarily imply that such

decrees concern matters which are strictly and

technically matters of faith, other less momentous

issues being frequently involved.

The decree of the Index in 1616 had no such

statement about the Pope's approbation, nor any

notice of his express order for its publication,

although, in reality, it was undoubtedly approved

by him. Mr. Eoberts argues that this distinction is

a worthless one, because, at that time, the custom,

since adopted on certain important occasions, of

bringing in the Pope's name and authority explicitly,

had not come into being.
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As an argiimentum ad hominem against certain

writers who have suggested that such an omission in

the Galileo case was a remarkable instance of Divine

Providence, Mr. Eoberts' answer may stand ; but it

has nothing to do with the main argument. It only

shows that whereas the Popes of more modern times

have employed the Roman Congregations as instru-

ments for conveying to the world their own decrees

on certain doctrinal subjects, the Popes of the early

part of the seventeenth century had no such custom.

They used the Congregations for various disciplinary

purposes, founded sometimes, no doubt, on reasons of

doctrine, and they sanctioned the proceedings so

taken; but they did not give them the explicit im-

press of their own name and authority. Even when

this latter has taken place, it is not every theologian

who holds that such decree is infallible. Cardinal

Franzelin, a writer of the highest authority, whose

words I give in a note,* held that it was not in-

* " Principium 7m .—Sancta Sedes Apostolica cui divinitus com-

missa est custodia depositi, potestas paseendi universam Ecclesiam

ad salutem animarum, potest sententias theologicas vel quatenus cum
theologicis nectuntur proscribere ut sequendas vel proseribere ut

non sequendas, non unioe ex intentione definitiva sententia in-

fallibiliter decidendi veritatem, sed etiam absque ilia ex necessitate

et intentione vel simpliciter vel pro determinatis adjunctis prospi-

ciendi securitati 1 doctrinae Catholics. In hujusmodi declara-

tionibus licet non sit doetrinaj Veritas infallibilis, quia banc

decidendi ex hypotbesi non est intentio; est tamen infallibilis

1 "Non coincidere hsec duo, infallibilem veritatem et securitatem,

manifestum est vel ab eo, quod secus nulla doctrina probabilis aut

probabilior posset dici sana et secura."
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fallibly true, but only infallibly safe. His language

is not quite clear to the non-theological mind, but he

probably meant that the doctrine conveyed in such a

decree was safe, so that it might certainly be held

without injury to any one's faith, and that it was

not safe to reject it. But it is clear that he was

not speaking of such decrees as took place in the

Galileo case, but only of those which bear on them

the marks of Papal authority in the strict sense.

His own words are pretty plain proof of this.

They are extracted from his work, " De Divina

Traditione et Scriptura," and follow the other words

to which I have alluded

:

Coroll. D. Auetoritas infa llibilitatis et supremum magisterium

Pontifiois definientis omnino nihil unquam pertinuit ad causam

Galilei Galilei, et ad ejurationem opinicmis ipsi injunctam. Non
solum enim nulla vel umbra definitionis Pontificiae ibi intercessit,

sed in toto illo decreto Cardinalium S. Officii, et in formula

ejurationis ne nomen quidem Pontificis unquam sive directs sive

securitas. Securitatem dico turn objectivam doctrinse declaratse

[vel simplicitea vel pro talibus adjunctis], turn subjectivam quatenus

omnibus tutum est earn amplecti, et tutum non est, nee absque

violatione debitae submissionis erga magisterium divinitus con-

stitutum fieri potest, ut earn amplecti recusent.

"Coroll. C. Palsum est, auctoritatem propter quam debeatur

assensus intellectus, solam esse auctoritatem Dei revelantis seu

Ecclesiee vel Pontificis infallibiliter definientis ; sunt enim gradus

assensus religiosi multiplices. In preesenti distinguendus est

assensus fidei proprie et immediate divince propter auctoritatem Dei
revelantis; assensus fidei quam supra diximus mediate divinam
propter auctoritatem infallibilitur definientis doctrinam ut veram
non tamen ut revelatam ; assensus religiosus propter auctoritatem

universalis providentise ecclesiastics in sensu declarato."

—

De
Divina Traditione et Scriptura, p. 116, et seq. Ed. 1870.
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indirecte pronuntiatum reperitur pertinebat omnino ad

auctoritatern providentice ecclesiasticce cavere, ne quid detrimenti

caperet interpretatio Scriptures per conjecturas et hypotheses pie-

risque turn temporis visas minime verisimiles.

We are not, however, I think, obliged to endorse

the opinion conveyed in the last sentence that I have

quoted, though certain theologians of great weight

have held that the ecclesiastical authorities of Galileo's

day were only acting with proper prudence in the

then existing state of astronomical knowledge. I

shall hereafter state why I feel it difficult to follow

their judgment.

But the words I have quoted from Cardinal

Franzelin show plainly that the decrees he had in his

mind, when he wrote that they were infallibly safe,

were of a nature quite different from anything that

took place in the processes connected with Galileo

;

and although he alludes principally to that which

passed in 1633 before the Inquisition, he appears to

include the whole affair in the judgment he passes

upon it ; indeed, the sentence of the tribunal in 1633,

and the abjuration enjoined upon Galileo at that time,

were made to depend on the decree of the Index in

1616, and the admonition then given to Galileo by

Cardinal Bellarmine. Cardinal Franzelin's opinion,

then, whatever weight we may give to it, is clear

enough.

I give one more extract from the work of this

learned author on the subject of the Pope's infalli-

bility, showing that he was of opinion that doctrinal
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definitions must be clearly and unmistakably intended

as such, and must carry with them some manifest

signs to that effect.

Extract from the same on the subject of the Pope's

infallibility, pp. 108 and 109 :

Neque enim Cathedra Apostolica aliud est, quam supremum

autbenticum magisterium, cujus definitiva sententia doctrinalis

obligat universam Ecclesiam ad consensum. Intentio hsec de-

finiendi doctrinam seu docendi definitive sententia et auetoritate

obligante universam Ecclesiam ad consensum debet esse manifesta

et cognoscibilis claris indiciis.

In the case we have before us, I should say that the

" clara indicia " were all the other way ; and indeed,

were it not for the dust which controversialists

have tried to throw in our eyes, I should be disposed

to add that we might fairly drop this part of our

subject—I mean the part which raises the question

whether there was not some decision or definition,

such as Catholics are bound by their principles to

admit as infallible, given against the Copernican

doctrine.

It is right, however, to notice one or two other

arguments urged by Mr. Roberts.

Some of these consist in bringing forward supposed

parallel cases, in which the Pope has insisted on a full

and complete assent being given to the decision of

some Roman Congregation. One case is that of a

" distinguished theologian and philosopher, Gunther,"

whose works were condemned by a decree of the

Index, having, however, the notice that the Pope had
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ratified the decision and ordered its publication. This

was in 1857. Giinther and many of his followers

submitted, but others contended that a merely disci-

plinary decree was not conclusive. On this Pope

Pius IX. addressed a brief to the Archbishop of

Cologne, in which he intimated that a decree sanc-

tioned by his authority and published by his order

should have been sufficient to close the question, that

the doctrine taught by Giinther could not be held to

be true, and that it was not permitted to any one to

defend it from that time forward.

I extract the words as given by Mr. Eoberts :

Quod quidem Decretum [that of the Index] Nostra Auctoritate

sancitum Nostroque jussu vulgatum, sufficere plane debebat, ut

questio omnis penitus dirempta censeretur, et omnes qui Catholico

gloriantur nomine claie aperteque intelligerent sibi esse omnino

obtemperandum, et sinceram haberi non posse doctrinam Giintha-

rianis libris contentam, ae nemini deinceps fas esse doctrinam iis

libris traditam tueri ac propugnare, et illos libros sine debita

facultate legere ac retinere.

Mr. Eoberts, it must be remembered, is not simply

investigating the history of Galileo, but is contending,

for other reasons, against certain opinions on the sub-

ject of Papal infallibility held by an able foreign theo-

logian, M. Bouix, and by Dr. Ward, and he uses

Galileo as a weapon (and, in his estimation, a most for-

midable weapon) in the controversy. Now, in the

capacity I have assumed of a lay theologian, I do not

feel bound to discuss whether the decree in Giinther 's

case was merely disciplinary, or whether it was dog-
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matic ; whether it came within the category of strictly-

infallible pronouncements, or whether it did not ; and

supposing the former alternative, whether it was in-

fallible in virtue of the Pope's sanction and command

to publish in the first instance, or whether it only

became so in virtue of the brief addressed to the

Archbishop of Cologne. All these questions, interest-

ing in themselves, I feel myself at liberty to pass

over, and to leave them, with the most profound

respect, to be sifted by professed theologians ; I

merely venture to remark, without attempting to

argue the matter, that, to my uninstructed intelli-

gence, the whole thing, including the Pope's brief,

appears to have a disciplinary character rather than

anything else.

What, however, I would say is this—the questions

above mentioned, which in the Giinther case are

doubtful, are in that of Galileo clear enough ; the

clause stating that the Pope had sanctioned the decree,

and ordered it to be published, on which the doubt

alluded to is founded, did not appear in the decree

against the Copernican books ; nor did the Popes of

that day issue any brief, such as Pius IX. addressed

to the Archbishop of Cologne.

Mr. Eoberts, it is true, thinks he has a clenching

argument in a Bull of Pope Alexander VII., of which

I will speak hereafter, and which in my humble judg-

ment has the least force of any that he has adduced.

The case of Professor Ubaghs, of the University

of Louvain, which Mr. Roberts thinks still more to
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the point, seems, I confess, to me even weaker than

the other for our present purpose. Here, again, I

leave it to theologians to decide whether the decree

was or was not infallible ; but it undoubtedly appears,

in point of form, to be a doctrinal one, and emanated

from the United Congregations of the Index and

Inquisition, to whom the Pope had expressly entrusted

the examination of the subject, and it was as follows :

" Wherefore the most eminent cardinals have arrived

at this opinion : that in the philosophical works,

hitherto published by G-. C. Ubaghs, and especially

in his Logic and Theodicea, doctrines or opinions are

found that cannot be taught without danger " (inveniri

doctrinas seu opiniones, quce absque periculo tradi

non possunt). Which judgment our most Holy

Lord Pope Pius IX. has ratified and confirmed by his

supreme authority." Even then some persons main-

tained that the decree was disciplinaryand not doctrinal.

Cardinal Patrizi, however, writing in the Pope's name

to the Primate of Belgium (if I mistake not), in-

timated that the dissentients must acquiesce ex animo

in the judgment of the Apostolic See. Consequently

all the professors who had committed themselves to

the proscribed opinions were required to make an act

of submission to the effect just mentioned. The decree

was treated as strictly doctrinal, and if so was, I

maintain, essentially different from the one we have

now before us.

In the case of Galileo, it is true that the opinion

given in 1616 by the Qualifiers of the Inquisition was a
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doctrinal one ; the action taken upon the strength

of that opinion by the Pope in desiring Cardinal

Bellarmine to admonish Galileo, as well as by the

Congregation of the Index in prohibiting certain

books, was simply disciplinary.*

It remains for us to inquire what was the value of

the decree of the Index on certain works, written

in favour of the new astronomical doctrines, as appre-

ciated by contemporary feeling and opinion. We
naturally find that there were two views on the

subject : one of those who wished to magnify the effect

of the decision, and one of those who desired to

minimise it.

Galileo himself said that his opinion had not been

accepted by the Church, which, however, had only

declared that it was not in conformity with Holy

Scripture ; from which it followed that only books

attempting ex professo to prove that the opinion is

not contrary to Scripture were prohibited. Whether

Galileo was right or wrong in his estimate of the

scope of the decree, it seems evident that he considered

the whole matter as a question merely of discipline.

It is said that Father Melchior Inchofer, S.J. (after-

wards one of the Consultors of the Holy Office),

* It happens, curiously enough, that the doctrine of the perfect

immobility of the Sun, which so shocked the Qualifiers of the

Inquisition, is simply discarded by modern astronomers. No one

now holds that the Sun is the centre of the whole universe, or that

he is immovable. It is generally supposed that he travels in space,

though not round any Mown centre, and the Earth and Planets

with him.
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endeavoured to prove that the decision proceeded

from the Pope speaking ex cathedrd. Mr. Roberts

gives a quotation to that effect from a work of

Professor Berti ; the original, however, does not

appear, and is probably not now extant.

Mr. Roberts also quotes Caramuel, "the acute

casuist," who, in answer to the supposed objection

that the Copernican theory might hereafter be shown

to be true, says that it is impossible that the Earth

should hereafter be proved demonstratively to be in

motion ; if such an impossibility be admitted, other

impossible and absurd things would follow.

Caramuel, however great as a theologian, was

evidently not endowed with much scientific foresight.

But he is not wholly wrong, for it has never yet been

possible to prove by absolute demonstration the

motion of the Earth.

One of the most important witnesses on the point

we are here considering is Cardinal Bellarmine, who

was a very zealous anti-Copernican, and had probably

a great share (perhaps the principal share) in bringing

about the practical condemnation of Galileo's opinions

in 1616. So far as I know, the only explicit state-

ment bearing on the question that we have of

Bellarmine's, is a letter to the Carmelite Father

Foscarini, dated April 1, 1615, though he has been

quoted as if he had expressed the opinion stated in

the letter at a later date. Mr. Roberts takes ex-

ception to the inference drawn from this letter

because it was written before the decree of the Index,

D 2
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and we may add, about seven months before the

referring of Galileo's writings to the Consultors of the

Inquisition.

Now we may admit that there would be some force

in this argument if Cardinal Bellarmine, instead of

being what he was, had been a private individual,

having nothing to do but to listen submissively to

what his ecclesiastical superiors decided, whether in

doctrine or discipline. He was, however, one of the

most trusted advisers of the Pope ; he had no small

share in bringing about the censure of the Copernican

theory, such as it was ; and it is almost certain that

at the time when he wrote the letter he foresaw that

some proceedings of that nature would follow, if

indeed the proceedings had not already begun. We
have no sort of intimation that he ever afterwards

changed his opinion, and the way in which he was

quoted by subsequent writers points to this conclusion.

I have thought it better to answer the objection made

by Mr. Eoberts before stating what Bellarmine's letter

contains. I must leave my readers to judge the value

of the argument. All I say is, that my own belief is

that Cardinal Bellarmine's opinion, as recorded in this

letter to Father Foscarini, represents his permanent

judgment. It is a most curious letter, and is a

singular illustration of the danger that a man, how-

ever able and learned, may incur by attempting to

grapple with subjects of which he knows absolutely

nothing. Bellarmine, when writing on theological or

controversial subjects, though he might make an occa-
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sional mistake, was one of the clearest, ablest, and (may

one not add?) fairest of writers; but on a subject such

as this, some of his reasoning strikes us as very curious.

The substance of it is as follows : After admitting

that so long as the Copernican doctrine is stated

hypothetically, " ex suppositione," there is no objection

whatever to it, he goes on to say that to state it

positively and as a reality is contrary to the principle

laid down by the Council (i.e. of Trent), that

Scripture should not be interpreted contrary to the

common consent of the Fathers ; and, he added, not

only that, but the universal opinions of modern

commentators. In answer to the objection that it is

not a matter of faith, he says :
" if it is not so exparte

objecti, it is so ex parte dicentis," meaning apparently

that a man who impugned the truth of the Scriptural

narrative in any respect would be heretical. Then

follows the paragraph which has given occasion to

quote the letter, and it is to this effect :* When there

shall be a real demonstration that the Sun stands in

the centre of the universe, and that the Earth revolves

round it, it will then be necessary to proceed with great

consideration in explaining those passages of Scripture

* " Dico, che quando oi fosse vera dimostratione che i] Sole stia

nel centro del mondo, e la terra nel 3 eielo, e che il Sole non circonda

la terra, ma la terra circonda il Sole, allora bisogneria andar con molta

consideratione in esplicare le Scritture che paiono contrarie, e piu

sotto dire che non 1' intendiamo, che dira che sia falso quello che

si dimostra. Ma io non credero che ci sia tale dimostratione fin

che non mi sia mostrata, etc."

—

Extract from Cardinal Bdlarmine's

Letter to F. Foscarini.
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which seem to be contrary to it, and rather to say-

that we do not understand them, than say that a

thing which is demonstrated is false. But for his own

part, until it had been shown to him, he would not

believe there could be any such demonstration, for it

was one thing to prove that if the hypothesis were

true all things would appear as they actually do, and

another thing to prove that such is actually the fact

;

and in case of doubt one ought not to leave the inter-

pretation of Scripture as given by the Fathers. Then

comes what is really an extraordinary argument, as

we modern thinkers would view it. The text, " The

sun arises and sets, and returns to his own place," was

written by Solomon, who was not only inspired by

God, but was also the wisest and most learned of

mankind in human sciences, and in the knowledge of

created things, and it was not likely he could be

wrong. Nor was it sufficient to say that Solomon

speaks according to appearances ; for though in some

cases erroneous impressions, arising from appearances,

can be corrected by observation and experience, it is

quite otherwise as regards the motion of the Earth.

It is certainly remarkable that it does not appear

to strike Bellarmine that the Fathers and commen-

tators, not having this question before them, naturally

interpreted Scripture according to the ideas generally

entertained in their day. While to suppose that,

because Solomon wrote certain inspired works, and,

moreover, was a great naturalist- -the greatest of his

day— he was, therefore, infallible in his personal
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views on astronomy, shows a state of mind so dif-

ferent from what we find amongst even non-scientific

men in our own day, that we are almost startled and

bewildered when we meet with it. The truth, how-

ever, is that Bellarmine was a sort of link between

the mediaeval and modern thinkers ; in theology and

controversy, and in appreciation of the change that

had taken place in Europe owing to the religious

revolution of the preceding century, in all that, he

was, I imagine, in advance of his age ; in physical

science he was a simple medisevalist. But it was

not for some time that even able men came to

recognise the principle that in the search for truth, so

far as the works of Nature are concerned, the opinions

of the ancients and the traditions of forefathers count

but for little ; and observation and experiment are

the true and only key to knowledge. It is other-

wise, of course, with theology and kindred studies
;

and it required some mental grasp, or in default of

that it required a long, very long, experience before

the human mind drew the distinction between the

two.

But this is a digression. I have quoted Bellarmine

to show what he thought of the necessity, from an

ecclesiastical standpoint, of putting down Coperni-

canism, at least until it should be proved to

demonstration. He did not appear to contemplate

a dogmatic decision against it, but what he did

desire, and succeeded in obtaining, was a disciplinary

prohibition of the obnoxious doctrine. As a theologian
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he well knew that such a prohibition would not be

an irrevocable act ; it might be withdrawn when the

conclusive proof of the forbidden opinion should be

established. He probably thought that the certain

demonstration of the opinion would only take place,

as mathematicians would say, at an infinitely distant

date ; nor was he wholly wrong, as has already been

remarked, for the absolute demonstration of the

Copernican doctrine is not, from the very nature of

the case, a thing to be achieved.

Yet, if he had lived at a later period, I do not

doubt that he would have been satisfied with the

moral evidence, the mass of indirect proof, on which

Copernicanism rests. Many years later, the Jesuit

Father Fabri, who appears to have held the office of

Canon Penitentiary of St. Peter's, expresses himself

in much the same way as Bellarmine. He was

replying to the arguments of some Copernican

correspondent, possibly' an Englishman, since his

reply was inserted in the Acts of the English Royal

Society in 1665, and he says: " There is no reason

why the Church should not understand those texts in

their literal sense, and declare that they should be

so understood so long as there is no demonstration to

prove the contrary. But if any such demonstration

hereafter be devised by your party (which I do not

at all expect), in that case the Church will not at all

hesitate to set forth that those texts are to be under-

stood in an improper

—

i.e., non-literal—and figurative
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sense, according to the words of the poet, ' terrseque

urbesque recedunt.'

"

As a further illustration of the position thus taken

by Bellarmine and others as to the interpretation of

Scripture, I may here mention that some few years

after the prohibition of Copernican works by the

Index (probably about 1623), it is said that Guidacci

had an interview with Father Grassi, at the suggestion

of the Jesuit Father Tarquinio Galluzzi, and that F.

Grassi's words were as follows : "When a demonstration

of this movement [that of the Earth] shall be discovered,

it will be fitting to interpret Scripture otherwise than

has hitherto been done : this is the opinion of

Cardinal Bellarmine." It is not intended to deny that

there were those who magnified the effect of the

decree of the Index ; the devotees of Aristotle, who

had gained what was to them a great triumph, were

sure to make the most of it.



CHAPTER III.

We will now return to the narrative ; and in due

course discuss the condemnation of Galileo by the

Inquisition sixteen years after the events just

described.

It may be mentioned, as illustrating the feeling in

Rome towards Galileo personally, that on the 11th

March, 1616, he had an audience, lasting three-

quarters of an hour, of Pope Paul V. He assured

the Pope of the rectitude of his intentions, and

complained of the persecutions of his adversaries.

Paul V. answered very kindly, saying that both

himself and the Cardinals of the Index had formed

a high personal opinion of him, and did not believe

his calumniators.

In the year 1620 there appeared a monitum of the

Congregation of the Index, permitting the reading of

the great work of Copernicus after certain specified

corrections had been made.

Not long after this, in 1622, if I mistake not, Pope
(

Paul V. died, and Galileo's friend, Cardinal Barberini,

succeeded him, taking the name of Urban VIII.
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Another of his friends, Monsignor Ciampoli, became

secretary of briefs to the new Pope.

Our philosopher having ascertained that he would

be well received, went to Some in April, 1624, and

was treated by the new Pope with all possible con-

sideration. He had, in fact, several conversations

with him ; and we may well conjecture it was on

these occasions that Urban VIII., discussing the

Copernican theory, used some of those arguments

which Galileo afterwards put in the mouth of Sim-

plicio in his celebrated Dialogue, thereby deeply

offending the Pope.

But there was, about this time, a sort of moderate

reaction in favour of Galileo among the authorities

at Eome. For instance, a work of his published since

the decree of the Index, and entitled " II Saggiatore,"

in which he had favoured the theory of the Earth's

motion, was attacked, and an attempt was made to

have it prohibited or at least corrected, but the

attempt was a failure.

The reports of casual or unofficial conversations are

always to be received with caution and with some

qualification; yet at least they are "straws which

show how the wind blows."

Thus we are told that Cardinal Hohen-Zollern, in

a conversation with the Pope (Urban VIII.) on the

subject of Copernicus, endeavoured to show the neces-

sity of proceeding with great circumspection on that

point, to which it is said the Pope replied that the

Church had not condemned and would not condemn
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that opinion as heretical, but only as temerarious.

So again the Master of the Sacred Palace, himself

resting neutral between Ptolemy and Copernicus, is

reported to have said that there was no matter of

faith in question, the great point being that one must

not in any way mix up the Holy Scriptures with it.

We may suppose that when the Pope spoke of the

opinion having been condemned as temerarious, what

he meant was not that it had been explicitly censured

as such—using the word in the technical sense which

it bears when applied as a censure—for that it plainly

had not been, but that the general effect of the pro-

hibition issued by the Index was to stamp the mark

of rashness upon it. This, I may observe, if it be

the right interpretation, is quite consistent with the

theory that the prohibition was of a disciplinary and

a provisional character.

We have also another reputed conversation of the

Pope with Campanella—resting on the authority of

Prince Cesi, who related it to Father Castelli—and it

is important if true. Campanella had said that cer-

tain Germans, ready to embrace the Catholic faith,

had hesitated on account of the condemnation of

Copernicus, to which Pope Urban VIII. had replied

that this was not his intention, and if he had had

the arrangement of matters the decree would never

have been made. " Non fu mai nostra intenzione, e se

fosse toccato a noi, non si sarebbe fatto quel decreto."

As already remarked, we must not attach too great

weight to reports of private conversations ; but it is
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probable that some such scene took place as here

represented, and, if it did, it is surely wholly incom-

patible with the idea that the decree was a decision

in matters of faith. No Pope, no well-informed

ecclesiastic of any rank, would express himself so

in such a case ; but it is quite consistent with what

we might expect in a question of simple discipline.

It will now be convenient, before discussing the

matter further, to resume the narrative, and to touch

upon the questions connected with the condemnation

of Galileo by the Inquisition, and his enforced abju-

ration. It is, indeed, these latter proceedings that

have left so deep an impression upon the popular

mind, though, strictly speaking, they were of less

importance than the decree of the Index—of less im-

portance, that is, to all others besides Galileo himself.

It seems that our philosopher overrated the effect
""

of the reaction that had taken place in his favour,

real though it was so far as it went. He thought he

might now safely publish the work on which he had

been labouring, and on which he probably relied as

likely to influence the minds of learned men, ecclesias-

tical as well as lay, in the direction of Gopernicanism.

He came in May in the year 1630 to Eome, and

had a very long audience with the Pope, who treated

him with great kindness and even increased a pension

he had already bestowed upon him ; but we do not

know what passed as to other matters on this occa-

sion. He had also an interview with Father Eiccardi,

who had now become Master of the Sacred Palace,
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with a view of obtaining authority to print his book.

Father Riccardi upon this engaged Father Visconti,

who was a professor of mathematics, to read the work

and mark such passages as he thought necessary.

Father Visconti reported that there were some

passages which required correction, and many points

that he would like to discuss with the author. How-

ever, the Master of the Sacred Palace gave leave for

the printing of the work, expressing at the same time

a wish to see it once more himself ; consequently it

was arranged that Galileo should return to Rome in

the autumn, in order to add the preface, and to

insert in the body of the work certain passages,

calculated to show that the question was being

treated purely as a hypothesis.

Two untoward events, however, now occurred : one

was the death of Prince Cesi, a powerful and devoted

friend of Galileo, which took place on the 1st May ; ^
and the other was the outbreak of the plague at

Florence, a circumstance which interrupted com-

munications, and caused delays resulting in mistakes'

and misunderstandings. With a view of having the

Dialogue printed at Florence, it was arranged that

the revision required by the ecclesiastical authorities

should take place there instead of at Rome. Father
,

Hyacinthe Stephani, a Dominican, who acted as

reviser, marked several passages in the work, thinking

that they should be explained before the final per-

mission for publication was conceded.

Then followed mutual delays : the author was tardy
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in sending to Eome the corrections to which he had

in principle agreed, and the Master of the Sacred

Palace was late in sending to Florence the preface

and the conclusion, so the impatient'philosopher began

to print his book. The plague still continued, and the

result was that communications were still interrupted.

The Inquisitor of Florence however received from

Rome the power to approve officially the copy of

Galileo's work that would be submitted to him, with

instructions specially added by Father Riccardi that

he must bear in mind the wishes of the Pope to the

following effect : The title of the work must indicate

that it dealt only with the mathematical question

connected with Copernicanism, also that the Coper-

nican opinion must not be put forward as a positive

truth, but merely as a hypothesis, and this without

alluding to the interpretation of Scripture ; moreover,

that it should be stated that the work was only

written to show that if the decree (i.e. of 1616) was

made at Rome, nevertheless the authorities knew all

the reasons against it that could be urged, and were

not ignorant of one of them—an idea conformable to

the words of the preface and the conclusion, which he

would send from Rome corrected. With this pre-

caution, it was intimated the book would meet with

no obstacle at Rome, and thus satisfaction might be

given to the author, and also to the Grand Duke of

Tuscany, who had shown himself to be so eager in the

matter.

This remarkable letter points towards a conclusion
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which has been drawn by some writers, that the

preface to the Dialogue was written for Galileo by

Father Eiccardi or some other person, and was not

his own composition ; for the above is precisely what

was said in the preface as it afterwards appeared,

and it seems to me almost incredible that Galileo

should have spontaneously written any such words,

exposing him to the charge, which has really been

made against him, of transparent irony, thereby

giving offence in the very quarters where conciliation

was desirable.

.And it must be remarked that when Father

Eiccardi on the 19th July of this year sent the

preface to Florence, he allowed Galileo the liberty of

making verbal alterations only ; so that whether he

composed it or only revised it, it is Father Eiccardi

rather than the author of the Dialogue who must be

held responsible for the contents, and the same

remark applies at least partially to the conclusion

also, it having been specially revised by the same

hand.

The preface is addressed to the discreet reader,

and the words to which I have just alluded are

as follows :
" Some years ago, a wholesome edict was

promulgated in Eome which, in order to check the

dangerous scandals of the present age, imposed an

opportune silence upon the Pythagorean opinion of

the motion of the earth. There were not wanting

some who rashly asserted that that decree resulted,

not from judicious examination, but from ill-in-
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formed passion ; and there were heard complaints

that Consulters, wholly inexperienced in astronomical

observations, ought not to be allowed, with a hasty

prohibition, to clip the wings of speculative intellects.

My zeal could not keep silence on hearing the temerity

of the complaints so made. As one fully informed

of that most prudent decision, I judged it right to

appear publicly in the theatre of the world, as

a witness of pure truth. I happened then to be

present in Eome ; I had not only audiences, but

approbations from the most eminent prelates of that

Court, and it was not without my own previous

information that the publication of that decree then

followed." The author goes on to say that he

wished to show to foreign nations how much was

known in Italy, and particularly in Rome, on this

subject ; and that from this climate there proceed

not only dogmas for the salvation of the soul, but

ingenious devices for the delight of the mind.

This last clause certainly savours of bitter irony,

and probably did not proceed from Father Riccardi's

pen. He then states that for the purpose in hand

he had taken the Copernican part in the Dialogue

as a pure mathematical hypothesis, endeavouring

by every artifice to represent it as superior, not to

that of the stability of the Earth absolutely speaking,

but to the doctrine as defended by the Peripatetics,

to whom he alludes with some contempt.

He adds that he will treat of three principal

heads : under the first he wo*ld show that all our
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experience was insufficient to prove conclusively

the motion of the Earth, but that it adapted itself

equally to either theory; he hoped also to produce

many observations unknown to antiquity. In the

second place, the celestial phenomena would be

examined, by which the Copernican hypothesis would

be so reinforced as if it ought to come out of the

contest absolutely victorious. In the third place he

would propound his theory about the tides: "proporrb

una fantasia ingegnosa," he says. He had long been

of opinion that the unknown problem of the tides would

receive some light on the assumption of the Earth's

motion. Other persons had adopted his statement on

this point as if it had been their own ; he therefore

thought it desirable to expound it himself. He hints,

too, that the willingness to admit the stability of the

Earth, and to take the contrary side solely for

mathematical caprice, is partly based on piety,

religion, the knowledge of the Divine omnipotence;

and the consciousness of human weakness.

He had thought it well to cast these thoughts

into the form of a dialogue, which gave a certain

amount of freedom to digressions.

He then introduces the personages who sustain

the discussion, and who are supposed to meet at

Venice at the palace of one of their number, Sagredo

by name.

This preface, if one may judge by internal evi-

dence, was probably the joint composition of Galileo

and Father Riccardi, the former having written the
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original draft, the latter having altered the draft

and supplemented it with important additions.

The body of the Dialogue—which I suspect that

many persons who consider themselves competent

to give an opinion on the Galileo case have not so

much as even seen—is divided into four portions, each

being supposed to be one day's dialogue. The inter-

locutors are Salviati, Sagredo, and Simplicio. Great

offence was taken at the r61e attributed to this last-

/named .
personage—the true doctrine- put into the

' mouth of a simpleton ! It has been said that Pope

Urban VIII. considered it as an insult directed

against himself, because, in conversation with Galileo,

he had used some of the very arguments employed

by Simplicio. This, however, may have happened

without the author intending thereby to offer any

personal affront to His Holiness ; some character was

bound to appear on the anti-Copernican side, and

it was inevitable that the arguments that Galileo

had heard, whether from ignorant or enlightened

antagonists, should be put into the mouth of such

character. The name Simplicio is of course not

meant as a compliment ; moreover, he is made to

say some very unwise things, and is occasionally

treated with a sort of polite contempt by the scientific

and mathematical Salviati ; and yet he is not at

all a simpleton in our sense of the word, he is

a devoted follower of Aristotle, whom he constantly

quotes, and is in fact a type— probably exag-

gerated—of the school of the Peripatetics, as they

e 2
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were, and still are, called ; he does not know much

of geometry or arithmetic, and so is at no small

disadvantage when arguing with Salviati, but he

is far from being a mere fool. Our author, in his

preface, introduces Salviati and Sagredo—the former

'* a Florentine, the latter a Venetian—as real per-

sonages, deceased friends of his own, though this

may be a mere conventional form of expression

;

but he expressly states that Simplicio is not the

true name of the "buon Peripatetico."

The friends are supposed to meet in the palace of

Sagredo, at Venice, as before stated.

The first day's dialogue deals with a good deal

of what one may term preliminary matter : that

bodies have three dimensions and no more ; that

circular motion is the most perfect and the most

'

natural ; showing by this that Galileo had not at

that time arrived at a true comprehension of the

first law of motion, as we now hold it. The motion

of weights on an inclined plane finds also a place

in the discussion ; and so does what we now term

the law of accelerating force, which Galileo had

grasped so well as to be able to explain how the

velocity increases by infinitely small steps gradually,

and not, as it were, by sudden jumps.

Much of the matter disputed on—as, for example,

whether the heavenly bodies being incorruptible differ

in that respect from the Earth, liable as it is to

corruption and decay— which seems to us either

erroneous in conception or irrelevant to the question
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at issue, or both—arose out of the old Aristotelian

philosophy ; and in those days a dissertation which

neglected points of this kind would have been looked

upon probably with contempt, as evading subjects

that it ought to have grappled with. The distinction

between natural and artificial motion, which occurs

repeatedly in the Dialogue, is an instance of an

utterly mistaken notion, having its origin in

Aristotle, who, great philosopher though he was

in other ways, failed in his investigations of physical

science, partly from being misled by verbal fallacies.*

Another point that our author endeavours to

establish in the first day's dialogue is that the Moon

is not a polished surface, as Simplicio and others

thought, but much like our own Earth, with moun-

tains and plains and seas—this last being a mistake,

as subsequent observation has shown. The solar

spots are also discussed, and so, incidentally, is

the question whether the heavenly bodies are in-

habited, the affirmative opinion finding little favour

with any one.

During the second day the great subject is the

revolution of the Earth on its axis ; and Salviati urges

forcibly the improbability of the motion of the whole

celestial sphere round the Earth in twenty-four hours,

including such a number of vast bodies, and with

such an immense velocity, while one single body

* A brief but interesting resume of the Aristotelian physics is

given in Whewell's "History of the Inductive Sciences," a work to

which I shall have occasion to refer more than once.
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(the Earth), turning round on itself, would produce

the same effect. He argues also that if you believe

in this motion of the celestial sphere, you must

suppose the planets to be moving in two opposite

directions at the same time, the diurnal one from

east to west, and the annual one from west to east

—

using the word annual in its extended sense, as

applied to the periodical revolutions of all the planets.

To this Simplicio makes the sapient answer that

Aristotle proves that circular motions are not con-

trary to each other ; upon which the third inter-

locutor, Sagredo, asks him whether when two knights

meet one another in the open field, or two fleets at

sea'— in the latter case sinking each other— such

motions can be called contrary ? This Simplicio is

obliged to admit ; he uses, however, another argument,

which did not seem so absurd in the then existing

state of science, namely, that there may be another

sphere beyond that of the stars, and itself starless,

to which belongs the property of the diurnal revo-

lution, and that this sphere may carry along with it

the inferior spheres, these latter participating in its

movement. Ideas such as these were part of the

pre-telescopic notions of astronomy. Simplicio's

argument is in reply to some powerful reasons drawn

from the motions of the planets, the nearer revolving

in a shorter, and the more remote in a longer period

;

it being extremely unlikely that they would be all

whirled round the Earth in one day; and also from

considerations connected with the stars.
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It took a long time to disabuse the human mind

of the antiquated opinion that the stars and planets

were set in vast movable spheres, as lamps might be

set in a large revolving cupola.

One of the objections made at that time against the"

axial rotation of the Earth was that, if it were really

the case, any weight dropped from a high tower

would fall some way to the west of the tower, on

account of the latter having been carried on east-

ward by the revolution of the Earth during the few

seconds the weight takes in falling,* and that such

a result was contrary to experience. In those days,

when even the first law of motion had been barely

guessed at, the second law, that of the action of com-

bined forces on any body, was of course not generally

understood ; and a considerable debate as to this

point occurs in this same day's dialogue. Simplicio

has the hardihood to assert that if a stone be let fall

from the mast of a vessel, the vessel being in motion,

it falls behind the mast. Salviati, after making a

foolish distinction—in accordance, however, with the

philosophical ideas then prevalent— between the

natural motion of the Earth on its axis, and the

artificial motion of the vessel, asks Simplicio if he has

* It is said that a weight dropped from the top of a very high
'

tower falls slightly to the east, because the velocity of the axial

rotation is greater at the summit of the tower than at its foot,

and the stone or ball dropped partakes of the motion of the highest

part of the tower from which it falls ; this is perfectly true in

theory ; and experiments, made not only from the summits of

towers but also in mines, tend to confirm it.
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ever tried the experiment, which, of course, he had

not. He then tells him, and most truly so, that the

experiment, if made, would show a very different

result, and that the stone would fall at the foot of

the mast, whether the vessel were in motion or not.

Further on, Simplicio maintained that a projectile

thrown from the hand, according to Aristotle's

argument, is carried on by the air, itself set in

motion by the hand of the projector; and if the

stone let fall from the mast of a ship falls at the

foot of the mast, it must be the effect of the air.

So again he imagines that a ball dropped from the

hand of a man, riding fast on horseback, falls some

way behind, and does not partake of the horse's speed

Salviati, however, tells him that he deceives himself,

and that experience would teach him the contrary.

Various difficulties are discussed in this dialogue

well known to the disputants of that day. It being

questioned why a projectile shot from a gun point-

blank towards the east does not fall above the mark

aimed at ; or shot westwards fall below it ? How it

is that birds, when flying, are not left behind by the

revolving Earth, since they at any rate are completely

detached from the ground above which they are soaring?

Why it is that light objects do not fly off at a tangent?

One sees throughout the power of the master-mind

of Galileo. He knew many things in mechanics

which no subsequent research or experiment has ever

corrected ; but here and there, as may naturally be

supposed, he is at fault. It must ever be remem-
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bered that a dialogue, though a convenient form of

argument in some respects, does not always give one

a clear insight into the author's real convictions.

You are not sure whether he quite agrees with any of

the spokesmen, and, indeed, Galileo, in his defence

before the Inquisition, practically assumes that he

did not so agree. It is, however, a good form of

discussion for a man whose opinions are intended to

be expressed in a tentative shape, and perhaps Galileo's

mind was in a state congenial to such expression.

But, at any rate, it makes it rather more difficult

to do justice to the author, as one is never sure

what he intends to be taken as the expression of

his own deliberate belief ; indeed, whatever may have

been the amount of indecision in which in this case

our author's mind was involved, it is scarcely possible,

notwithstanding his disclaimer, to ignore the fact of

his strong Copernican opinions.

I think one may say that Galileo did not, at the

time when he wrote the dialogue, know the gravity of

the air. I say at that time, because it is quite

possible that he knew it before his death, since he

lived some ten or twelve years after writing this

work. It is maintained that he knew it because

there is extant a letter from Baliani, the date of

which I believe to be about 1631, in which the latter

expresses his acknowledgments to Galileo for having

taught him this truth. May it not, however, be that

what is here meant is the 'pressure of the air ? If

any one thinks Galileo understood at that time the
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principle of the gravity of the atmosphere, I refer

him to the second day's dialogue. He was aware, no

doubt, that the air was carried round by the Earth

in its diurnal motion, but why it was so carried round

I do not think he quite understood ; indeed, as may

well be supposed, he did not clearly understand what

gravity was ; it was a mysterious force, drawing

heavy bodies towards the centre of the Earth, a force

to which we, indeed, give the name of gravity, but of

the essence of which we know nothing, as, in fact, we

know nothing of the nature of the force that moves

the heavenly bodies. This passage is remarkable

because it looks as if Galileo half suspected that the

force which acted on the Moon and the planets might

be akin to that which attracted terrestrial objects

towards the centre of the Earth. If he really had

arrived at such a conclusion, he would have antici-

pated the great discovery made thirty or forty years

later. I think, however, that he only wished to

illustrate the one by the other, and that the allusion

means no more. I give, however, the passage in

a note,* so that any reader may form his own

judgment ; and I may add that according to an

opinion commonly held by the Copernican school of

that age, the adherence of the atmosphere to the

Earth as it revolved was the effect of friction.

* Simplicio having said that the cause why parts of the earth

are carried downwards was gravity, Salviati answers :
" Voi errate,

Signor Simplicio, voi dovevate dire, che ciaschedun sa, ch' ella si

chiama gravity ; ma io non vi domando il nome, ma dell' essenza

della cosa : della quale essenza voi non sapete punto piu di quello,
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Our philosopher, wise as he was, had not freed

himself from the antiquated notion that some bodies

were essentially heavy and others light, which latter

had no tendency to descend ; not thereby meaning

comparatively light substances, but such as were

absolutely free from the action of gravity ; the fact not

being then understood that it is only the resistance of

the air that prevents the smallest feather from falling

to the ground as quickly as a cannon-shot.

Another mistake into which he falls is that of

maintaining, in answer to the argument that the

diurnal rotation of the Earth would cause objects to

fly off from the surface at a tangent, that no amount

of velocity of rotation would be sufficient for such

a result to follow ; whereas, it is well known to

modern students of mechanics that if a certain very

high velocity of rotation were reached, the centrifugal

force would overcome that of gravity, and objects

would be projected from the surface of the Earth

in the direction of the tangent at that point.

Some irrelevant arguments occur, of which, no

che voi sappiate dell' essenza del movente le Stelle in giro

;

eccetuatone il nome, che a questa e stato posto, e fatto familiare, e

domestico per la frequente esperienza, che rnille volte il giorno noi

ne veggiamo ; ma non e, che realmente noi intentiamo piu, che

principio, che virtu sia quella, che muove la pietra in grit, di quel

noi sappiamo chi la muova in su, separata del proiciente ; o chi

rmiova la Luna in giro, eccettoche (come ho detto) il nome, che

piu singolare e proprio gli abhiamo assegnato di gravita • doveche

a quello con termine piu generico assegniamo virtu impressa, a

quello diamo intelligenza assistente, informante ; e a infiniti altri

moti diamo loro per cagione la natura."
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doubt, many were employed at that time on both

sides ; I think it was the late Professor de Morgan

who (in an article written for a popular periodical)

made a list of these ; and it must in all fairness

be said, that this circumstance ought to be taken

into account, as palliating the apparent obstinacy

of the anti-Copernican party in denying the motion

of the Earth. The argument drawn from the tides is,

of course, the most striking instance of these scientific

fallacies ; but it was by no means the only one

;

in this particular dialogue there is another, which

is worth noticing because it confirms what I have

just said as to Galileo knowing nothing of the

doctrine of universal gravitation. He puts into the

mouth of Salviati the argument that bodies which

emit light, as do the Sun and fixed stars, are essen-

tially different from those which, like the Earth and

planets, have no such property—a distinction which

modern astronomy does not endorse—and that, as

the Earth in this respect resembles the planets, and

the planets are undoubtedly moving, so probably

the Earth also is like them in motion, whilst the

Sun and the stars remain at rest. It is obvious

that ideas of this kind, however plausible they may

seem, are utterly at variance with the theory of

universal gravitation, according to which, even if

the Sun were a dark, cold body and the Earth glowing

with heat and light, the Earth would revolve about

the Sun just as it does now, provided the mass of

the two bodies remained the same as at present.
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Another suggestion, and a rather amusing one, on

the opposition side, was that all things in motion

require occasional rest, as we see to be the fact with

animals ; therefore the Earth, if it were constantly

moving, would stand in need of rest—an argument,

I suppose, which needs no very elaborate answer.

In the third day's dialogue a question is raised,

and sifted at great length, as to whether a certain

newly observed star in the constellation Cassiopeia

was in the firmament among the distant fixed stars,

or "sublunar," i.e. nearer to the Earth than the Moon.

This star was probably the same as the very re-

markable one first observed by Tycho Brahe in 1572,

which attained a brilliancy so extraordinary, that

it is said to have been equal to the planet Venus,

and to have been visible to good eyes in full daylight

;

in about a month's time it appeared to grow smaller,

and gradually faded away until it disappeared entirely

—about six months after it was first discovered. This

was some years before the invention of the telescope,

and the observations were deprived of any assistance

they might have gained from that source. The star

was one of the most noteworthy of all the variable

stars on record.

There followed upon the mention of this star, a

dissertation on the method of finding the distances

of the heavenly bodies by parallax. The principle

of this method was, as we may suppose, well known

to Galileo ; but he probably did not allow sufficiently

for the great difficulty in taking accurate obser-
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vations, especially with the imperfect instruments

then in use ; I say sufficiently, because that there

were such errors he knew, and he insists on the fact

in the Dialogue.

Much discourse is spent on the distance of this

new star ; the apparent reason of which is that it

had created some sensation among the astronomers

of that day, and therefore the subject received an

attention out of proportion to its real importance

—

I mean importance so far as the Copernican con-

troversy was concerned.

The conversation is then brought back to the

objections made by contemporary philosophers to the

Copernican system. Aristotle's idea of the universe

was that of a vast sphere, or number of concentric

hollow spheres, with the Earth in the centre ; if that

were shown to be probably untrue, his system broke

down.* Coming, however, to our own immediate

portion of the universe, the question is now raised

whether the Earth or the Sun is the centre of revo-

lution. Galileo, by the mouth of Salviati, explains

forcibly the argument for the Sun being so. That

Mercury and Venus revolve round the Sun he takes

for certain ; the phases of Venus, which he had

* It is curious that the notion of the universe being shaped as a

curve returning into itself has been started by some modern Ger-

man philosophers, founders of what has been called " non-Euclidian

geometry." The investigations of astronomers, however, rather

point to the conclusion that the stellar universe has no centre, no

symmetrical figure, though speculations such as these must always

be uncertain.
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himself observed, proved it as regards that planet

;

and the fact of neither of these bodies ever being

seen far apart from the Sun, greatly strengthened

the conclusion in respect of both of them. A transit

of Mercury over the Sun's disc had, in fact, been

observed in the year 1631, by Gassendi ; but Galileo

was doubtless not aware of it when he wrote the

Dialogue.

It being clear then that Venus and Mercury revolve

round the Sun, Galileo shows what strong ground

there is for inferring that the superior planets, Mars,

Jupiter, and Saturn (the others not being then

known), do so also ; this he judges from the greater

size of these latter, and particularly of Mars, when in

opposition than when in conjunction ; whence we
may conclude that the Earth, which as well as the Sun
is contained within their orbits, is not in the centre of

them, or nearly so. It is remarkable that Galileo

treats all the planets as revolving in circles, though

one would think he must at that time have been

aware of Kepler's discovery— that they move in

ellipses. He makes Simplicio grant these last-

mentioned points, which is curious ; and he also

explains how the telescope showed phenomena, such

as the phases of Venus, which were unknown to

Copernicus. Simplicio has hitherto had no confidence

in this new instrument, and following in the footsteps

of his friends the Peripatetic philosophers, has sup-

posed the appearances in question to be optical

illusions arising from the lenses used ; he will, however,
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gladly be corrected if in error. Simplicio's mathematical

acquirements are not very great, and it is necessary

to explain to him that the areas of circles vary in

proportion, not to their diameters simply but to the

squares of the diameters, a point which arises in

reference to the false judgment formed by the naked

eye ' as to the size of the celestial bodies, an error

which is corrected by the telescope. Then to those

who made it a difficulty that the Earth should move

round the Sun, not alone, but accompanied by the

Moon, Salviati is made to reply that Jupiter revolves

round the Sun accompanied by four moons.

Again the greater simplicity of the Copernican

theory, in accounting for the planetary motions, as

they appear to us, is expounded by the same

personage.

Galileo occasionally makes the interlocutors allude

to himself as "il nostro amico comune," "ilnostro

Accademico Linceo," etc., and thus claims credit for

having been the first to discover the solar spots, a

credit which ought not to belong exclusively to him,

as Fabricius and the Jesuit Father Scheiner saw the

spots at about the same time.

An argument is here attempted to be drawn in

favour of the Earth's annual motion from the apparent

course of the Sun-spots, and the curves they some-

times describe (as viewed from hence), owing to the

inclination of the Sun's axis to an axis perpendicular

to the plane of the ecliptic—an inclination of about

7°
; there is nothing, however, at all conclusive in
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such argument, because the appearances in question

result from the different relative positions of the Earth

and Sun at different seasons of the year, and would

be the same whichever of the two bodies were in

motion.

There follows some conversation arising from one of

the anti-Copernican books of that day ; one of the

difficulties suggested, being the vast distance at which

you must suppose the fixed stars to be placed, if

Copernicus be right. We who are accustomed to the

idea of these immense distances, can scarcely under-

stand the prejudices of the philosophers of that age

against admitting them. And it is worth noting that

Galileo takes for granted, while answering these

theoretical objections, the calculation of his prede-

cessors—that the distance of the Sun is that of 1,208

semi-diameters of the Earth, that is something more

than 4,800,000 miles, about one-nineteenth part of

what we now know it to be. So also he supposes the

size of the Sun to be much less than what is really

the case. He was also under the erroneous impression,

arising doubtless from the imperfection of the instru-

ments he used, that the stars really had an apparent

diameter, though less than Tycho Brahe and other

astronomers had supposed, and estimates the angular

diameter of a star of the first magnitude at about

5" ; consequently he imagined the stars to be

much nearer than is actually the fact. It is well

known to modern observers, that the apparent size of

a' star is the effect of an optical illusion, and that
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greatly as the stars vary in brightness, they present

no appreciable diameter at all to the eye ; not even

those classed as being of the first magnitude.

Another and more weighty objection to Copernicus

is, however, urged by the mouth of Simplicio, and it

is this—if the Earth really makes an annual revolu-

tion round the Sun, why do not the fixed stars,

viewed as they must be at different seasons of the

year from points so widely distant, change their

apparent positions in the heavens ? We have just

seen that the true distance of the Sun was not known

at that time ;—if it had been known, and if the men

of that age had been aware that the diameter of the

Earth's orbit was about 184,000,000 miles in length,

the objection would have been still more forcible.

But the modern answer to it is conclusive : the stars,

or rather a certain number of them, do actually under-

go a small displacement in their apparent position every

year, or in the technical language of astronomy, they

have an annual parallax, a fact which not merely

disposes of the objection, but actually confirms the

truth of the Copernican theory.

Galileo's reply (by the mouth of Salviati) is to the

effect that the followers of Ptolemy admit that it

takes 36,000 years to effect a complete revolution

of the starry sphere ; then, judging from the planets,

the length of time required for the orbit is in propor-

tion to the distance, and we suppose the distance of the

starry sphere to be, on such assumption, 10,800 semi-

diameters of the Earth's orbit (or Sun's orbit, as
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they called it). At so great a distance as that,

the change of position caused by the Earth's annual

motion round the Sun would not be appreciable.

The principle of this reply is of course quite sound,

and we, who know the stars to be considerably farther

from us than the above estimate supposes, can well

understand that the vast majority of them have no

annual parallax whatever, that the finest instruments

can discover.

To further objections drawn from the enormous

distances of the stars, and the difficulty of perceiving

the use which such remote bodies can be to the

Earth, it is replied that such speculations are useless

and presumptuous, and also that words like small,

very small, immense, etc., are relative rather than

absolute.

Some pains are taken in the course of the dialogue

to explain how the stars, according to their different

positions, would be affected by annual parallax,

supposing such to be discoverable, and assuming the

motion of the Earth. And a minute explanation is

also given, on this latter assumption, of the length

of day and night varying in different latitudes

according to the seasons ; illustrating the fact that

details which appear to us elementary and are

taught to schoolboys, were strange to the minds

even of educated and learned men in those days.

One remark, arising from the questions connected

with stellar parallax, is most striking, as showing how
far Galileo was advanced in his knowledge of pure
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mathematics as well as of mechanics and astronomy.

Salviati is made to say that the circumference of

an infinite circle is identical with a straight line

:

"sono 1' istessa cosa." This idea, familiar though

it be to modern mathematicians, is one that we

should not have expected to find enunciated in

the early part of the seventeenth century ; even

the intelligent Sagredo cannot understand or believe

it, and it is not further discussed ; but the fact

of its being here stated is especially noteworthy.*

Another (less felicitous) guess is hazarded by the

same interlocutor Salviati, who, as I have already

remarked, appears to be the one that most nearly

represents the author's own mind,—to account for

the Earth keeping her axis pointed (approximately,

that is to say) in the same direction during each

annual revolution round the Sun. Salviati suggests

that it may be due to some magnetic influence,

and that the interior of the Earth may be a vast

loadstone. This is strange, because it is evident

from what immediately preceded, that the author

was aware of the true reason, which in fact he

illustrates by the well-known experiment of a light

ball floating in a bucket of water, to which a revolv-

ing motion is imparted. It seems, however, that

a work by William Gilbert on the subject of

* To speak of tile circumference of a circle of infinite

radius as being identical with a straight line (though practically

true enough) is not rigidly accurate. We should say that they

approximate infinitely to one another, or in mathematical phrase-

ology, they are equal to each other in the limit.
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magnetism had had some influence on the scientific

thought of the period, and that Galileo had con-'

sidered it worthy of his attention. The writer had

maintained the probability of this theory, of the

Earth's interior being an enormous loadstone—not

an unnatural idea in the then-existing state of

science—and Galileo was evidently somewhat fas-

cinated by the hypothesis. Magnetism was attract-

ing the notice of the philosophers of that day, and

the property of the needle, which is termed the dip,

had been recently discovered.

There is not much else worthy of special mention

in the third day's dialogue ; which in fact, as a whole,

is not equal to that of the second day.

The fourth day is mainly devoted to the argument

drawn from the tides. It was in handling this branch

of the subject that Galileo's great sagacity and power

of discernment seem to have deserted him. It is a

curious thing that the inhabitant of a Mediterranean

country, who, for all that one knows, never saw a

really great tide in his life, should have seized upon

this topic, and so utterly misused and perverted it.

If, instead of living in Italy, he had resided at an

English seaport, he would probably have never fallen

into the mistakes he thus made. . In the Mediterranean

there are currents, arising from other causes, which he,

however, attributed to tidal action ; but for the most

part there is little, if any, appreciable ebb and flow of

the tides, scarcely any perceptible rise and fall of the •

sea, a fact which he particularly notices. But in some
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few places, and notably at Venice, there is a sensible

tide, so it is said, causing a difference of a few feet

between high and low water.

Now Galileo was under the impression that the ebb

and flow took each about six hours, following the

ordinary solar day ; whereas, if he had observed the

phenomenon on the shores of any sea, where the tidal

wave of the ocean made its full force to be felt, or

again, at the mouth of a great tidal river, he never

could have failed to perceive that the rise and fall of

the water follow approximately the lunar, and not

the solar day, the former being fifty minutes longer

than the latter. It must of course be understood that

the theory of the tides was first investigated fully

and scientifically by the same great genius to

whom we owe the theory of universal gravitation;

and Galileo, who lived half a century earlier, may well

be excused for not having grasped it. But it had

long been known that the Sun and Moon had an

influence upon the tides, and as I have just stated,

any one who watched the movements of the sea from

day to day, and from week to week, at a place where

there is a great rise and fall—as for instance, in the

Bristol Channel—could not fail to perceive that the

Moon had the principal share in the work, however

unable he might be to comprehend the theory.

Besides which, the theory, however obvious to us (at

least in its main outlines), was not by any means so

intelligible to the men of Galileo's age. They might

just guess that the Sun exercised some attractive
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influence over the Earth, and the Earth again over the

Moon, but they did not know that the Moon attracted

the Earth exactly in the same way, though with far

inferior potency, owing to her much smaller mass

;

and consequently they were not aware of the Moon's

power to raise the great tidal wave in the ocean, to

which are due the remarkable phenomena so familiar

to the inhabitants of the English coasts.

Galileo would have been wise if he had not touched

on a point which he neither understood in theory, nor

had properlyacquainted himself with by practical obser-

vation. Good causes are often damaged by bad argu-

ments, and such was the case on this occasion.* There

was, however, something ingenious in his argument.

If you take a basin of water, and move it along quite

smoothly and evenly, no great commotion in the

water takes place ; but suppose some stoppage or

jerk to occur, the result will be, as we know, very

different. Now the Earth has two motions, one

round its axis in twenty-four hours, and the other

round the Sun in one year ; every point, then, on the

Earth's surface moves through space more rapidly

while on that side of the globe which is turned away

* It is not intended here to deny what some writers state—that

the friction caused by the Earth's rotation does in some degree

act upon the tidal wave. It is remarkable, so far as can be

ascertained from observations taken at some small island at a

distance from any continent, that the tidal wave of the Ocean only

rises, even at the spring, about five or six feet. The enormous

rise of water at some places arises from the tidal wave being

driven into estuaries, mouths of rivers, and other narrow channels.
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from the Sun, than on that side which by the diurnal

revolution is turned round in the contrary direction.

Here, then, with the sea lying in its vast basin, and

revolving with other things on the surface of the

Earth from west to east every day, and thus ac-

celerated in its motion through space during twelve

hours and retarded during the other twelve hours,

you have on a large scale the same result that a

basin, half full of water, held in your hands and

checked by some retarding obstacle, gives you on

a very small and minute scale. Strange indeed it is

that a man who was acquainted with the laws of

motion sufficiently to know that anything thrown or

dropped in a vessel or a vehicle, partook of the

motion of the latter and followed its course (so long

as it remained within the vehicle) just as if the whole

were at rest—that he should have failed to perceive

that the ocean, lying in its bed in that mighty

vehicle the Earth, would be carried round in the

daily rotation with an uniform velocity, unless

interfered with by the attraction of other bodies.

Simplicio, who for once is right, puts the difficulty,

that if the sea behaved in the way supposed, the

air would do so in the same way : the reply to which

is that the air being thin and light is less adherent

to the Earth than the water which is heavier, and

does not accommodate itself to the Earth's movements

as water does ; further, that where the air is not

hemmed in, as it were, by mountains and other

inequalities on the Earth's surface, it really is partially
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left behind by the diurnal rotation, and in the neigh-

bourhood of the tropics, where the effect is chiefly

felt, a constant wind blows accordingly from east to

west. Our philosopher had evidently heard of the

trade winds, though he had not acquired an accurate

knowledge of their course or of their origin. It

is undoubtedly true that they do help strongly

to prove the revolution of the Earth, because they

arise from cold currents of air flowing in from

the north and from the south respectively towards

the tropics, to supply the place of the atmo-

sphere rarefied by the sun's heat, and consequently

ascending, as is the case in those regions. Then

these cold currents, coming from latitudes where

there is a less velocity of rotation, tend to preserve

that velocity and lag behind the Earth as it revolves,

so that they have the effect of north-easterly winds

in the northern hemisphere, and south-easterly in the

southern hemisphere. Galileo's imperfect information

prevented him from using this important argument.

However, to return to the tides. He had to

account for other phenomena, besides the daily rise

and fall, namely, for the much greater rise and fall

which take place soon after new and full moon, and

which are known as the spring-tides. Unable to

deny that these were in some way due to lunar

influence, he took refuge in the supposition that the

Moon, when at the full, retarded the motion of the

Earth in its orbit, since as the two travel together round

the Sun at those particular times, they form, as it were,
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a lengthened pendulum, longer than at other times

by the semi-diameter of the lunar orbit; and therefore

(like any other pendulum) must vibrate more slowly.

I should say that he does not appear to have been

aware of the existence of two spring-tides in each

lunation, and therefore only tries to account for one
;

and it is obvious that this method of explaining

them is not only utterly inadequate, but even absurd.

The Moon truly enough exercises a certain disturbing

influence on the orbital motion of the Earth, but that

has nothing to do with the spring-tides.

There remained the necessity of accounting for the

annual, or, more properly, semi-annual increase of the

ebb and flow of the sea. Galileo suggests that this

arises from the angle made by the plane of the

equator with the ecliptic at the equinoxes, owing to

which there would not be the same counteraction

exercised by the Earth's motion in its orbit on the

waters of the ocean at those periods as there would

at the solstices. But it seems that this would rather

tend to diminish the tides than to increase them, as,

indeed, would be the case as regards the last-men-

tioned explanation with respect to the ordinary

spring-tides. What really does happen at the equi-

noxes is, that the Sun and the full or new Moon

being at those times vertical to the equator (or nearly

so), they have a greater attractive force than at other

spring-tides over the vast expanse of the ocean, and

the tides are consequently greater. There is also

another increase which sometimes occurs when the
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Moon happens to be at its least distance from the

Earth at the time of spring-tides, but that was un-

known to Galileo. He touches, however, and very

properly so, on the great modifications in the tides

caused by various gulfs, by the forms of the great

continents, and the shapes of different seas—modifi-

cations, in fact, which are well known to be almost

innumerable, and have been learnt only by careful

observation and experience.

One of the worst features of this Dialogue is the

contempt which the author shows for those opinions

on the subject which differ from his own ; and it is

difficult to suppress a feeling of disgust when he

alludes in this way to Kepler, who had partly guessed

the true cause of the tides, and of whom he other-

wise speaks in terms of respect.*

If a man of science, when he wishes to publish to

the world a discovery or a hypothesis, adopts the

form of a dialogue as a method of stating his case,

he ought in all reason to do full justice to the antago-

nistic side, and state his opponent's case as well as^

his own. I fear that Galileo failed to do this, not

only in this particular dialogue, but also to some

extent in those of the three preceding days. Sim-

* These are the author's words, spoken hy Salviati :
" Tra tutti

gli nomini grandi, ehe sopra tal mirabile effetto di natura hanno

filosofato, piu mi maraviglio del Keplero, che di altri, il quale

d' ingegno libero, e acuto, e che aveva in rnano i moti attribuiti

alia terra, abbia poi dato 1' oreochio, e assenso a predominii della

Luna sopra V acqua, e a propriety occulte, e simili fanciullezze."
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plicio, as I said above, is not a fool, but as a

personage in a scientific argument be is lamentably-

deficient.

Simplicio at tbe end of tbe Dialogue urges tbat God

could, in His infinite power, cause tbe tides by some

otber means tban tbose suggested by Salviati, to

wbicb true and pious (tbougb, perbaps, ratber irrele-

vant) argument tbe latter respectfully and devoutly

assents.

Tbe concluding sentences are said, as I bave re-

marked elsewbere, to bave been recast or retouched

by Fatber Eiccardi.

It is worth noticing tbat there is a passage in the

fourth day's dialogue, in which the author alludes to

the fact of the Sun being apparently longer by about

nine days in passing along the ecliptic from the

spring to the autumn equinox, than in passing from

the autumnal to the vernal ; that is to say, of the

northern hemisphere having so much longer summer

than winter, and he treats it as one of the recondite

problems of astronomy not as yet understood. This

is an additional proof that for some reason or another

he had not made himself acquainted with Kepler's

researches ; for as soon as it became known that the

planets move, not in circles, but in ellipses, with the

Sun in one of the foci, it was obvious that there

would be in every case (though in some more than

others) this inequality to which allusion has been

made, and the Earth, if a planet, would be subject to

the same rule as the rest.
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Such, then, is a somewhat imperfect precis of this

famous work of Galileo, which owes its importance

to the historical circumstances connected with its

publication quite as much, to say the least of it, as

to its own intrinsic merit.



CHAPTER IV.

Resuming the history of events, we find that early

in the year 1632 the printing of the Dialogue was

completed. The author caused some copies to be

bound and gilt and sent to Rome. It was not easy to

pass them, on account of the quarantine
;
yet some

amongst them found their way, and great was the

sensation caused in the ecclesiastical world by their

appearance.

There were a few admirers of Galileo who approved

warmly ; but there was the School of Aristotle, as in

these enlightened days there is the School of Darwin;*

and they could not bear that anything should be pub-

lished reflecting on the scientific infallibility of their

great philosopher. Thus we find that Father Scheiner,

writing to Gassendi, observed that Galileo had

written his work " contra communem Peripateticorum

Scholam."

The agitation against the book was successful, and

a report arose forthwith that it would be condemned.

The report was no mere canard, as the subsequent

* It is not intended to imply that these two Schools of thought
stand on anything like the same scientific level.
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proceedings soon showed. In the month of August of

this same year the Master of the Sacred Palace gave

orders to the printer at Florence to suspend the dis-

tribution of the copies, and he also sent for those

which had been brought to Rome. Nor was this all.

In the following month the Pope ordered that a letter

"

should be written to the Inquisitor of Florence, en-

joining him to direct Galileo to present himself in

Eome in the month of October, in order to explain his

conduct.

The book had already been examined by special

Commission—a step taken with the view of pleasing

the Grand Duke of Tuscany, so as to avoid bringing

the affair before the Inquisition.

The Pope, from whatever cause, was much dis-

pleased. This appeared in a conversation with

Niccolini, the Tuscan Ambassador, in which His Holi-

ness said that Galileo had entered on ground which

he ought not to have touched, and that both Ciampoli

and the Master of the Sacred Palace had been de-

ceived. Still it seemed that, so far, there was no

intention to do more than censure the book and

demand a retractation.

The special Commission, of which mention has just

been made, after a month's interval, reported that

Galileo had been disobedient to orders in the follow-

ing respects : Affirming as an absolute truth the

movement of the Earth instead of stating it as a hypo-

thesis ; attributing the tides to this cause

—

i.e. to

the revolution and movement of the Earth ; deceitfully

keeping silence as to the order given him in 1616 to
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abandon the opinion that the Earth revolved, and that

the Sun was the centre of the universe.

Another memorial (drawn up about the same time),

after enumerating the facts of the case, stated eight

heads of accusation against the philosopher :

1.—Having, without leave, placed at the beginning

of his work the permission for printing,

delivered at Eome.

2.—Having, in the body of the work, put the true

doctrine in the mouth of a fool, and having

approved it but feebly by the argument of

another interlocutor.

3.—Having quitted the region of hypothesis by

affirming, in an absolute manner, the mobility

of the Earth and the stability of the Sun, etc.

4.—Having treated the subject as one that was not

already decided, and in the attitude of a

person waiting for a definition, and sup-

posing it to have not been yet promulgated.

5.—Having despised the authors who were opposed

to the above-mentioned opinion, though the

Church uses them in preference to others.

6.—Having affirmed (untruly) the equality sup-

posed to exist, for understanding geo-

metrical matters, between the divine and

human intellect.

7.—Having stated, as a truth, that the partisans of

Ptolemy ought to range themselves with those

of Copernicus, and denied the converse.
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8.—Having wrongly attributed the tides to the

stability of the Sun and mobility of the

Earth, which things do not exist.

It must be observed that all this was merely of the

nature of an accusation, and was in no way an eccle-

siastical decision.

It appears, too, that some apprehensions were en-

tertained in Rome that false philosophical and theo-

logical doctrines might be drawn out of the opinion

put forth by G-alileo. No. 6 of the above-mentioned

accusations points in that direction.

At any rate, no time was lost in summoning the

philosopher to Rome, there to answer for his offences.

A message to that effect was communicated to him by

the Inquisitor at Florence, on the 1st October. Upon
this, Galileo, anxious to gain time, and to excuse

himself from going to Rome, if it were possible to

do so, wrote to Cardinal Barberini, and sought the

powerful advocacy of the Grand Duke of Tuscany
;

he urged his infirm health, and advanced age, nearly

seventy years, as grounds for consideration. It was

intimated to him, however, that although some little

time would be allowed him on the ground of health,

yet to Rome he must come ; and a threat was added,

through the Inquisitor at Florence, of bringing him

fettered as a prisoner if it turned out that his health

was not really such as he represented it to be. So at

last he yielded, and started for Rome on the 20th

January, 1633, and, travelling very slowly, arrived

o
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on the 13th February, when the Tuscan Ambassador,

Niccolini, who had sent his litter for him, received

him at his Palace. This, with all the freedom it

implied, was indeed an unusual indulgence to persons

situated as he was. After a short time, during which

no official steps were taken, he was conveyed to the

office of the Inquisition, and lodged there, but well

and commodiously, by the Pope's order.

On the 12th April he appeared for the first time

before the Court ; he admitted the authorship of the"

Dialogue ; he admitted, too, that the decree of the^

Index had been notified to him ; but stated that

Cardinal Bellarmine had informed him that it was

allowable to hold the Copernican doctrine as a

hypothesis. He maintained further that he had not

contravened the order given him, that he should

not defend or support this doctrine ; and he de-

clared that he did not remember having been for-

bidden in any way to teach it.

It would seem that this latter prohibition was

meant to include teaching by implication, such as

one may do through the medium of an interlocutor in

a dialogue.

It is startling that Galileo should have said among

other things on this occasion, that he had not em-

braced or defended in his book the opinion that the

Earth is in motion and the Sun stationary ; but, on

the contrary, had shown that the reasons produced

by Copernicus were feeble and inconclusive.

After this examination he was well lodged, though
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treated as a prisoner, being placed in the apartments

of the " Fiscal of the Holy Office," instead of in the

ordinary chambers appropriated to accused persons

;

moreover, he had leave to walk in the garden, and

was attended by his own servant. He said himself,

in a letter to his friend Bocchineri, that his health

was good, and that he had every attention shown to

him by the Tuscan Ambassador and Ambassadress,

It is well to note these things, because they dispose

of the popular accusations of cruelty which have been

made by ignorant or malicious controversialists,

although the antagonists with whom I am dealing

are too well informed to resort to tbem.

A slight indisposition from which our philosopher

suffered about this time, illustrated still further the

desire which existed to treat him with personal

kindness ; the Commissary and the Fiscal charged

with the process, both visited him and spoke en-

couragingly to him. As soon as he had recovered

he requested to have a further hearing. This took

place on the 30th April ; but meanwhile, three

theologians, who had been consulted, Augustin Orezzi,

Melchior Inchofer, and Zacharias Pasqualigo, had

each separately presented a memorial to the effect

that Galileo had taught in his book the motion of

the Earth and the immobility of the Sun. At the

hearing on the 30th April, being asked to say what-

ever occurred to him, he stated that he had read his

Dialogue again—not having seen it for three years

previously—in order to ascertain if there was any-

g 2
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thing—" se contro alia mia purissima intenzione, per

mia inavertenza"—by which he had been at all

disobedient to the order imposed on him in 1616
;

and he had found ther6 were some arguments, notably

about the solar spots and the tides, which he had

put too forcibly,' and which he thought could be

refuted. As regards the latter of these two points

we may, I think, cordially agree with him in his

retractation ; but it had been a favourite argument

with him. He also stated on this occasion—not

having, I fear, the courage of his convictions

—

that he had not. held as true the condemned opinion

as to the Earth's motion, and was ready to write

something fresh in order to refute it, if the time

to do so were allowed him.

On this same day (30th April) the Commissary-

General of the Inquisition, with the Pope's sanction,

allowed Galileo to be imprisoned, under certain con-

ditions, at the Palace of the Tuscan Ambassador, this

favour being conceded on account of his age and

health.

He was again called before the Court on the 10th

May, and he then presented a written statement, to

which was appended the original of Cardinal Bellar-1

mine's injunction, laid on him in 1616. It contained \

certain prohibitions, but not the word "teach."

He pleaded also that he had done his best to avoid

all fault in his book, which he had himself submitted

to the Grand. Inquisitor. Now follows what seems

like more severe treatment, whether because he had not

i
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impressed his judges with a belief in his candour and

sincerity, or from other reasons. However, the Pope,

on the 16th June, gave orders that he should be

questioned as to his intention; then, after he had

been threatened with torture (apparently without any

view of putting the threat into execution), and made

to pronounce an abjuration full and entire, that he

should be condemned to prison according to the

discretion of the Inquisition ; also that his treatise

should be, prohibited, and himself forbidden to treat,

either by word or writing, on the subject of the Sun

and the Earth.

Yet, with all this, the Pope, two days afterwards,

said to Niccolini, the Tuscan Ambassador, that it was

impossible not to prohibit this opinion (Copernicanism)

as it was contrary to the Holy Scriptures, and that

Galileo must remain a prisoner for some time for

having contravened the orders given him in 1616,

but that he (the Pope) would see if the condemnation

could be mitigated.

It appears that he was thinking of sentencing him

to a temporary seclusion in the Monastery of Santa

Croce, at Florence.

When, in pursuance of the Pope's order, Galileo

was questioned (21st June), he was asked how long

it was since he had held the opinion that the Sun,

and not the Earth, was the centre of the universe
;

to which he replied that long before the decree of

1616 he held that the two opinions could equally be

sustained ; but that since the decree, convinced as he
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was of the prudence of the superior authorities, all

uncertainty in his mind had ceased, that he had then

adopted, and still held, the opinion of Ptolemy on

the mobility of the Sun as true and indubitable.

Certain passages in his book were then put to him.

as being irreconcilable with the statements he was

making ; and yet he maintained that, though he had

stated the case pro and con in his work, he did not,

in his heart, hold the condemned opinion. " Concludo

dunque dentro di me medesimo ne tenere ne haver

tenuto dopo la determinazione delli Superiori la

dannata opinione."

Threatened with torture if he did not tell the

truth, he persevered in his answer as already given

;

upon which the tribunal, after making him sign his

deposition, dismissed him. On the next day, the

22nd June, he was taken to Santa Maria Sopra

Minerva, and brought before the Cardinals and Pre-

lates of the Congregation, that he might hear his

sentence and pronounce his abjuration.

The accusation was that he had openly violated the

order given him not to maintain Copernicanism ; that

he had unfairly extorted permission to print his book,

without showing the prohibition received in 1616

;

that he had maintained the condemned opinion,

although he alleged that he had left it undecided and

as simply probable—which, however, was still a grave

error, since an opinion declared contrary to Scripture

could not in any way be probable.

His sentence was to the effect that he had rendered
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himself strongly suspected of heresy in believing and

maintaining a doctrine false and opposed to Holy

Scripture in respect of the motion of the Sun and

the Earth, and in believing that one might maintain

and defend any opinion after it had been declared to

be contrary to Holy Scripture. He had, therefore,

incurred the censures in force against those who

offend in such ways ; from which, however, he would

be absolved provided that, with a sincere heart and

unfeigned faith, he would abjure the said errors and

heresies ; but, as a penance and as a warning to

others, he was to undergo certain inflictions. The

book was henceforth to be prohibited, he himself was

to be condemned to the ordinary prison of the Holy

Office for a time the Holy Office would itself limit,

and he was to recite the seven Penitential Psalms

once a week for three years. The Holy Office

reserved to itself the power to remit or change part

or all of the above-named penances. Galileo abjured,

accordingly, as directed.

The well-known legend that after his abjuration

he stamped on the ground with his foot, saying

:

" E pur si muove " (And yet it, i.e. the Earth, does

move), is not found in any contemporary author,

and first appears towards the end of the eighteenth

century. It is also to the last degree improbable

;

Galileo was in far too great dread of his judges

to provoke them by openly perpetrating such an

action ; and if he did it sotto voce, who heard it,

and who testified to it ? The late Dr. Whewell in
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his " History of the Inductive Sciences," suggests

that it was "uttered as a playful epigram in the

ear of a Cardinal's secretary, with a full knowledge

that it would be immediately repeated to his master."

This writer is eminently fair, though naturally he

writes from a Protestant point of view ; but he takes

the extraordinary line of maintaining what I think

no one who knows all the facts could possibly

suppose, namely, that the whole thing was a kind

of solemn farce, and that the Inquisitors did not

believe Galileo's abjuration to be sincere, or even

wish it to be so ; thus he says :
" though we may

acquit the Popes and Cardinals of Galileo's time

of stupidity and perverseness in rejecting manifest

scientific truths, I do not see how we can acquit

them of dissimulation and duplicity." That is, he

thinks the process was a piece of decorous solemnity,

adopted to hoodwink the ecclesiastical public. I do

not think it necessary to discuss so improbable a

theory. And the story of "E pur si muove," as

also that of bodily torture or any personal cruelty

being inflicted on Galileo, may, I venture to think,

be dismissed into the realm of fable.

The Pope, without delay, commuted the sentence

of imprisonment to one of seclusion in the Palace

of the Tuscan Ambassador, on the Monte Pincio,

after which Galileo was allowed to retire to Sienna,

to the Palace of the Archbishop of that place,

Piccolomini, one of his warmest friends, from whom-

he received every possible attention. Indeed, the
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Archbishop seems to have gone beyond the limits

of prudence, considering the peculiar circumstances

of the case and the temper of the times, in the

enthusiasm of his admiration for the great astro-

nomer, and to have hinted to various persons that,

in his opinion, he had been unjustly condemned,

that he was the greatest man in the world and

would always live in his writings, even those that

had been prohibited; such, at least, was the report

that found its way to Eome, and it caused great

prejudice to Galileo. He had received permission

to go to his country house at Arcetri, near Florence,

on condition that he lived there quietly, receivings

only the visits of his friends and relatives, in such

a way as not to give umbrage ; and the report, to

which allusion has just been made, coupled with

the accusation that, under the encouragement of his

host the Archbishop, he had spread opinions that

were not soundly Catholic in the city of Sienna,

caused some additional strictness to be enforced as

to the manner of his seclusion.

Thus he was detained for four years in his villa,

and was refused permission to go to Florence' for

medical treatment, it being, however, apparent that

the villa was sufficiently near to the city to enable

physicians and surgeons to go to him when required.

Later on, in 1638, when his sufferings had increased,

and he had become (wholly or partially) blind, per-

mission was given him to reside in Florence, on

condition that he should not speak to his visitors
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on the subject of the movement of the Earth. Of

this concession he availed himself, and lived for his

few remaining years in Florence, occupying himself

with scientific pursuits. In this same year he

published at Leyden a work entitled, "Dialoghi

delle Nuove Scienze " ; this, in fact, was his last

work of importance, and he died on the 8th

January, 1642, in his seventy-eighth year.

It is not easy to form an accurate estimate of

the character of' Galileo, so far, at least, as affected

by the proceedings just related. By some he has

been called a " Martyr of Science " ; but a martyr,

unless the word be used in a loose and inaccurate

sense, ought, above all things, to have the courage

of his convictions, and as we have seen, that was

hardly the case with Galileo. I will here again

quote Dr. Whewell's work on the "History of the

Inductive Sciences," and this time in agreement

with his words :
" I do not see with what propriety

Galileo can be looked upon as a martyr of science.^

Undoubtedly he was very desirous of promoting what

he conceived to be the cause of philosophical truth

;

but it would seem that, while he was restless and

eager in urging his opinions, he was always ready

to make such submissions as the spiritual tribunals

required. . . . But in this case (i.e. the case of his

refusing to abjure) he would have been a martyr

to a cause of which the merit was of a mingled

character ; for his own special and favourite share

in the reasonings by which the Copernican system
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was supported, was the argument drawn from the

flux and reflux of the sea, which argument is

altogether false."

Yet though we deny him the credit of having

been a hero or a martyr, we must not be too severe

in condemning him. He was old and enfeebled

by bad health ; moreover, his friends had advised

him to submit fully and unreservedly to the tribunal

of the Inquisition. And to this we may add the

following considerations. There can be little doubt

that he held the Copernican theory as a very probable

opinion ; how, indeed, with his knowledge of astro-

nomy, and with his own discoveries before his eyes,

could it be otherwise ? But it is very possible

that he had no fixed, absolute conviction on the

subject ; he was a sincere Catholic, and had a deep

respect for the Pope and for the Church, and, unlike

modern scientific men, he probably allowed some

weight to the decisions of ecclesiastical authorities.

Remembering all this, we may well admit that there

is much to palliate his conduct, though not fully

to justify it.

But his want of candour evidently prejudiced his

judges against him. They accepted his reiterated

denials of belief, even a qualified belief, in Coper-

nicanism, but they did not credit them as being

true. I incline to hold that he would have done

as well and given more satisfaction to the tribunal

if he had made a straightforward defence in some

such way as this : that he could not help believing
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Copernicanism to be a probable hypothesis on purely

scientific grounds, and 'more than this, the then-

existing state of astronomical knowledge would not

have justified him in saying : that he left to the

ecclesiastical authorities henceforth the entire ques-

tion of reconciling the theory with Holy Scripture,

and that he would- not in future teach it even as a

hypothesis, .or publish any work so teaching it,

without permission. A statement of this nature,

coupled with an apology for any indiscretion con-

nected with the publication of the Dialogue, might

have availed him better than the line he adopted,

and would at least have had the merit of candour. --

A few words may here be added on the scientific

character of Galileo ; in this respect he was, with

the exception of Kepler, the first man of his age.

He has the credit of being the discoverer of the

first law of motion ; but whether he fully realised

this all-important law, or whether it was one of

those happy guesses which we sometimes find to

have been made by men who are the precursors of

great discoverers, but who do not perceive the full

scope and the ultimate bearing of the truths on

which they have lighted, I need not here discuss.

He did, however, state the law in a Dialogue on

mechanics, published in 1638, in these words:

" I imagine a movable body projected in a hori-

zontal plane, all impediments [to motion] being

removed ; it is then manifest from what has been

said more fully elsewhere, that its (the body's) motion
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will be uniform and perpetual upon the plane, if

the plane be extended to infinity."

This of course involves the principle of the first

of the three laws of motion, the Newtonian laws,

as they are frequently called, because the man whose

name they bear was the one who used them clearly

and consistently as the basis of a great astronomical

theory. The law, as now usually stated, is fuller

and more explicit than that given by Galileo, and

may be enunciated thus: "Every body perseveres

in its state of rest, or of uniform motion in a straight

line, unless it is compelled to change that state by

forces impressed on it."

It is, however, greatly to the scientific credit of

Galileo that before the close of his life he should

have emancipated himself from the erroneous idea

that circular motion alone is naturally uniform, and

should have stated in the language just quoted the

true mechanical doctrine, unknown to his prede-

cessors, unknown even to Kepler, a doctrine which

involved nothing less than a revolution in the con-

ception of the laws of motion. Nor was this his

only contribution to the science of mechanics ; he

it was who first understood the law that regulates

the velocity of falling bodies ; he perceived that

they were acted upon by an uniformly accelerating

force, that of terrestrial gravity, and that the velocity

at any given point is proportional to the time of

descent.

The principle of virtual velocities is said by some
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persons to have been discovered by Galileo, and it

appears that he stated it fully and clearly ; but he

can scarcely be said to be the discoverer of it, as it

had been known to others, and had even—at least as

exemplified in the case of the lever—been noticed by

Aristotle. There is, however, no doubt that Galileo

was the greatest man of his day in mechanical know-

ledge, whether we attribute more or less weight to

the light he threw on particular details.

In astronomy he was necessarily a discoverer, for the

all-important reason that, as already stated, he was

the first man that ever used the telescope for investi-

gating the phenomena of the heavens. He thus saw

what no one previously had seen,* the satellites of

Jupiter, the spots on the Sun, and the moon-like

phases of the planet Venus, besides the greatly

increased number of stars, so many of which are

invisible to the naked eye.

The first-mentioned of these discoveries, that of

the satellites of Jupiter, seems to have created an

immense sensation among the savants of that day.

It suggested that the theories of Ptolemy were any-

thing but complete or correct, and yet it proved

nothing, excepting against those a priori reasoners,

who would not believe that a body round which a

moon circulated could itself be in motion ; but the

phases of Venus were simply conclusive against the

* The spots on the Sun were seen at ahout the same period of

time by Fabricius and by Father Schemer, a Jesuit, as already

mentioned.
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Ptolemaic system, and for this reason : According to

that system Venus was a planet revolving round the

Earth in an orbit outside that of Mercury, but within

that of the Sun. Now the phases of Venus did not

correspond with any supposed period of her revolu-

tion round the Earth, as the phases of the Moon
obviously do, nor did any one ever imagine that the

Earth went round Venus. They did, however, cor-

respond with the time of a probable orbit in which

either Venus revolved round the Sun or the Sun

round Venus ; and here again this latter alternative

was inadmissible. There remained, therefore, the

one only reasonable solution of the phenomenon,

namely, that Venus travelled in an orbit round the

Sun. This was further confirmed when, in December,

1639, our own countryman, Horrox, at that time a

young curate residing in the north of England, but

gifted with a knowledge of astronomy which would

have done credit to a man of double his age and

experience, observed a transit of the planet across

the Sun's disc. This occurred some few years after

Galileo's condemnation ; but it may be remarked that

Gassendi had already, in November, 1631, witnessed

a transit of Mercury. Thus it appeared that these

two planets revolved round the Sun, contrary to what

Ptolemy had supposed. And yet this was not con-

clusive in favour of Copernicanism, for the theory

of Tycho Brahe' was precisely to this effect : that

the planets revolved round the Sun, and that the Sun

in his turn circulated round the Earth. This hypo-
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thesis was of the nature of a compromise, and it has

been said that Tycho was led to it by his interpreta-

tion of Scripture rather than of Nature
;
yet he was

one of the best astronomers and best observers of

his age, and had Kepler for one of his pupils. He

had a reason, too, for rejecting Copernicanism which

in his time seemed to have considerable weight,

namely, the incredible distances at which the fixed

stars must be supposed to be placed if the theory

were true, since no sensible motion could be detected

among them—apparent motion, that is—such as

would result from the annual motion of the Earth

if the stars were at any distance approaching to that

of the planets. We know now how futile this objec-

tion is, but in that age there was an idea that Nature

could never allow of such a waste of space as is

implied in these vast distances. If Tycho had lived

longer, we may well doubt whether he would have

adhered to his system. Kepler saw its weakness, and

was the first to discover the true nature of the curves

which both the Earth and the planets describe in their

respective orbits ; and this, although he did not know

the first law of motion. His books, published in

1619 and 1622, stated not only the elliptic form of

the orbits, which no one previously had found out,

but also the important law connecting the distances

of the planets with their periods of revolution.

It is necessary to bear in mind how gradually these

various items of knowledge, dawned upon the scien-

tific world, and how imperfect was the state in which
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the study of astronomy remained until the discovery

of that great law of gravitation, which binds together

and regulates the physical universe. Men of mature

years had not then learnt the lesson now taught to

youths at college, that in natural science we must

discard d priori arguments, and trust to the experi-

mental method for guidance. It has been said con-

temptuously that the Cardinals who condemned

Galileo and the Copernican system were not only

ignorant of the science of the present day (which

was inevitable), but even of that of their own day.

If that means merely that they were deficient in that

far-reaching intelligence which enables some gifted

men to foresee the future effect of recent discoveries

and hypotheses scarcely emerged from a state of

embryo, we may readily grant it.

We may allow also that some of the recent dis-

coveries of Galileo, as, for instance, that of the phases

of Venus, were not at first fully appreciated, nor their

bearing on the controversy perfectly understood,

excepting by professed astronomers. It required care-

ful observation to perceive that this planet's phases

were only to be explained on the theory of her

revolving round the Sun.

On the other hand, if these ecclesiastics were wise

enough to see the futility of Galileo's argument drawn

from the tides, it is certainly not for us to blame

them ; the tides have nothing to do with the

questions then at issue.

And it is only fair to remember that supposing
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Ptolemy completely overthrown, as in reality he

assuredly was, by the observations on Venus and

Mercury, there remained the system of Tycho Brah£,

as has been remarked already, and this system partly

met the case of those phenomena that Ptolemy

failed in accounting for ; and although we can easily

see now that it was something of the nature of a

makeshift, at that time there was no clear or con-

clusive evidence against it.

I proceed now to state what appears to have been

the ecclesiastical force of the two condemnations by

the Roman tribunals—that of the Index prohibiting

certain books, and that of the Inquisition punishing

Galileo individually, and forcing him to abjure his

real or imputed opinions on the Copernican system

of astronomy. I trust I shall not lose sight of my
position as a lay theologian (in the sense I have

defined the term), or trespass upon strictly ecclesi-

astical preserves ; but I may surely say at once, that

it is evident no decision was pronounced on any

matter of faith. The first case, that of the Index in

1616, I have already discussed ; and as for the latter

one, that of the Inquisition, it seems hardly credible

that any one should maintain that the sentence of a

Roman tribunal on an individual, however eminent,

could constitute an ex cathedra decision on a question

of faith. Mr. Roberts, however, seems to maintain

something very like this ; but he does so by taking

some strong, and perhaps extreme, statements made

by theologians, such as M. Bouix and Dr. Ward,
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when writing on some totally different point, and by

urging that if these things are true, then Galileo's

condemnation was tantamount to a definition de fide.

I do not feel called upon to answer arguments of

this kind. But there is another which is more

relevant, drawn from the Brief addressed by Pope

Pius IX. to the Archbishop of Munich, about twenty-

five years ago, when the congress of philosophers, of

whom Dr. Dollinger was the leading spirit, had been

held in that city. In that Brief, the Pope states that

it is requisite for good Christians to subject themselves

in conscience to decisions pertaining to doctrine that

are put forth by the Pontifical Congregations ; and

also to such heads of doctrine as are held to be

theological truths by the common consent of Catholics,

even when the denial of these does not involve heresy,

but deserves some other censure.

Theologians, I believe, are not agreed as to whether

this Brief is strictly ex cathedra, and therefore to be

treated as infallible. But let us assume that it

is so. Does the expression, " subject themselves in

conscience," mean necessarily anything more than a

respectful acquiescence, as distinguished from a full

interior assent ? And, allowing that it does even

mean this latter, it is for doctrinal decisions that such

authority is claimed ; and what I am maintaining is,

that the decrees in the case of Galileo were purely

disciplinary.

I do not of course deny that the line of demarcation

between doctrinal and disciplinary is sometimes hard
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to define. But surely the putting of books on the

" Index Librorum Prohibitorum," whatever be the

reasons stated for doing so, is essentially an act of

discipline ; and so also is the condemnation of any

individual man for having disobeyed injunctions laid

upon him by authority, or for having disregarded the

principles laid down by the same authority for the

regulation of its practical conduct, so long as they

were in force, and not repealed by any subsequent

act.

And this leads me to touch upon another argument

of Mr. Eoberts, who says, truly enough, that the

authority of Eome is greater than that of individual

theologians, and that Rome must know her own

mind. And because the decision of the Inquisition

in 1633, condemning Galileo personally, referred in

strong and marked language to the decree of the

Index in 1616, therefore he infers that the latter is

thereby proved to have been, in the judgment of

Rome herself, a doctrinal decision in the strict sense of

the words. It is quite true that the Inquisition said

that Galileo had done wrong in treating Copernicanism

as a probable opinion, since by no means could an

opinion be probable that had been declared and

defined to be contrary to Holy Scripture ; they

also said in allusion to the decree of the Index that

the books treating of the doctrine had been pro-

hibited, and the doctrine

—

i.e. Copernicanism—had

been declared false and altogether contrary to sacred

and Divine Scripture. But a stream cannot rise
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higher than its source ; and the Inquisition itself,

having no other powers but those entrusted to it

by the Pope, had no authority to put any more

stringent interpretation on the decree of 1616 than

what it already bore. So far as its actual wording

goes, it is palpably a disciplinary decree, though

founded on a doctrinal reason ; and when the

Inquisition cited it as if it were more than this, their

language must be interpreted in accordance with the

facts of the case ; that is, as meaning that for the

purposes of discipline, and for all practical intents

and purposes, it had been defined that such a theory

as that of Copernicus was inadmissible, and on the

ground that it was contrary to Scripture as hitherto

understood. But a decision of that nature is not

irrevocable ; it holds good as long as the ecclesiastical

authorities determine it should do so, and no longer.

Eome must know her own mind, Mr. Eoberts

says ; and she has shown her own mind, and borne

oat the construction I am putting on her acts, by

further and subsequent action ; for, after suspending

the prohibitions against Copernicanism—or modifying

them—in 1757, a distinct permission was given in

1820 to teach the theory of the Earth's movement

;

and again, in 1822, the permission was repeated in a

more formal manner, and with the express sanction of

the Pope, Leo XII.

Now we know that doctrinal decrees, once fully

sanctioned and promulgated by the Holy See, are

irreversible ; but disciplinary enactments are changed
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according to the needs of the time and the circum-

stances of the Christian world.* If, then, these decrees

against the Copernican theory of astronomy have

been practically repealed by a decision no less formal

than that which called them originally into existence,

it is certain that Eome, who knows her own mind as

well after the lapse of two hundred years as after that

of seventeen years, considered them as appertaining

to the province of discipline and not to that of

dogma.

Moreover, Pius IX., when addressing the Arch-

bishop of Munich, must have been well aware of the

above-named facts, and when he enunciated the

simple rule that good Catholics ought to submit in

conscience to the doctrinal decrees of the Roman

Congregations—indeed, how can any one imagine the

rule to be anything else ?— he must in common

sense be understood to be speaking of decrees wholly

different in scope and character from those relating

to the case of Galileo and the system of Copernicus.

It must, nevertheless, be observed that an argu-

ment has been adduced by Mr. Roberts, and repeated

even by so eminent a writer as Mr. Mivart, as if

it were something that threw a new and important

light on the subject. It is that Pope Alexander

* I must not be understood as implying that even doctrinal

decisions promulgated by the Eoman Congregations in their own
name are considered by theologians to be infallible; such character

belonging only to decisions addressed by the Pope himself to the

Church.
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VII, on the 5th March, 1664, published a Bull-

known as the Bull " Speculatores "— approving a

new and authentic edition of the Index of prohibited

books, which Index contained the decree of 1616,

and also the monitum of 1620, ordering certain

corrections in the work of Copernicus, so that the

theory he advocated should be stated merely as a

hypothesis— in the preamble of which monitum,

however, it is stated that the principles of Copernicus,

relating to the movement of the Earth, were contrary

to the true and Catholic interpretation of Holy

Scripture—and contained also an edict, signed by

Bellarmine, prohibiting and condemning Kepler's

work, " Epitome Astronomise Copernicanse
;

" an

edict of August, 1634, prohibiting Galileo's Dialogue ;

and in fine, a prohibition of all books teaching the

movement of the Earth and the immobility of the

Sun.

In the year following this Bull another Index was

also published, in which the following words occur,

under the head Libri, as being forbidden to the faith-

ful : "Libri omnes, et quicumque libelli, commentarii,

compositiones, consulta, epistolse, glossse, opuscula,

orationes, responsa, tractatus, tarn typis editi, quam

manuscript], continentes et tractantes infrascriptas

materias, seu de infrascriptis materiis . . . De mobili-

tate terrse, et immobilitate Solis." This, of course,

is very sweeping, as it includes all pamphlets and

letters, and even writings in manuscript, advocating

Copernicanism.
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Now, in reply to all this, I think I may remark

that even lay theologians know, or ought to know,

that Papal Bulls are divided into two distinct classes

—dogmatic and disciplinary. The first, according to

the doctrine of the Catholic Church, are held to be

infallible, but still only as regards the decisions on

faith or morals therein laid down, and not in respect

of the reasons alleged ; the second stand in a totally

different position, and are not considered, as a general

rule, to be in any way infallible—in fact, they are

liable at any time to be modified or recalled, as in the

instance before us has actually happened. The Bull

" Speculatores " is plainly a disciplinary one. But I

may perhaps be allowed to quote one who is profes-

sedly a theologian—the Reverend Jeremiah Murphy,

an Irish ecclesiastic of learning and ability—who, re-

plying to Mr. Mivart in The Nineteenth Century of

May, 1886, explains, at some length, the real nature

of this Bull. He says :
" This Bull, so far from being

a special approbation of each decree contained in the

Index to which it is prefixed, is not a special approba-

tion of even one of them. . . It is a re-issue, by public

authority, of all these decrees (those of the Index),

but it leaves each decree just as it was. . . The Pope,

after referring to the origin of the Index, says that at

that time there was no catalogue, issued by public

authority, embracing the prohibited books and con-

demned authors, on which account great confusion has

arisen. Accordingly, with the advice of the Cardinals,

the Pope, as he states, has decreed to issue a new
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Index. This was done in order that people should

' have a clear knowledge of all that was done from the

beginning in this matter,' also to facilitate references

for readers and especially for booksellers. The Pope

goes on to say that he confirmed and approved this

same general Index as aforesaid, composed and revised

by our order, and printed at our apostolic press.'
"

Mr. Murphy adds : "No new decree is issued, no

new obligation imposed, no change in the character of

any of the decrees is made by this Bull. ... No
Catholic theologian would for a moment regard this

Bull as equivalent to an approbation, by special man-

date, of any decree contained in the volume to which

it is prefixed. . . . The Bull is a purely disciplinary

act, perfectly valid until it is cancelled by an autho-

rity equal to that which issued it, but it condemns no

new error, and defines no new truth."

It may no doubt be urged that there have been

certain indiscreet controversialists who have main-

tained that the Popes had nothing to do with the

condemnation of Galileo or of the Copernican theory

—that, in fact, it was all the work of the Cardinals.

The Bull " Speculatores " is a good argumentum

ad hominem addressed to such persons, but no one

who knows the facts of the case can take up or ought

to take up such a position. As a matter of discipline,

the Popes did give their sanction to the condemnation

in question. The Congregations of the Index and of

the Inquisition have no authority at all except so far

as the Pope confers it on them ; and whether he gives
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them the authority beforehand, or confirms their acts

by subsequent approval, the principle is essentially

the same. He delegates to them certain disciplinary

powers, but he does not delegate, and has not the

power to delegate, his prerogative of defining dogma,

and enforcing its belief on the whole Catholic world.

I should not have dwelt at so much length on this

particular point had it not been urged, with what I

fear I must call much perverted ingenuity, by Mr.

Eoberts that the Copernican theory was condemned

ex caihedrd, as if it were a heresy, by the Pope him-

self ; nor, again, is it willingly that I quote so fre-

quently the same author's arguments with a view to

their refutation. He has, however, stated the anti-

Koman case with ability, and without descending to

vulgar claptrap. If, then, his arguments are satis-

factorily answered, there is no need of combating

other antagonists.

But I do not at all shrink from considering another

and most important question. I have shown clearly

and conclusively that the decrees against Coperni-

canism were not definitions of faith ; but I am bound

to state now what I believe to have been the effect of

them in their own undoubted sphere, that of eccle-

siastical discipline. And here there are two distinct

questions to deal with, which are perhaps sometimes

mixed up together, but which ought to be kept

separate.

One is this : What should have been the conduct

of contemporary Catholics, supposed to be scientific
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men, during the period that the decrees were in

force ? The other : "What opinion ought we now

to form upon the whole transaction, viewing it

retrospectively ?

To begin with the first of these two. I have little

doubt as to what ought to have been the conduct of

such Catholics—viz., implicit obedience to the discipli-

nary rules of the Church so long as the superior

authorities thought fit to enforce them. Thus no

good Catholic could have read the forbidden books,

whether by Galileo or by any other author, without

obtaining the requisite permission— a permission

which in these days, at any rate, is given with great

readiness to well-educated persons. Still less could

a conscientious Catholic publish a work advocating

the Copernican theory as the true one, or as most

probably the true one. What I think he might have

done is to publish a treatise stating any purely

astronomical or mathematical arguments which

seemed to favour Copernicanism as a hypothesis,

and, at the same time, professing his entire sub-

mission to the ecclesiastical authorities, and explicitly

disclaiming any attempt to meddle with the interpre-

tation of Scripture. A protest of some such nature

as this was inserted in an edition of the " Principia
"

which was allowed to be published by two Fathers

of the order of Minims, Le Seur and Jacquier,

in the year 1742, when the decrees were still in

force.

But the first step, and that the most fitting and
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becoming, would have been to submit privately to the

Koman authorities all the scientific arguments which

the Catholic astronomer—supposing such to be the

case—had discovered as throwing fresh light on the

question. No one has a right to infer from the

instance of Galileo, whose arguments were not all

of them sound or convincing, that such an astronomer

as I have imagined would have been treated with

contempt or neglect, especially if he made it evident

that he was wholly submissive to the decrees of the

Index, or other Eoman Congregations.

Some writers, and notably the late Dr. Ward, have

maintained that besides outward submission, a certain

" interior assent " was due to the decision of the

Congregation of the Index— such assent, however,

being different in kind from that given to an article

of Faith.

I submit, however, that although the fact of a

book being placed on the forbidden list requires from

all good Catholics a respectful assent to the principle

that the Church has a right to enact these rules of

discipline, it does not require an interior act of

intellectual approval. It is said that Bellarmine's

great controversial work was for a short time placed

on the Index on account of some unpalatable opinion

expressed in it. Did he think it necessary to make

an interior act of assent to the decree ?

It is true that in the case of the works of

Copernicus and others, the grounds for prohibiting

them were stated ; but I would ask, are we obliged to
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assent interiorly to the grounds alleged for such

acts ?

In saying this, I do not wish to contradict the

opinion of those theologians who hold that the non-

scientific Catholics of Galileo's age were bound, by

what is termed "the piety of Faith," to give a

certain interior assent to the pronouncements of the

Roman Congregations ; and that on the ground that

such persons had no better evidence to act upon.

Their assent then would be very much like that

given by dutiful sons, not yet of age, to the opinions

of their father ; similar in kind though stronger in

degree.

I am of course assuming the contemporary Catholics,

whose case I am considering, to be men of an obedient

and dutiful disposition.

I have confined myself so far to the decrees of the

Index. The sentence of the Inquisition on Galileo

affected himself alone. It was no doubt held up

as an example in terrorem for the benefit of others

;

but strictly and immediately it concerned Galileo

alone, and when he died, it died with him.

I now pass to the all-important question, what

ought we to think of the whole proceeding, with

all the light that has been thrown on it by the

two centuries and a half that have since elapsed ?

Here, then, I have to steer a middle course between

what I hold to be extreme opinions on opposite

sides, each held by men of note, and men whose

principles and character demand that they should
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be heard with, respect. One opinion is that of the

late Dr. Ward, whom I take as a representative

man on his side, though he is not the only writer

who has taken the view to which I allude, and it

is to the effect that the Eoman Congregations acted

not only fully within their rights, not only within

their legitimate sphere, but that, considering all

the circumstances of their time, they acted wisely

and prudently ; that the fault was on the side of

Galileo and his followers, and the Cardinals could

not have done otherwise than they did.

The other and opposite opinion has been stated

by no Catholic writer with greater force than by

Mr. Mivart ; and it amounts, so far as I understand

it, to this : that the Church has no authority to

interfere in matters relating to physical science, and

that the issue of the Galileo case has proved the

fallacy of her attempting to do so ; that without

entering into the discussion of what ought or what

ought not to have been done in former times, we

of the present generation have evidence sufficient

to show us that scientific investigations should by

right be free from the control of ecclesiastical

authority. The distinguished author to whom I

allude has somewhat modified his original state-

ments, and so I am in some danger of misrepresent-

ing him, but I think the above is a fair epitome

of his views on the subject ; and at any rate I

feel myself justified in dealing with him as he

appeared in the widely circulated periodical in which
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he first enunciated his opinions, excepting so far

as he may have explicitly retracted what he then

said (which I do not believe to be the fact).

I regret that it is my lot to differ from both

these able writers. As against Mr. Mivart, I venture

to maintain that the Church has a full right to

control the study of physical science ; as against

the late Dr. Ward, that we are not called upon

to defend the action of the Congregation of the

Index or of the Inquisition in this particular instance.

I take Mr. Mivart first, and I may be permitted

to say that had it not been for his somewhat

aggressive article, I should not have ventured to

publish my own views on the subject. I call it

aggressive because, though the writer would doubt-

less disclaim such intention, it seemed as though

he were determined, so to speak, to drive the

ecclesiastical authorities into a corner, and leave

them no honourable mode of exit ; letting his readers

infer that, because certain untenable decisions were

once promulgated, it results that no further respect

need now be paid to the same authorities when

touching on similar questions. Now, it need scarcely

be pointed out that no one would presume to treat

the decision of secular courts—assuredly fallible as

they are—in so contemptuous a way ; and if any

one practically did so, the executive of the country

where it occurred, unless it had fallen into a condi-

tion of hopeless impotence, would speedily vindicate

the rights of the courts so impugned. But if it
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should be urged that the two cases are not parallel.

I prefer to confine my argument to ecclesiastical

tribunals only. I maintain, then, that— always

assuming the truth of the Catholic standpoint, which,

with Mr. Mivart, I am justified in doing—the Church

has an obvious right to interfere with and to regulate

the study of physical science and the promulgation

of scientific theories. It would be more consistent

and more intelligible to deny the right of the Church

to proscribe any theories whatever, or to forbid the

reading of any books, however profane, than to admit

it in all other matters, but deny it in the one case

of physical science.

I yield to no one in feeling a deep interest in

science generally, and especially astronomy, the

Queen of Sciences, as it is sometimes called; many

sciences, and astronomy in particular, well deserve

to be studied for their own sake, and for the intellec-

tual profit and pleasure they convey to the mind,

putting aside all questions of practical utility. And
yet if we are to measure all the advantages derivable

from the study of natural science against the mighty

and momentous issues which Religion brings before

us, it seems to me that in so doing we are measuring

some finite quantity with that which transcends all

our powers of comparison- because it is not only vast

but simply infinite. If you do not bebeve Religion,

or at least revealed Religion, to be true, then I under-

stand your worshipping science, or Hke the Positivists

worshipping Humanity, or any idol you choose to con-
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stitute; but I do not understand a Christian's doing so,

that is, a Christian in the strict and legitimate sense

of the word. Pursue science by all means, as you

pursue literature, art, or any other innocent human

study, but do not make it such an idol as to obscure

your perception of spiritual truths.

And to take the Copernican theory in particular

:

profoundly interesting as it is, let us ask ourselves

not merely whether it is so important as to require

that all religious considerations should give way

before it, but whether the knowledge of its truth,

which we now possess, adds very materially to the

sum total of human happiness. Let us then, for a

moment, think how many men among the millions

that people this Earth, or if we please to limit our

inquiry, how many among the civilised nations of

the Earth understand anything whatever about the

motions of the heavenly bodies. No doubt, in

England, and probably many other countries, the

elementary books that are taught to children state

in a rough general way that the Earth, like other

planets, goes round the Sun in the space of one year,

and revolves on its axis in twenty-four hours. So

far, so good. Suppose you asked those, who as

children have learned these facts, a few ordinary

questions in astronomy—I do not mean things re-

lating to celestial distances, or anything that can be

learnt by heart, but questions requiring thought

—

how many would be able to answer you ? How
many, for example, could explain such a familiar
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phenomenon as the harvest moon ?—though that

has nothing to do with the Copernican theory. How
many could explain the precession of the equinoxes ?

Suppose yourself in a room full of educated persons,

but not specially instructed in science, how many

could state correctly the first law of motion ? *

It is unnecessary to multiply instances ; astronomy

is obviously a science adapted not to the multitude

of mankind, but to the comparatively few, who reflect

and think. If, then, some check were given in the

seventeenth century, by the action of the ecclesiastical

authorities in Eome, to the progress of physical

astronomy, we must surely allow that the injury

to human welfare and human happiness was so small

that we need not dwell upon it.

Mr. Mivart tells us that Descartes was deterred for

some time from publishing his work. Now Descartes,

as a pure mathematician, stands in the highest rank.

The method which he invented of applying algebraical

* A curious instance of popular unacquaintance with astronomy

was afforded some months ago, when the planet Venus, which one

would think was a well-known object to most people, was mistaken

for " the Star of Bethlehem ;
" and this mistake was by no means

confined to the ignorant, but was shared by persons of education.

The planet was at the time a brilliant " morning star
;
" and the

effect on the eye is more striking in these circumstances than when

it is seen, as is very commonly the case, in the evening, shortly

after sunset. I suppose this would account in some measure for

the delusion.

In clearer and finer skies than those of England, Venus is

sometimes so brilliant in the early morning as to startle an un-

accustomed observer.
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analysis to geometry has facilitated calculation to an

extent impossible to over-estimate ; notwithstanding

the discovery and adoption of other and rival methods,

that of Descartes still holds its own, and will

probably do so as long as the science of mathematics

is cultivated.

But as an astronomer, Descartes can be allowed

no such pre-eminence ; his work on Vortices was

actually a retrograde step, and in France it even

hindered for a considerable time the reception of

the true doctrine of universal gravitation. So that

we may well say if Descartes had never published

his book at all, physical astronomy would have

been the gainer rather than the loser.

Mr. Mivart writes as if he were under some ap-

prehension that the Church would interfere with his

favourite study of biology. I believe his fears are

unfounded. The Eoman ecclesiastical authorities

are doubtless conscious of the fact that there is a

great moral chasm between the Europe of the seven-

teenth century and the Europe of this day. The

means that were adapted for contending against

error, real or supposed, two hundred and fifty years

ago, are inapplicable in the present age. Experience

has shown that false scientific theories are pretty sure

to be demolished, time enough being allowed, either by

the internal dissensions of their own supporters, or by

the sharp criticism of the supporters of some antago-

nistic theory ; or, perhaps, the triumphant progress

of new discoveries. Works of a particularly offensive

1 2
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or irreligious character may from time to time be

put on the Index of prohibited books ; but the

Church will probably leave purely scientific hypotheses

of all kinds to find their own level, and to stand or

fall, as the case may be.

There remains one objection, brought forward by

Mr. Roberts, which I may notice. It is one of the

condemned propositions recited in the well-known

" Syllabus," that the decrees of the Apostolic See and

the Eoman Congregations hinder the free progress of

science. But can any one honestly say that they do ?

It is one thing to admit that the Church may for

certain reasons put an occasional and temporary check

on the study of some particular science ; another, to

accuse her of generally and systematically hindering

the progress of knowledge ; for be it observed that

the Latin word, scientia, from which the above is

translated, does not merely mean physical science.

The Catholic Church has put strong restrictions on

the use of vernacular translations of Holy Scripture

—

restrictions which, though greatly modified in practice,

are not yet abolished— but a proposition stating

broadly that the Church was opposed to the study of

Scripture would be condemned, and very justly so.

I now come to deal with the other extreme opinion,

if I may venture so to call it—that maintained by the

late Dr. Ward, and others—to the effect that not only

has the Church a right to condemn this or that

scientific theory, but that the exercise of such right,

as practically exemplified in the prohibition of certain
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Copernican works, and in the condemnation of

Galileo, was sound and prudent, and what might

reasonably have been expected. I am not sure

whether Dr. Ward goes quite so far as regards the

condemnation of Galileo by the Inquisition ; but he

does so in respect of the previous decree of 1616.

His ground is that at that period the Copernican

doctrine was, even scientifically speaking, improbable
;

while it gave a shock to those who venerated the

traditional interpretation of Holy Scripture. Few

men have a greater respect than myself for the

memory of the able writer whose Views I am about to

criticise ; but physical science was not his strong

point. His knowledge of metaphysical philosophy

was great ; so, too, was his knowledge of dogmatic

theology ; but he does not appear to have been well

versed in natural science, and with that modesty

which is a characteristic of sound and solid learning,

he was careful never to pretend acquaintance with

any particular branch of knowledge, unless he really

possessed it.

He was at times even scrupulous in expressing his

acknowledgments for the assistance he had received

from others in matters outside the limits of his own

studies ; as also in admitting an error if he felt really

guilty of one ; showing therein a candour and honesty

of purpose that we do not always meet with. So

much I say in tribute to an honoured memory. I

now proceed to state why I cannot follow his views.

It is surely paradoxical, to say the least of it, to
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maintain that an opinion is theologically false but

scientifically true ; or to state the case more accurately,

to maintain that it was right to condemn as contrary

to Scripture what has since turned out to be true

—

assuming, of course, this latter to be the fact, which

Dr. Ward fully admitted. It may doubtless be

pleaded in mitigation that the Cardinals only meant

that the opinion was contrary to the traditional

interpretation of Scripture, and that it was just

conceivable that the method of interpretation would

have to be revised hereafter ; and we have seen that

Bellarmine's letter to Foscarini points decidedly in

that direction. Nevertheless, the decree on the face

of it appears to imply more than this, and when

coupled with the subsequent condemnation of Galileo,

and strengthened by the repeated prohibition, even in

more stringent terms, of all works favouring the

Copernican theory, it obviously dealt as heavy a blow

at the doctrine of the Earth's diurnal and annual

movement, as could well have been done, short of a

dogmatic decision. It may be quite true that if

Galileo had been more prudent and judicious, much

of this would have been averted, and possibly the

decree of 1616 might have been modified or suspended

a century earlier than it actually was so. But without

discussing imaginary possibilities, we take the facts as

they stand.

Now to give one or two specimens of Dr. Ward's

mode of writing on this subject. He says (after

stating correctly the Catholic principle that books
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theologically unsound should be kept from persons

who are not specially qualified to read them without

injury) :
" In Galileo's time all books which advo-

cated the truth of Copernicanism were theologically

unsound. And a most important service was done

by preserving the Catholic flock free from the plague

;

free from a most false, proud, irreverent, and

dangerous principle of Scriptural interpretation."

—

Dublin Review, October, 1865.

I have already said that Galileo would have been

wiser if he had entirely left alone the question of the

interpretation of Scripture ; but it must always be

remembered that it was not he but his opponents

who commenced the discussion on that particular

head. They were weak in the astronomical argu-

ment ; and they tried to damage their opponent by

attacking him on Scriptural grounds. It is difficult

to understand what Dr. Ward means by the forcible

language I have just quoted, nor how a principle of

Scriptural interpretation, adopted at the present day

by every one, could have been in Galileo's time false,

proud, irreverent, and dangerous.* Dr. Ward grounds

* Dr. "Ward makes a curious mistake in one point ; he speaks

in one of the articles of The Dublin Review (which he then edited)

of Copernicanism as destroying the old ideas as to above and below ;

that is to say, for instance, your idea of ascending on high towards

heaven was thereby nullified, and ascending from the surface of

the earth meant going in any direction which the earth's rotation

might place above your head at any particular moment. But Dr.

"Ward, who was doubtless thinking of the very old and exploded

notion that the earth was a flat surface, does not seem to have been

aware that this objection applies in principle to the Ptolemaic
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his argument, however, on an idea that he had, to the

effect that the Copernican system in Galileo's day

was " scientifically unlikely : " this, however, is just

the reverse of the truth. It was unproved; and, as

I have repeatedly said, it is not even now proved to

absolute demonstration.

It is also true that certain most powerful argu-

ments for it were not then available, as I shall

hereafter have occasion to show at more length ;

but it was not scientifically unlikely. Galileo had

indirectly damaged the cause by using a certain

erroneous argument in its favour ; but then his

discoveries had simply pulverised the great rival

system of Ptolemy, and no astronomer, who knew

what he was about, could do otherwise than choose

between Copernicus and Tycho Brah£, each of these

being of course somewhat modified in detail. Now
the theory of Tycho Brahe was a new one, still newer

than that of Copernicus, and had all the appearance

of a temporary makeshift ; it was not probable that

it would receive much approbation in the long run,

as in fact it never did. Probability (I mean, of

course, in a purely scientific sense) pointed strongly

system also ; Ptolemy knew that the earth was spherical in its

shape, and consequently that what would he above a person in the

eastern parts of India, to take an example, would he widely different

from that which would he so at the westernmost point of Africa.

It may, however, he admitted that an additional cause for

hewilderment was presented hy the diurnal rotation of the Earth,

since it then appeared that the same point in space above you at

noon would he far away below you at midnight.
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to the Copernican theory even in Galileo's time
;

and after Kepler's celebrated laws had been published,

far more strongly still than before. Of course, as

Dr. Ward points out, there may be other reasons of

so cogent a nature as to outweigh scientific proba-

bility ; but that is not now the question : he denies

even the existence of this latter at the period we are

treating of; and on this point he was evidently

misinformed.

It is said that the Cardinals of the Index or

Inquisition consulted some astronomers before for-

mulating their decrees, and this is likely enough ; as

there is odium medicum in these days, there was

doubtless odium astronomicum in those days.

And we may easily imagine how the philosophers

who believed in the infallibility of Aristotle looked

with horror and perhaps contempt on the School of

Galileo. If people once persuade themselves that

physical science is to be learnt merely from tradition,

or from d priori arguments, they will naturally have

an antipathy to the discoveries made by actual

observation and experiment. If men such as these

were called in to advise the Cardinals, we may well

admit it as a mitigating circumstance, forbidding us

to pass a severe judgment on the conduct of the

ecclesiastical tribunals. It is no part of my con-

tention, and indeed the very reverse, to lay excessive

blame on the Congregations of the Index and Inqui-

sition ; but neither, on the other hand, do I understand

why we should give them our unqualified approval.
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I feel that the opinion I have expressed above, and

which might otherwise be considered by some persons

as presumptuous towards the ecclesiastical authorities,

receives great confirmation, and at the same time

what is tantamount to an acquittal from all dis-

respect to the Church and her authority, by the

following extract which I give from the article

entitled, " Dr. Mivart on Faith and Science," published

in the October, number of The Dublin Review (1887),

by the Bishop of Newport and Menevia, the Right

Rev. J. C. Hedley. Not only does the high cha-

racter of the author, both as a theologian and a

man of scientific knowledge, give a sanction to all

that is contained in the article, but the Review in

which it appears, having for its proprietor another

Bishop and an able ecclesiastic for its acting editor,

carries with it a stamp of Catholic authority such

as few periodicals possess. After some other remarks

the Bishop of Newport proceeds thus

:

I do not by any means wish to deny that the case of Galileo has

had an important effect on the action of Church authorities. It

seems quite clear that it has made them more cautious in pro-

nouncing on the interpretation of Scripture when the sacred text

speaks of natural phenomena. The reason of this is not so

much the fact that science has proved authority wrong in one

case, as because that case, taking it with all its circumstances, was

one the like of which can never happen again. The Galilean

controversy marked the close of a period and the opening of a

new one. The heliocentric view was the first step in modern

scientific expression. Before the days of Galileo men spoke of

what they saw with the naked eye, and on the surface of things

;

thenceforth they were to use the telescope and the microscope

;

they investigated the bowels of the earth and the distances of the
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heavens. It was a far-reaching and most pregnant generalisation

when men first took in the idea that the arrangements which

their books had hitherto called by the expression " nature " were

merely a very few of the most obvious aspects of a vast organisa-

tion, which could be, and which must be, searched into by obser-

vation. At once a multitude of familiar phrases lost their mean-

ing, and many accepted truths had to be dethroned.

And the effect of the discussion in the days of Galileo was not

only to make men revise their formularies about the earth's

motion, but to impress them most forcibly with the possibility

that such a process might have to be gone through about a very

large number of other things. The prevailing views were held by

the Church authorities as by every one else. They were not

really a part of the Divine revelation. Some people thought they

were, and (we may admit it was a misfortune) the very authorities

who had to pronounce, used language which was to some extent

mistaken in the same direction. On the other hand, it is clear

now that men of mark and standing asserted over and over again,

that the new theories need not in any point contradict Holy

Scripture. It was a matter which was not clear all at once. It is

often not immediately evident that novel scientific views do or do

not contradiet Kevelation. They have to be made precise, to be

qualified, to be analysed, and that by fallible men. During the

process many Catholics will naturally make mistakes, and there is

no reason why, now and then, Church authority itself should not

make a mistake in this particular matter. "When the requisite

reflection has had time to be made, then it is seen, as it was in the

case of the views under discussion, that what was held by Catholic

persons was something quite apart from Catholic faith. And we

have no objection to admit that reflection was quickened, and

caution was deepened by the case of Galileo. In this sense, and

not in any other, that case may be called " emancipatory." If the

Church authorities ever feel themselves called upon to pronounce

on the dates or the authorship of the Hexateuch, or on the forma-

tion of Adam's body, they will proceed—we may say it without

suspicion of undutifulness—with more enlightened minds than the

Congregations which condemned Galileo.

The teaching Church is composed of fallible men, who must

sometimes, in certain departments, make mistakes, and who

must learn by experience as other men learn. The part of a dutiful
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Catholic is to lessen the effect of mistaken decisions by prudent

silence or respectful remonstrance in the proper quarter, and not to

make scandal worse by inept generalisations and unnecessary

bitterness.

Further on, the Bishop says :

I do not decline to face the difficulty of Galileo's compulsory

retractation. It seems to me that either Galileo had sufficiently

strong reasons to prevent his mind from making the retractation or

not. I think it possible he had not. It does not seem that he

had anything like evidence that the earth moved. If he had not,

there was no reason why he should not assent to a strong expres-

sion of authority, that authority being one to which he owed filial

obedience. . . . Still, if Galileo had present to his mind strong

proof of the correctness of his own teachings, I do not hesitate to

say that he was wrong, and, indeed, committed sin, in making the

retractation demanded.

On the purely astronomical question whether

Galileo had evidence that the Earth moved, I

presume that the Bishop means conclusive evidence

;

for evidence of some kind he surely had ; not

conclusive, it is true, but good as far as it went.

Long before Galileo was tried by the tribunal of the

Inquisition, his contemporary, Kepler, had published

those important astronomical laws which still bear

his name, and which tended powerfully to corrobo-

rate the theory of the Earth's motion. Apart, how-

ever, from this, as I have already intimated, I think

there was good ground for the opinion in question.

This, however, is to some extent a digression. I

have quoted the Bishop principally in order to

strengthen, by his high authority, the line of argu-

ment I have ventured to pursue, which, in effect, is
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this : that the principle on which the Eoman Con-

gregations acted in Galileo's case was sound, but the

application of it in the particular instance mistaken

and injudicious.

I may also be permitted to cite, as confirming my
own opinion, the words of the distinguished writer

to whom, in common with all students of the Galileo

case, I am so much indebted, M. Henri de l'Spinois.

They do not, of course, possess the same theological

authority as that of the prelate I have just quoted,

but, coming from a learned Catholic layman, they are

well worthy of attention. These are his words :

Galilee, en etablissant les principes de m^canique qui sont ses

titres de gloire, comme en soutenant la doctrine de Copernic, a

rencontr6 pour adversaires declares les partisans de la philosophie

d'Aristote, qui combattaient aussi bien Kepler a Tubingue, et

Descartes en Hollande. lis appelerent a leur aide des textes de

l'Ecriture, les opposerent aux affirmations de Galilee. Pour se

defendre celui-ci voulut expliquer ces textes. Des lors, il changeait

1'interpretation jusque-la admise par l'Eglise et eveillait les justes

susceptibility des Catholiques. Avait-il raison % Avait-il tort %

II avait tort dans plusieurs de ses propositions, et sa conduite

manqua souvent de prudence ; il avait evidemment raison dans sa

doctrine fondamentale. En fait le tribunal s'est trompd en con-

damnant comme fausse et contraire a l'Ecriture une doctrine vraie

et qui pouvait s'accorder avec les textes sacr&. II a manque de

prudence en se montrant trop circonspect, et a ainsi depasse' le but,

II faut toutefois le remarquer. Aujourd'hui il est facile de

dire: le tribunal a eu tort; mais en 1616, en 1633, la plupart

des savants, les University et les Academies disaient : il a

raison. . . .

Tous les temoignages contemporains nous montrent que deux

pensees, deux opinions, deux influences etaient en presence : d'un

cdte les Aristoteliciens acbarnes contre Galilee, detestant ses prin-

cipes, voulant les aneantir ; de l'autre les papes, les cardinaux,
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pleins d'estime pour Galilee, mais qui voulaient prevenir les

ficheuses consequences de sa doctrine.

Selon que l'une ou l'autre de ces influences domina dans les

conseils, on tint une conduite diffdrente : tantot severe et rigoureuse,

tantfit douce et indulgente. Mais il n'y eut point la, comme on

le pretend encore, de lutte entre la science et le Catholicisme : la

question fut debattue entre la science et l'Aristotelisme.*

It was not till the year 1757 that any authorita-

tive step was taken to relax the prohibitions imposed

by the Index on the works advocating the Copernican

system. This was more than a century after the

condemnation of Galileo, seventy years after the

publication of the " Principia," and thirty years

after the discovery of the aberration of light. Even

Dr. Ward allows that it might have been more

prudent to remove the prohibitions some forty or

fifty years sooner than was actually the case. No
one, he observes, supposes the Church to be infallible

in mere matters of 'prudence, and I think that in

making this statement, which, I presume, every

theologian would at once endorse, he half admits

the principle for which I contend ; for if the Eoman
authorities could err in point of prudence in leaving

the censure so long in force, might they not err*—

J mean, of course, as to the prudent administration

of discipline—in inflicting those censures at all, or

at any rate in applying them so rigorously in practice

as was done in the instance of Galileo ?

* Quoted from an article in the " Revue des Questions His-

toriques," 1867, " Galilee, son Proces, sa Condemnation, d'apres

des documents inedits," by M. Henri de l']£pinois.
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However, be this as it may, iu the year 1757 the

relaxation of the censures took place ; in 1820, on

the 16th August, a distinct permission was given

for teaching the movement of the Earth ; and again

on the 17th September, 1822, a re-examination of

the whole subject having taken place, a decree

appeared, sanctioned by the Pope, Leo XII., in

which the Inquisitors General, in conformity with

the decrees of 1757 and 1820, declared that the

printing and publishing at Eome of works treating

of the movement of the Earth and the immobility

of the Sun, according to the opinion of modern as-

tronomers, was henceforth permitted. Thus the

decree of 1616 was practically abrogated.

Mr. Mivart, among other remarks on the proceed-

ings in Galileo's case, says that no amends were

ever made by the authorities of the Church for

the injustice done to the philosopher, but he does

not state what kind of amends or what sort of

apology he expected. If he means that no personal

reparation was made to Galileo, that is doubtless

true ; nor was any sacrifice ever offered to his

Manes. Indeed, it must be allowed that the eccle-

siastical authorities hindered the erection, after his

decease, of a monument in his honour. Nor is this

a matter for surprise ; it may be taken for granted

that the object of those who desired to erect the

monument was to pay an especial tribute of respect

to the deceased astronomer as one who had suffered

unjustly ; and that was precisely what the Pope
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and Cardinals of that age would not for a moment

admit.

No personal amends, then, were made to Galileo

in life or in death ; but I think this was not the

point to which Mr. Mivart intended to allude. I

believe he had in his mind a different sort of re-

paration—that, namely, supposed to be owing to

the injured cause of Science. If that be so, then

I can only say that he must have been unaware

of the facts above mentioned, of the proceed-

ings taken in Eome in 1757, in 1820, and in

1822.

The adjustment of the relations of revealed Eeligion

with physical Science is often perplexing, owing

partly to mistaken zeal in insisting on particular

interpretations of certain passages in Holy Scripture,

and partly to the prevalence, at different times, of

doubtful scientific theories, which flourish for a time,

and then fade away because they fail to stand the

test of continued and rigorous investigation.

Instances of both these will readily occur to the

mind, and the Copernican theory in the seventeenth

century will be a prominent one, as coming under the

first of the two heads. But it is not fair, as I have

already argued, to be too severe upon the men who

clung with tenacity to the old traditional interpreta-

tion of Scripture. It is, in fact, only right so to

cling until some just reason is shown for introducing

a fresh interpretation. In this case there were some
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good reasons, no doubt ; but there were also bad

reasons alleged, and, as we bave seen, Galileo, with

all bis great ability and mechanical knowledge so far

beyond his age, could yet damage his cause with

unsound arguments.

Such being the case, amidst the whirlpool of good

and bad arguments—that drawn from the tides being

by no means the only one of the latter class—it is

not astonishing that even able and intelligent men

were misled.

The antipathy to adopting a new system of the

universe—a system which demolished many cherished

ideas and traditional opinions—was overwhelmingly

strong ; the reasons uncertain, or, at least, incon-

clusive. The discoveries of Galileo had, no doubt,

overthrown the system of Ptolemy, but they had not

established that of Copernicus, so long as there re-

mained what may be called the tentative theory of

Tycho Brahe, who was one of the greatest observers of

his day. Though he did not unravel the true cause

of the motions of the heavenly bodies, and went, in

fact, in a wrong direction, we must never forget the

important services he rendered to science. He was

the first to employ refraction as a correction to the

apparent positions of the celestial bodies ; his col-

lection of instruments, on which he had expended the

whole of his private fortune, was the finest that had

ever yet been seen ; and, in fact, his observations,

utilised by others, had a great share in leading to the
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discovery of the real nature of the planetary move-

ments.* Small blame, then, must be meted out to

those who held on for a time to the system ex-

cogitated by so enlightened a man. I do not mean

to deny what I have already stated—that the

Cardinals who put on the Index of forbidden books

the works of Copernicus and others, and those who

condemned Galileo, were unable, astronomically

speaking, to read the signs of the times. All

I am asserting is that there was much, even

from a scientific point of view, to excuse their

inability.

They put forward as their main objection that

the new theory contradicted Holy Scripture, and

adhered to that rigidly literal interpretation of it,

which has since then been necessarily given up, and

which seems somewhat strange to us, accustomed as

we now are to a far greater latitude of interpretation

than they even dreamed of. We who have' learned

that the six days of Creation are not to be taken in

their strict sense ;t who have sound reason for holding

that the Deluge was only universal in the sense of

covering that part of the earth then inhabited by the

* Tycho Brahe discovered two out of the principal inequalities

in the Moon's motion—known to astronomers as the Variation and

the Annual Equation ; the third, which is the most ohvious of all

and is called the Evection, was discovered by Ptolemy.

t The figurative interpretation, however, in this instance is as

old as St. Augustine, though his speculations lead him to a

different conclusion from that of modern scientific men ; namely,

that -of supposing the actual creation to be the work of one moment.
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human race ; and who are told by some people, in-

cluding learned ecclesiastics, that it was more restricted

in its operation even than this ; and who finally hear

it said by men of undoubted orthodoxy that the

evolution of man from some lower animal, so far as

his hody is concerned and so long as you do not

include his soul and his rational faculties, is con-

sistent with the Christian faith—we, I say, who are

familiar with these non-literal interpretations of

Scripture, find it difficult to comprehend the stand-

point adopted and maintained with such tenacity by

the Cardinals of the seventeenth century.

There were, moreover, other very cogent reasons

which, though not put prominently forward, may well

have worked upon their minds ; reasons, indeed,

which must strike the really thoughtful man. Let us

consider this one point. In old times, when the Earth

was believed to be the actual centre of the physical

universe, it was easy to suppose that it was the sole

abode of life. But if you believe that the Earth, far

from being such a centre, is only one amongst many

planets revolving round the Sun ; and, further, that

the Sun himself is only one of a mighty host of stars,

some of which may have planets revolving round

them, you naturally ask yourself immediately, are

none of these worlds inhabited except our Earth %

Truly Scripture says nothing to contradict the opinion

that there are inhabitants and rational creatures to be

found elsewhere ; but, nevertheless, the history of the

Creation and Redemption of the human race reads as

K 2
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if such creatures, intelligent beings like ourselves,

lived upon this Earth, and nowhere besides.

I know not how far thoughts and speculations of

this nature passed through the minds of the ecclesi-

astics, and other men of religious feeling, in the age

of Galileo. They have since then been sifted more or

less by scientific men, and various opinions have been

suggested. Some went so far as to think it possible

that the Sun was inhabited. So able an astronomer

as Arago, to say nothing of others, thought such

might be the fact. No one thinks so now. The

tendency of modern thought, strictly speaking modern

(that is, the most recent), is rather to discredit such

imaginations. The various observations made upon

the Sun, including those made by the use of the

spectroscope, have shown that the supposition of his

being inhabited is simply incredible. For other

reasons the same result has been reached with regard

to the Moon. Then as to the planets, although there

are no such cogent reasons, we may fairly say that

the probability is against any one of them being at

the present moment fitted for the habitation of such

a creature as man. Some persons would make an

exception in favour of Mars, where a recent French

observer imagines he has detected signs of work as if

by human hands—a stretch indeed of imagination.

But the planets are probably not all in the same

stage of what may be termed geological history.

Some may very possibly be in the same state in

which the Earth was a few millions of years ago, long
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before it was fitted for the reception of man on its

surface, or, indeed, for that of any of the higher

mammalia. The Earth had had a long history, and

had undergone vast changes, ranging perhaps over

many millions of years, before man appeared on the

scene ; and the period that has elapsed since that

event, whatever the date of it may be, is simply

nothing in comparison of the ages that had previously

rolled by since the first moment when the darkness

gave way, and the light appeared. It is, then, far

from unlikely that our own Earth is the only planet

in the solar system which at the present time is

suitable for the habitation of man, or creatures

resembling him.*

Passing then from our own system, we come to the

myriads of suns, some, we may well believe, far greater

than our Sun, which are spread through the realms of

space .t Many of these we may reasonably suppose

are surrounded by planets, and in one or two cases

there are special reasons for thinking that some

opaque body intervenes occasionally between the star

and ourselves. But the conditions under which

several of the stars (we know not how many) exist, is

very different from that to which we are accustomed

here with our own Sun. There are double stars which

* It is, I think, Mr. Proctor who uses this argument .in one of

his works, to prove how very doubtful a thing is the existence of

highly organised and rational beings on the other planets.

t It is quite possible, as Mr. Lockyer has recently argued, that

many objects that appear to us as stars, are in reality nebulae in a

more or less advanced stage of condensation.
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appear to revolve round a common centre of gravity,

a system of two suns. Have each of them, or have

both of them in common, a set of planets moving

round them ? Who can tell ? And where there are

stars with planets accompanying them, does any one

know in what state those planets are ? The whole

subject, however interesting as a speculation, is

shrouded in impenetrable mystery.

^ From all this it follows that although there

certainly may be rational and intellectual inhabitants

on some or other of these distant worlds, yet, on the

other hand, there may not be. And it is perfectly

possible that our Earth, minute little object as it is,

comparatively speaking, may still be the great and

favoured life-house of the universe, the moral, though

not material, centre. That the Earth is not the

physical centre of the universe we now are well

aware ; nor is the Sun the centre ; nor, indeed, do we

know whether there is any such centre at all. There

is good reason for thinking that the Sun, with his

attendant planets, is in motion in a certain direction

in space ; and I may observe that this direction is

not in the plane of the Earth's orbit, or anything near

it ; so that though the Earth describes an elliptical

orbit with regard to the Sun, its path in space is some

kind of spiral curve, that is as it would appear to a

being poised for a time in some point of space far

away outside our orbit, having the necessary powers

of vision, and having a plane of reference from which

he could take his observations.
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What else this gifted being might see—whether he

would observe some great central body round which

the whole of the heavenly bodies revolve, or, as seems

more probable, would detect, instead of one, many

centres, each with its own group—all this we do not

and cannot know, and we must be content, at least

so long as our life here below continues, to remain in

profound ignorance.

Seeing, then, how wide in extent and how difficult

of solution are some of the speculative problems,

originating in the Copernican theory, it can be no

matter of surprise that the ecclesiastics of the seven-

teenth century recoiled from it with more than

common aversion.

o



CHAPTER V.

As a sequel to the story of Galileo, I think it may be

interesting to inquire what the evidence, as we now

have it, proves with regard to the truth of the Coper-

nican theory, there being two opposite and contra-

dictory errors on this subject, and these not merely

popular errors, but shared to some extent by educated

and otherwise learned men. But I must, before pro-

ceeding, remind my readers that I use the word

Copernican simply to signify the system of modern

astronomy, that in which the Sun is the centre round

which the Earth and the other planets revolve, and not

as meaning the precise theory of Copernicus, which

(as I have said) was overthrown by Kepler, when he

discovered that the planetary orbits were not circular

but elliptical, the Sun, moreover, not being strictly

in the centre, but in one of the foci of the orbit.

Now it is a plain fact, which all persons must per-

ceive, that either the Earth revolves on its axis in

twenty-four hours (more accurately 23 hours 56 mins.

5 sees.), or else that the whole of the celestial bodies

are carried round the Earth in that same time. It is

also a fact no less perceptible to careful observers,
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that either the Sun goes round the Earth in the course

of a year, or else that the Earth goes round the Sun.

The question is how these facts are to be accounted for.

The first of the two errors I have just mentioned

is that which supposes the Copernican theory to

have been directly and conclusively proved. This I

imagine to be very common, and to arise from the

elementary books learnt by schoolboys, which state

(naturally enough) the modern theory of astronomy

without the reasons that support it.

We need not dwell long on this point. Persons

who have got this erroneous impression misunder-

stand the nature of the evidence. Some things in

astronomy can be positively proved from observation,

as, for instance, the existence of sun-spots. Many
things in mechanics, chemistry, optics, and other

branches of physical study can be demonstrated by

experiment. The motion of the Earth round the Sun

cannot, however, be so treated. It is inferred, and

very rightly so, from the fact that it explains com-

pletely and easily all the observed phenomena, while,

on the other hand, there are certain things which, as

far as our present knoiuledge goes, cannot be ex-

plained in any other way ; and the same argument

"

applies to the rotation of the Earth on its axis. But

though all this is perfectly clear so far, who can

possibly say that as science progresses some explana-

tion may not be hereafter found consistent with the

antagonistic theory—consistent, let us say, with the

system of Tycho Brahe, or some modification of it?
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I need not add that I consider the future discovery

of such explanation as so improbable, that one may

practically dismiss the idea, but I should be sorry to

deny it as being conceivably possible.

The other, and opposite, error is that of certain

well-meaning but ill-informed persons, who imagine

that the Copernican theory is even now doubtful and

liable to be overthrown—liable, I mean, in a real

and practical sense, and not by distant contingencies,

such as those at which I have just hinted, and which

may be considered as shadowy and intangible. I do

not suppose that amongst educated men there are

many such scientific recusants ; but at any rate it

may be useful to give a short summary of the evi-

dence on which the Copernican conclusion is based.

In doing this I fear I shall tire the patience of my
readers by partly repeating Galileo's own arguments,

which I have already quoted in discussing the Dia-

logue. This cannot easily be avoided, for much of

his reasoning is so sound and so forcible, that after

the lapse of more than two centuries we can add

but little to it. On the other hand, there are grave

mistakes that must be shunned ; and, moreover, there

have been discoveries made since the day when the

Dialogue was written, of inestimable importance.

The best way of treating the question is to resume

the history of astronomical research from the point

where we dropped it ; that is, at the time when

Galileo first made known to the world the result of

his observations.
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It ought to be clearly understood that from the

moment the telescope was turned on the heavens,

the old system of astronomy was doomed, and nothing

could finally have saved it. For a time prejudice

and other more creditable feelings kept it floating on

the sea of speculation, but such a state of things

could not last ; and the startling information that

men like Galileo, Fabricius, and Schemer imparted

to the scientific world, could not fail to expel the

old theory of the universe from the minds of men

—

at least, men of intellectual capacity—gradually and

slowly, but yet most surely.

Now we have seen what the revelations were which

the telescope at once displayed, even in its compara-

tively rude and imperfect state. There were the

spots on the Sun, the satellites of Jupiter, the phases

of Venus, the greater apparent size of the superior

planets (Mars and the rest) when on the opposite

side of the Earth from the Sun, this last phenomenon

being quite inconsistent with the system of Ptolemy.

One consequence of all this was that the less

enlightened men of the old school indulged in a

violent antipathy to the new-fangled instrument,

which threatened to overthrow their time-honoured

traditions, and simply refused to believe in the

telescope and its results. Thus the principal pro-

fessor of philosophy at Padua, when invited by

Galileo to look through his glass at the Moon and

the planets, pertinaciously refused to do so. Sim-

plicio, who, of course, represents in the Dialogue the
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prejudices of men of this stamp, admits (as we have

seen) his feelings on this subject, and his suspicions

that the new discoveries were to be attributed to

optical errors. He was willing to be corrected if

mistaken, but such had hitherto been his opinion.

It was not, however, to be expected that men of

sound sense would allow themselves to be misled

for any length of time by fallacies such as these.

Continued observations carefully made are sure to

correct mere optical errors, and after a reasonable

interval it must have been evident that the pheno-

mena discerned through the telescope were facts that

had to be dealt with—not phantoms to be ignored.

Thus, when it was found that the planet Venus

presented to the eye phases such as the Moon does,

instead of always appearing like a round body, it

became evident that she revolved, not as Ptolemy

supposed, round the Earth, but round the Sun, an

inference subsequently confirmed by the observation

of her transits over the Sun's disc.

This being so, the adherents of Ptolemy had to

meet this difficulty : here was a planet much nearer

to the Earth than to the Sun,* and yet revolving

round the latter in preference to the former. There

was clearly, then, some attractive force belonging

to the Sun (whatever its nature might be), greater

* The relative distances could be computed geometrically, even

before the absolute distances were known, and in fact were so;

Kepler's third law affords a simple rule for calculating them, but

they were known even previously.
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than that of the Earth, which Venus obeyed ; the

same was true of Mercury, with the difference that

this planet was much nearer to the Sun. Then

'as regards the superior planets, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn,

the probability that the Sun was the great central

power that controlled their movements was a very

strong one. There is but little to add on these

topics to Galileo's own forcible argument in the

third day's dialogue ; he is, however, inaccurate in

his figures, and states that Mars appears sixty times

as large when in opposition to the Sun, as at con-

junction. More recent observations have shown that

he appears rather more than thirty times as large

when at his nearest point to the Earth, than he

does when near his conjunction with the Sun, and

consequently at his farthest point from the Earth

;

but this variation is quite sufficient for the argument,

and proves incontestably that if Mars revolves round

the Earth as in any way the centre of his orbit, it

must be in an ellipse of so great eccentricity as

no one could reasonably imagine him to do ; indeed,

the anti-Copernicans of Galileo's day knew nothing

of the elliptic motions of the planets ; neither, as

we have seen, did Galileo himself.

The same argument, drawn from the apparent

size of the planet at different periods, applies also

to Jupiter and Saturn—the other exterior planets

were discovered much later—only not so strikingly

as in the case of Mars. The improbability, if we

once admit that all the planets revolve round the
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Sun, that the Earth, occupying the position it does,

should be at rest, while the Sun, controlling the

motions of the planets (vast bodies, some of them),

circled, nevertheless, round the Earth ; the improba-

bility, I say, of this is so great as to be almost

overwhelming ; at any rate, unless the difficulties

of the counter hypothesis were shown to be insur-

mountable, which, as we know, is far from being the

case. It was of course possible, without going the

lengths of the Paduan professor, and setting oneself

against the telescope altogether, to admit the facts

but deny the inferences ; to grant, for instance, that

Mars appeared to have a diameter more than six

times as great in one position as in another, and

to attribute it, as I hinted just now, to some extra-

ordinary eccentricity in his orbit round the Earth

;

but it is not wise to look through a telescope with

the eyes of the body open and the eyes of the

mind closed ; and generally it is but right to be

guided by clear and distinct probabilities when

discussing questions of natural philosophy on scientific

grounds— and it is of these alone that I am at

the present moment speaking.

It must be borne in mind distinctly that the

discovery of the moon-like phases of Venus, showing

her to revolve round the Sun, was simply conclusive

as against the oH system of Ptolemy, which had

so long been the received system of astronomy. The

theory of Tycho Brah^, or some modification of it,

was the only one that could henceforth be adopted.
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But when you dethrone an ancient theory which

has for centuries held an almost undisputed sway,

you have to reconsider your whole position, and

compromises such as that of Tycho are not always

adequate to the emergency.

But these considerations formed only a part of

this complicated controversy. The anti-Gopernicans

of the seventeenth century would not even admit

the revolution of the Earth on its own axis, and

were consequently forced to hold that the whole

of the heavenly bodies were carried round this our

globe in twenty-four hours. In ancient times, when

men knew little or nothing of the sizes and distances

of the Sun, the planets, or the stars, such a belief

was quite reasonable and natural ; they thought the

stars were set as if they were jewels in a hollow

sphere, which was turned round its poles each day.

But the astronomers of GalHeo's day knew some-

thing far more accurate than this ; he himself, as we

observed in the Dialogue, greatly under-estimated

the distance and the size of the Sun, and had but

a very imperfect idea of the enormous interval that

separates us from the stars
;
yet he evidently perceived

the improbability of all these vast and remote bodies

revolving with an almost inconceivable velocity round

the Earth every twenty-four hours. And what must

be our judgment on such a subject, seeing that we

know the Sun's mean distance to be about 92,000,000

miles, more than nineteen times as much as Galileo's

estimate ? And yet some of the planets are farther
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and much farther from us than the Sun. Then as

regards the stars, a Centauri, the nearest of them,

is calculated to be more than 20,000,000,000,000

miles distant ; but this calculation supposes the truth

of the Copernican theory, and that we may not seem

to argue in a circle, we will not use it, but content

ourselves with saying that, from certain reasons about

which there can be no mistake, we are sure that

the distance of the stars is very considerably greater

than even the remotest planet in our own system,

which is Neptune. Now, this planet's distance from

the Sun is computed at 2,775,000,000 miles, and if,

indeed, he is carried daily round the Earth in a

circle, it must be with a velocity exceeding that

of light ; the stars, therefore, with a velocity far

greater still. Now, nothing with which we are

acquainted moves with so great a speed as light

—

or, as some men call it, radiant energy, meaning

thereby to include heat as well as light in the term

—a speed estimated at 186,000 miles in a second

of time. Are we then to believe that the stars are

carried in a circle round the Earth every day at a

velocity much exceeding even this ? It seems almost

enough to ask such a question without pausing for

the answer. The simple rotation of the Earth on

its own axis explains all the phenomena without

resorting to such extreme suppositions as those just

mentioned.

It is remarkable that no one of any note—at least,

in modern times, for I am not so sure about the
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ancients—ever appears to have suggested the inter-

mediate theory of the Earth revolving on its axis,

and yet remaining stationary as regards any motion

of translation. With our present knowledge of

astronomy we could not entertain such an opinion,

though in the early part of the seventeenth century

it might have been considered plausible. Since,

however, it has not been maintained by any note-

worthy author, we need not further discuss it.

The reader will bear in mind what has already been

said on this branch of the subject in the second day's

dialogue,* and it is not necessary to repeat it in

detail. It may, however, be useful to mention a

few experiments of a later date, which have tended

* I may, perhaps, be permitted to recall to the reader's mind,

in a note, one or two of the main objections urged by the anti-

Copernicans. One of these was that it would leave the atmosphere

behind, the true answer to which is that the atmosphere itself is

attracted by the force of gravity to the earth, and is carried round

by the rotation, as everything else is ; this Galileo did not perfectly

understand, as may be seen by his remarks, both in the second

and the fourth day's dialogue. Another was this—and it was put

forward by no less a man than Tycho Brahe—a stone dropped

from a high tower ought to fall to the westward of the tower,

because the tower would be carried on to the east by the earth's

rotation, and the stone would not ; this, however, being contrary

to experience. The real fact is that the stone partakes of the

rotatory movement as much as the tower does, the two forces of

rotation and gravity being combined according to the second law

of motion, while the stone is falling ; this Galileo did know.

Supposing a very high tower, the stone ought to fall slightly to the

east, on account of the superior velocity of rotation at the top of

the tower to that at the bottom. It is said this experiment has

been successfully tried, as stated in note, page 55.
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to confirm the truth of the Earth's diurnal revolu-

tion.

Before the close of the seventeenth century it was

observed that a diminution of gravity occurred at,

and near, the equator. This was proved by the

vibration of the pendulum, an experiment associated

chiefly with the name of Eicher ; and it has, if I

mistake not, been since then carefully tested by

spring balances. This phenomenon is owing partly

to the spheroidal figure of the Earth— itself the

result of the rotation on the axis—but principally to

the centrifugal tendency being greater at the equator,

from the higher velocity of rotation.

I have already alluded to the trade winds, and the

argument to be drawn from them, which I think a

sound and strong one ; but I need not dwell on it

further.

It is, however, well worth remembering that in

our own day another proof has been given, which

has been generally allowed to be an important one.

It is the result of an experiment of Foucault, and

is simply this : if a pendulum, with a heavy weight

attached to it, be made to oscillate in a plane due

north and south, say in the latitude of Paris, the

pendulum, after a time, and supposing it to continue

in movement long enough for the purpose of ob-

servation, will oscillate in a direction slightly north-

east and south-west. Now the pendulum moves

naturally always in the same direction, backwards

and forwards, as originally started, and if the Earth
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were shaped like a cylinder no change would be

detected ; but the spherical form of the Earth, as

it rotates on its axis, here makes the whole difference;

the floor of the room where the pendulum vibrates is

carried round the axis of rotation, as everything else

is, but the plane of oscillation remaining the same

—

or parallel to the original one—it no longer points

north and south. At the equator this phenomenon

would disappear, and in the southern hemisphere it

would be the other way : that is, the pendulum would

vibrate north-west and south-east.

The same thing is exemplified by the small

machine called the gyroscope, where a heavy disc,

so adjusted as to revolve freely in any given

direction, independently of the frame in which it

is placed, will continue, when once set in rapid

motion, to spin in the same plane, directed, for

instance, to any one star that happens at the time

to be due north or due south of us, while the frame

moves round it with the rotation of the Earth.

I think, then, on the whole, we may say that those

persons who, in the present state of our knowledge

on the subject, are not convinced that the Earth

revolves on its own axis, would not be satisfied by

any evidence whatever.

Returning now to the general question of Coperni-

canism, we find that for some time after the trial of

Galileo, things remained much in statu quo; unless

we except the observation of the transit of Venus, in

1639 ; but, as that eventful seventeenth century
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was drawing to its close, there came on the scene

some thoughtful and able astronomers, who could

not only utilise the knowledge of their predecessors,

but could also guess, with more or less accuracy,

what that law—hitherto unknown—might be, which

governed the planets and our own Earth in their

movements. It was about this time that the Royal

Society was founded in London, and a stimulus was

thus given to investigation and to experiment. The

third law of Kepler, which states that in all the

planetary orbits the square of the periodic time of

revolution is in a constant proportion to the cube

of the mean distance, suggested the existence of

another law, not yet discovered, a law of attraction,

on which this itself depended. Among the as-

tronomers of that day three names deserve special

mention, Wren, Hooke, and Halley, because each of

them guessed with some accuracy at the true doctrine

— as it is now known to be— that the planets

are attracted to the Sun by a force which acts in-

versely as the square of the distance. Hooke, in

particular, deserves the credit of having applied

this law to the path of a projectile, under certain

circumstances, as well as to the planetary orbits

;

but though he thus lighted upon true conclusions,

he appears to have been deficient in mathematical

skill, and therefore unable to verify his results. It

is, however, only just to the memory of Horrox, who

was carried off by an early death, to mention that the

true theory of the identity of terrestrial and astro-
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nomical gravity had occurred to his mind ; if he had

lived twenty or thirty years longer, he might have

survived in history as the discoverer of the great

problem.

Be this as it may, there now arose another man

greater than his predecessors, and greater than all

his contemporaries ; he also was an Englishman,

by name Isaac Newton. What others guessed, or

concluded on insufficient evidence, became, in his

powerful hands, clear and well-grounded truths,

proved, so far as such things could be proved, by

rigid mathematical reasoning, and established on a

solid basis, which time has not shaken, and which

subsequent investigation has confirmed. Others had

supposed the existence of the law of attraction by

which the Sun acted on the planets ; many persons

had understood the existence of terrestrial gravi-

tation. Newton showed that these two are identical

;

and, moreover, that every particle of matter attracts

every other particle mutually, and according to the

one universal law, that of the inverse square of the

distance ; so that a vast planet revolving round the

Sun obeys the same law as a pebble dropped from

one's hand to the Earth. The popular story of his

having been suddenly led to this conclusion by the

sight of an apple falling is apparently fabulous

;

and what really occurred is this : he sat alone one

day in a garden, and fell into a speculation (as men

of scientific mind are apt to do) on the power of

gravity, that is, of gravity as we feel it here on
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the Earth. Then it struck him that however high

you ascend, even on the loftiest mountains, no sensible

diminution in this remarkable force takes place ; so,

he said to himself : why not as high as the Moon ?

If so, perhaps she is retained in her orbit by this

very power. And again if so, what then ? To

which question his active mind gave the just and

true answer, that it was probably one and the same

force that acted at the surface of the Earth, at the

distance of the Moon, and finally, as regulating the

action of the Sun on the planets.

It seems that there was an error, which it is un-

necessary to explain in detail, in Newton's first

calculations ; but that when, after a lapse of time

and with the error corrected, he again returned to

them, he found the motion of the Moon to be

exactly accounted for by his theory.

Again, in dealing with the complicated problem

of the action of the heavenly bodies one upon the

other, that is, when the disturbing force, for instance,

of a third body is brought to bear on the motions

of two others, although Hooke and others had as

a conjecture put forth the existence of such mutual

action, yet Newton was the first who thoroughly

grappled with it.

The mutual attraction of matter, so far as things

terrestrial are concerned, had occurred to the in-

quiring intellect of Francis Bacon ; but it was left

for Newton to propound it as the great principle

that governs the physical universe.
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Now let us see how all this bears on the truth

of the Copernican system. Newton proved—and I

may add that the improved methods of mathematics

which have been adopted since his day make the

proofs more simple and easy—that if any body moves

in an ellipse, or indeed, in one of the other conic

sections, the law of force, tending to the focus, is that

of the inverse square of the distance.* Conversely,

he proved that a body under the action of a central

force, varying in intensity as the inverse square of

the distance, will move in a conic section.

Then if the Moon moved in an ellipse, as it was

easy to perceive that she did, and if her motion

corresponded precisely with what it would be on

the theory of universal gravitation ; if also, as seemed

evident, the planets revolved in ellipses, then the

inference that the law of gravitation, as stated by

Newton, was true became irresistible ; not sus-

ceptible, as before stated, of direct and absolute

proof, but established conclusively by a sound and

legitimate induction.

* There are other laws, besides that of the inverse square of the

distance, which would cause a body to move in an ellipse, at least

if the force acting on it were placed, not in the focus, but in the

centre of the orbit. The question has been discussed with reference

to some of the binary stars which appear to move round one

another in ellipses. No doubt is thereby raised as to the pre-

valence of the law of the inverse square in our own solar system,

where it has been verified by long and careful observation; the

doubt (I think we may say a comparatively slight one) is whether

the same law extends to the whole stellar universe, where, of

course, accurate observation is impracticable.
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What I have just stated shows that Kepler's first

law corresponds with Newton's discovery ; but the

same is true of the two other laws. It would of

course be .out of place here to go minutely into

all the evidence which can be gathered in support of

the doctrine of universal gravitation. I may briefly

state that all of Kepler's laws are simply explicable

by that hypothesis, and that the evidence derives

additional confirmation from the following curious

fact : observation shows that Kepler's laws, though

approximately true, are not strictly and accurately

so ; if the planets were mere particles revolving round

the Sun, they would then be quite rigidly true, but

the planets have a certain mass (though very small

compared to the Sun) and so do in some measure

attract the Sun as well as being attracted by him,

and they, moreover, exercise a disturbing in-

fluence on each other. These perturbations, how-

ever, have been calculated, and the result is that

they agree with what ought reasonably to be ex-

pected, supposing the theory of universal gravitation

to be true. This confirmatory proof has been ac-

quired, I need not add, since the time of Newton

by the labours of astronomers, Laplace and others,

who have succeeded him, and who have had the

advantage of that more manageable method of

mathematical calculation to which I have just

alluded.

Supposing then the law of gravitation to be estab-

lished by sufficient proof, we may now ask what
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must become of the old systems of astronomy \ What

must befall Ptolemy and even Tycho Brahe ?

It is obvious that they could do nothing but col-

lapse. If the law of gravitation were once admitted

to be true, the idea of the Sun revolving round the

Earth must be dismissed as impossible. Here it is

right to remark that (assuming the law of universal

gravitation) it is not, strictly and scientifically speak-

ing, correct to say that any one heavenly body re-

volves round another, but that they both revolve

round their common centre of gravity. In the case

of the Earth and the Sun, so vastly superior is the mass

of the latter that the centre of gravity is far away

within his volume, and the disturbance exercised on

him by the Earth is scarcely appreciable ; so also, in

the case of the Moon and the Earth, the centre of

gravity is within the latter, but at a considerable

distance from its own centre ; and here there is a

distinctly appreciable oscillation of the Earth, arising

from this very cause, during each revolution of the

Moon in her orbit. When two bodies are more nearly

equal in mass, as is probably the case with the double

stars that have been observed in recent times, then

the two revolve round a centre of gravity lying

between them, exterior to both of them. It is be-

lieved that this is actually the fast in the instance I

am here alluding to of the double stars, and there is

some reason for supposing that the curve in which

they revolve is an ellipse. This, if true, would clearly

indicate that the law of gravitation, as stated by
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Newton, extends not only through our own solar

system, but over the whole material universe.

And there is one remarkable property of this myste-

rious agency which we term gravitation, and that is

its instantaneous action even at the greatest distances.

Light travels with an enormous and yet a finite velo-

city, so that it takes a few years to arrive at the Earth

from even the nearest stars. The force of gravity

knows no such limit, nor is its action retarded by even

the minutest fraction of time.

Nor, again, is it impeded, as in the case of light,

by any screen or obstacle of whatever nature. Further-

more, it does not lose anything of its intensity, as

light does, by being diffused over a larger surface ; it

varies as the mass of the bodies concerned, but not in

the least according to the extent of their surfaces.

Given the same distance, no diffusion weakens its

force.

Great as was the evidence adduced by Newton for

the truth of his theory, there were some real difficul-

ties in the way of its reception. I need not allude to

these in detail ; they are explained in treatises on

physical astronomy for the benefit of those who are

interested in the subject. Briefly, I may say that

subsequent research and careful calculations have

removed the difficulties, and thereby confirmed the

already existing evidence.

Then, as regards terrestrial gravity, experiments

have been made—notably at the mountain Schehallion,
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in Scotland—throwing additional light upon it, and

indicating that not merely the Earth as a whole, but

any great mass, such as a mountain, exercises an

appreciable attractive force.

Newton seems to have expected that some further

discovery would take place, at no distant period, as to

the nature of this occult agency which operates so

powerfully in the heavens and on the Earth. In one

of his letters he strongly disclaims the opinion that

gravity is essential to matter and inherent in it ; he

thinks it is " inconceivable that inanimate brute

matter should, without the mediation of something

else which is not material, operate on and affect other

matter without mutual contact .... that gravity

should be innate, inherent, and essential to matter, so

that one body may act upon another at a distance

through a vacuum, without the mediation of anything

else by and through which their action and force may
be conveyed from one to another, is to me so great an

absurdity that I believe no man who has in philo-

sophical matters a competent faculty of thinking can

ever fall into it."

And yet we see that what he thought absurd is still

apparently true, and that, great as was Newton's

sagacity in discovering and proving the effects of this

great cosmical law, he failed when he came to specu-

late on the more remote causes of it. Since his time,

other ingenious theorists have imagined hypotheses in

the hopes of accounting for it ; but their efforts have
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not met with any great success, and the last word of

science on the subject is that the cause of gravitation

remains undiscovered.

But if the attempt to trace the ultimate cause of

the law of gravitation has been a failure, the proof of

its operation in the physical universe has been a mar-

vellous success, and that not only in the present day,

when difficulties have been removed and fresh evidence

has been added, but, to a certain extent, even in

Newton's own time, and especially here in his own

country. Indeed, we cannot suppress a feeling of

admiration when we contemplate the revolution in

astronomy brought about by this quiet, unobtrusive

man, who is said to have spent thirty-five years of his

long life within the walls of Trinity College, Cam-

bridge, of which he was a Fellow, and who, though

twice elected to represent the University in Parlia-

ment, never opened his lips in the House of Commons.

I may, perhaps, be here permitted to insert a passage

from a work to which I have previously alluded,

Whewell's " History of the Inductive Sciences,"

well worth quoting both for its eloquence and its

truth. After recounting, with some detail, the cir-

cumstances of this great epoch in astronomical know-

ledge, he proceeds :

Such., then, is the great Newtonian induction of universal

gravitation, and such its history. It is indisputably and incom-

parably the greatest scientific discovery ever made, whether we

look at the advance which it involved, the extent of the truth dis-

closed, or the fundamental and satisfactory nature of this truth.

As to the first point, we may observe that any one of the five steps
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into which we have separated the doctrine [these were, 1st, that

the force attracting different planets to the sun, and, 2nd, the force

attracting the same planet in different parts of its orbit, is as the

inverse square of the distances ; 3rd, that the earth exerts such a

force on the moon, and that this is identical with terrestrial gravity
;

4th, that there is a mutual attraction of the heavenly bodies on one

another ; 5th, that there exists a mutual attraction of all particles

of matter throughout the universe] would of itself have been

considered as an important advance, would have conferred distinc-

tion on the persons who made it, and the time to which it belonged.

All the five steps made at once formed not a leap, but a flight

;

not an improvement merely, but a metamorphosis ; not an epoch,

but a termination. Astronomy passed at once from its boyhood to

mature manhood. Again, with regard to the extent of the truth,

we obtain as wide a generalisation as our physical knowledge

admits when we learn that every particle of matter, in all times,

places, and circumstances, attracts every other particle in the

universe by one common law of action. And by saying that the

truth was of a fundamental and satisfactory nature, I mean that it

assigned, not a rule merely, but a cause, for the heavenly motions

;

and that kind of cause which most eminently and peculiarly we
distinctly and thoroughly conceive, namely, mechanical force.

Kepler's laws were merely formal rules, governing the celestial

motions according to the relations of space, time, and number;

Newton's was a causal law, referring these motions to mechanical

reasons. It is no doubt conceivable that future discoveries may
both extend and further explain Newton's doctrines; may make
gravitation a case of some wider law, and may disclose something

of the way in which it operates—questions with which Newton
himself struggled. But, in the meantime, few persons will dis-

pute that, both in generality and profundity, both in width and

depth, Newton's theory is without a rival or neighbour.*

The effect of all this on the Copernican system

and the evidence on which it rested, was to raise that

* I do not think the truth of this is affected by any of the

great modern discoveries ; though that of the Conservation of

Energy approaches more nearly than others to Universal Gravi-

tation in its importance.
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system from a simple though strong probability, a

question on which at any rate something might be

said for and against it, to a probability of almost

overwhelming force ; for it not only showed how the

heavenly bodies moved, but it explained the cause of

their motions, and in a word furnished the key that

unlocked the arcana of Nature. When you came to

know not only how the Moon and the planets moved,

but the law which regulated their movements, and

when you found that all fitted into one harmonious

whole (at least with some minor exceptions), it was

not easy to refuse assent to a theory supported by

such powerful evidence.

Yet in saying this we are perhaps rather viewing

the question from our present standpoint, than as a

contemporary would have done. As a matter of fact,

Newton's hypothesis, though eagerly received in Eng-

land, met with a long opposition on the Continent,

and particularly in France, where Descartes' theory

of vortices reigned supreme for many years. It must

not be supposed that these Cartesian philosophers were

anti-Copernicans ; far otherwise, only they accounted

for the celestial motions in a different way from

Newton, and, as every one now admits, in a wrong

way.

I have already remarked that there were some

apparent difficulties in the application of the law of

universal gravitation to all the heavenly bodies, and

that these have been removed by subsequent calcu-

lation. One of these difficulties, if indeed it could
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be so called (for it hardly amounted to that), has

been solved within living memory. It was noticed

that the planet Uranus showed signs of perturbation

from some unknown reason ; and even the work I

have just quoted, " Whewell's History of the Inductive

Sciences," published in 1847, contains the following

sentence :
" Uranus still deviates from his tabular

place, and the cause remains yet to be discovered."

Two astronomers, one French and one English,

Le Verrier and Adams, found out the cause by

discovering the existence, each independently of the

other, of an exterior planet revolving in an orbit

more distant by far than that of Uranus ; to this

planet the name of Neptune has been given, and his

existence is one more confirmatory proof of the theory

of gravitation.

The Copernican system had been built up and

consolidated by Newton's great discovery ; but

another piece of evidence, of a most important

character, was added by the investigations of Bradley,

Professor of Astronomy at Oxford, and afterwards

Astronomer Eoyal ; this careful observer, while

engaged in endeavouring to detect such an apparent

motion of the fixed stars (so called) as would indicate

an annual parallax, noticed that another motion

existed different from that which the annual parallax

would produce, and for which he could not account

;

the apparent orbits described by the stars observed

depended on the distance of the stars from the pole

of the ecliptic ; the phenomenon was different from
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anything hitherto discovered, and one or two modes

of explanation were tried in vain. Accident, however,

turned Bradley's thoughts iu the right direction ; he

was one day in a boat on the Thames, and observed

that the vane on the mast gave a different apparent

direction to the wind, according as the boat sailed in

different courses. Here, then, was the solution of the

difficulty : it was already known from Romer's in-

vestigations that light moved with a finite velocity,

and if so it would naturally produce the same effect

as that observed in the boat, or to take an illustration

very commonly given, like that which any one finds

when moving along rapidly in a shower of rain, in

which latter case the rain seems to fall not in the

direction it has when one is at rest, but in a direction

compounded of that and the one opposite to the

person's line of motion.

Bradley soon drew the correct conclusion, that light

acted in precisely the same way upon the Earth as it

moved in its orbit, and that the apparent annual

displacement of the stars, as detected by him, arose

from this sole cause. All the great astronomers who

followed him have agreed with his conclusions, and

the phenomenon in question, which is called the

aberration of light, has conferred a lasting fame on

its discoverer. And the remarkable point about it is

this, that not only does it give a fresh illustration to

the Copernican theory, but it is one of the very few

scientific facts that cannot (so far as our knowledge

of the subject goes) be explained in any other way.
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It is, therefore, generally considered as a critical test

of the truth of the system.

There are two other phenomena, on which however

I do not propose to dwell at any length, known as

precession and nutation, which it is not easy to

explain otherwise than by the modern theory of

astronomy and the principle of gravitation ; the latter

of these two owed its discovery to Bradley, and the

former to Hipparchus, who could not have been aware

of its real cause, though he had observed the fact of

its occurrence.

But passing on from these, I may call attention to

one most remarkable result of modern scientific

research, connected with the stars. In Galileo's day,

it was a drawback to the Copernican theory that

none of the stars showed the smallest annual

parallax ; in popular language, none of them seemed

to undergo any change of place, however small, when

observed at opposite points of the Earth's orbit, or as

the opponents would have said, the Earth's imagined

orbit. A displacement of this kind, I need hardly

repeat, must not be confounded with that- other

motion which Bradley observed and explained. This

was one of Tycho Brahd's reasons for rejecting the

Copernican system, and it was one of the best argu-

ments used by the opponents of Galileo. As the

enormous distance of the stars from the Earth was, as

we have already seen, at that time unknown, the

celestial distances generally being under-estimated

even by the best astronomers, the argument had an
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apparent force, which no one now would attribute

to it. Galileo himself had some hope of overcoming

the difficulty by discovering some annual displace-

ment in certain stars, but it is needless to add that

his instruments were unequal to such a task. Sub-

sequent observers tried various methods, but

without any real success until the present century,

when Bessel and other observers found that a star

called 61 Cygni had a certain annual parallax ; and

not long afterwards, Henderson, making his obser-

vations at the Cape of Good Hope on a conspicuous

star in the constellation of the Centaur, a constel-

lation belonging to the southern hemisphere, found

at length that this star, which in fact is a double

star, and known as a Centauri, had a parallax of

nearly 1" ; subsequent calculations show it to be

probably rather less, that is to say about 0""91. This

means that it is more than twenty billions of miles

distant, and that light takes more than three years to

travel from a Centauri to the earth. It is, however,

believed to be much the nearest of all the stars, no

other coming within double of the distance.

Now it is difficult to evade the conclusion which

naturally follows from these results, that the Earth

really does move in an annual orbit round the Sun.

It is no part of my present task to give a list of the

stars of which the parallax has been found, but I

may say there are several others besides the two I

have named ; and I know of no method of accounting
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for the fact in any way but by the annual motion of

the Earth, unless we suppose some instrumental error

to have occurred. There have been so many of these

in times past that it may seem rash to exclude such a

possibility, but, considering the perfection of modern

scientific instruments, it is in the highest degree

improbable ; and we may fairly reckon the parallaxes

of the stars as a strong confirmation of the already

strong evidence in favour of the Copernican theory

—

a theory which, as we have seen, was, from a purely

scientific point of view, very probable in the days of

Galileo, overwhelmingly probable after the great

discovery of Newton, and at the present time, with

all the light that subsequent research and observa-

tion have thrown on it, scarcely short of a moral

certainty.

I may repeat once more that it has not, indeed,

that absolute physical certainty, arising from direct

experiment, which has been obtained in other

scientific investigations ; but, allowing for this faint

element of instability, we may fairly say that no

truth of natural philosophy stands on a firmer basis.

And for Galileo, who lived before the day when,

as Whewell says, " Astronomy passed from boyhood

to mature manhood," we may fairly say that, after

we have censured his faults and his errors, after we

have ascertained that he was not a hero or a " martyr

of science," we must still recognise the fact that he

was one of the greatest natural philosophers of his
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day, pre-eminent in astronomy, in mechanics, in

mathematics. To his honour also be it added, that

his religious faith, and his respect for the Church and

her authority, so far as we can judge, never failed.

Whatever his defects may have been—want of pru-

dence, want of candour, want of consideration for

others—we can easily perceive that he would never

have been willingly drawn into any controversy

intended to provoke antagonism between Rehgion

and Science.

In the present age, unhappily, there have been

men who have taken the other course, and have

contributed their share towards exciting antagonism,

heedless of the consequences. Some have done this

unwittingly, arguing on the side of religion, but

without a proper supply of sound scientific infor-

mation ; others, on the opposite side, have shown

so bitterly hostile a spirit to Revelation, if not

even to Natural Eeligion, as to render it more than

ever difficult to re-establish that concord between

the two studies, that of the supernatural and that

of the physical, which should never have been

interrupted.

This, however, is so wide a subject that I must

not be led into it. Yet I may briefly remark

that two of the greatest lights of the Catholic

Church, men whose teaching and whose writings have

exercised an undying influence, have both, either by

words explicitly, or implicitly by their example,
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contributed to encourage a sound knowledge of

natural philosophy, and in harmony with Christian

theology.

They both lived when physical science was in its

infancy, though at intervals of nearly 800 years

apart. St. Augustine, who flourished towards the

latter part of that period dominated by the corrupt

civilisation of ancient Rome, amongst his voluminous

works devoted one treatise to the interpretation of

the Book of Genesis, "De Genesi ad Litteram;"

and he takes the opportunity of cautioning those

whom he addresses aoainst the risk of exciting the

ridicule of unbelievers by a mistaken adherence to

a rigidly literal interpretation of Holy Scripture.

He was, I believe, one of the first that interpreted

the six days of Creation in the non-literal sense,

though his particular theory is not one in accordance

with modern scientific opinion. I allude to him not

for the details of natural philosophy, but as enun-

ciating a principle, which some subsequent authors

have not followed as they might have done.

St. Thomas Aquinas lived in those middle ages of

which he was one of the most brilliant ornaments.

The power of his intellect is admitted by those who

have little sympathy with his teaching ; his literary

industry is a standing marvel ; and I have already

observed that besides the theological and metaphy-

sical works on which he expended so much labour, he

wrote a treatise on the astronomy of Aristotle. It
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may be said this is no very great matter, but I

mention it as illustrating the breadth of mind of this

great saint and theologian, who could spare time for

a study of physical science without neglecting the

more solemn duties of his calling. His active mind

was alive to every source from whence wisdom and

learning could be imbibed ; and if he had lived in

the age of Galileo, I have sometimes fancied that

he would have thrown some oil on the troubled

waters, would have counselled prudence to the ad-

venturous astronomer, patience and forbearance to his

antagonists. But it is of no avail to indulge in

speculations such as these. Each age of the world

has its difficulties, moral and intellectual, and we

can neither hurry the stream of human thought

onwards nor drive it backwards.

So again it is with the dispositions of individuals

;

if Galileo had been gifted with the calm, dignified

reserve of Newton, instead of being the vivacious,

loquacious Italian that he in fact was, he might have

lived and died in peace.

And now, if I may be permitted to recur once more

to the subject of gravitation, I have a word to say as

to the lesson which this great all-pervading law seems

to teach. It has nothing to do with any question of

revealed Religion ; but does it not bear the un-

mistakable signs of the action of an all-wise, an

all-powerful Creator ? It may possibly be the result

of some other, though unknown, law ; and even then
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it brings us back to the same point. The result in

nature remains the same, and that result is written in

characters that cannot be ignored. Mathematicians

have occupied themselves in making suppositions as

to the effects of imaginary laws of gravity, some of

which might, no doubt, ensure sufficient order and

regularity to maintain this world, and the countless

worlds that people space, while others would cause

hopeless confusion. The striking thing is that the

existing law perfectly answers its purpose.

Only let us imagine that no law of attraction acted

upon matter at all, nor any force of whatever kind

—

what would be the result ? There would be no

coherence, no abode for human or animal life

—

nothing but chaos and anarchy.

If, then, we contrast this imagined picture with the

one actually before us, we are, I think, forcibly led

to the conclusion that the physical universe owes its

origin, its existence, its harmony to an Omnipotent

Being, unseen, yet not unknown, intangible to the

senses, ever present to the intelligence.

And now, in order to avoid misapprehension, I

venture to restate briefly the propositions I have

sought to establish.

I have maintained that the Catholic Church has a

right to lay her restraining hand on the speculations

of Natural Science, just as much as she has in the

case of other speculative inquiries. Those who do

not believe in her prerogatives will, of course, deny
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such right in toto ; but I contend that if you grant

the existence of this right at all, you cannot exclude

Physical Science from its operation.

On the other hand, in the particular case of Galileo,

I have not attempted to defend all the proceedings

of the Cardinals of the Index and the Cardinals of the

Inquisition. For it must be remembered it was no

gentle rebuke with which the Copernican system

and the individual Galileo were visited; no such light

condemnation as that of placing on the Index of

prohibited books all Copernican works as being

inopportune, or again, that of a caution to Galileo

to be more prudent, was deemed adequate to the

emergency—if, indeed, any one even thought of

them.

So with the facts of the history before us, I think

any sweeping defence of the proceedings in question

would be unnecessary from an ecclesiastical point of

view, and from a scientific point of view untenable.

Moreover, I must add, as an indispensable premiss

to the conclusion just stated, I have also maintained

that the censures pronounced by the Cardinals on

both occasions were not dogmatic decisions, such as

Catholic theologians hold to be infallible ; but dis-

ciplinary enactments, varying with the changing

characters of different ages.

Then again, referring to the scientific questions

involved, we may see that Astronomy, considered

historically, is divided into three periods—the ancient
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one before the invention of the telescope, that is,

up to the time of Galileo ; the intermediate one,

when the telescope was in us'e but the law of

universal gravitation as yet unknown—from Galileo

until the publication of the " Principia " of Newton \"

and the modern one, from Newton downwards.

During the first period it seemed highly probable to

the whole world, with the exception of a few gifted

intellects, that this Earth was the centre of the

Universe, and that all the heavenly bodies revolved

round it; during the second period, when the tele-

scope had shed a light so powerful and so brilliant

upon astronomical research that men could not

absolutely close their eyes to it even if they wished,

the balance of probability parsed into the opposite

scale, and the more intelligent men of science guessed

at the truth, however indistinctly. But some elements

of uncertainty remained ; and this circumstance, taken

in connection with the irrelevant arguments so much

in vogue at that time, must in all fairness be allowed

as an excuse for the many good men, ecclesiastics

and others, who opposed the Copernican doctrine.

After the great step made by Newton it was no

longer a question of balancing probabilities, for the

weights were almost all transferred to one scale,

and the probabilities of the truth of the Heliocentric

System (to give it for once its accurate name)

became overwhelming. The subsequent investigations

of Bradley and others have gone further still, and
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have converted this strong, overpowering probability

into something approaching indefinitely near to a

moral certainty.

Beyond this we cannot reasonably expect to go
;

physical certainty is not to be attained when we

have to traverse the vast distances of celestial

space, and human in6rmity must be content to

recognise the boundary beyond which it may not

pass, the limit imposed on finite minds by the

Infinite.

THE END.

CHARLES DICKKNS AXD EVANS, CRTB1AL PALACE PRESS
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250 Illustrations by Albert P£pin. Royal 8vo, 32s.

BOULGER (DEMETRIUS C.)—
GENERAL GORDON'S LETTERS FROM THE

CRIMEA, THE DANUBE, AND ARMENIA. 2nd Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

BOWERS (GO-
HUNTING IN HARD TIMES. With 61 coloured

Illustrations. Oblong 4to, 12s.

BRACKENBURY (COL. C. B.)—
FREDERICK THE GREAT. With Maps and Portrait.

Large crown 8vo, 4s.

BRADLEY (THOMAS), of the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich—
ELEMENTS OF GEOMETRICAL DRAWING. In Two

Parts, with Sixty Plates. Oblong folio, half bound, each Part 16s.

MRS. BRAY'S NOVELS AND ROMANCES.
New and Revised Editions, with Frontispieces. 3s. 6d. each.

THE WHITE HOODS; a Romance of I THE TALBA ; or, The Moor of Portugal.
Flanders. THE PROTESTANT; a Tale ofthe Times

DE FOIX ; a Romance of Beam. | of Queen Mary.

NOVELS FOUNDED ON TRADITIONS OF DEVON AND
CORNWALL.

FITZ OF FITZFORD; a Tale of Destiny.
HENRY DE POMEROY ; or, the Eve of

St. John.
TRELAWNY OF TRELAWNE; or, a
Romance of the West.

WARLEIGH ; or, The Fatal Oak.
COURTENAY OF WALREDDON ; a
Romance of the West.

HARTLAND FOREST AND ROSE-
TEAGUE.

MISCELLANEOUS TALES.
A FATHER'S CURSE AND A DAUGHTER'S SACRIFICE.
TRIALS OF THE HEART.

BRITISH ARMY, THE. By the Author of "Greater Britain,"
" The Present Position of European Politics," etc. Demy 8vo, 12s.

BROADLEY (A. M.)—
HOW WE DEFENDED ARABI AND HIS FRIENDS.
A Story of Egypt and the Egyptians. Illustrated by Frederick Villiers.
Demy 8vo, 12s.

BROMLEY-DAVENPORT (the late W.), M.P.—
SPORT : Fox Hunting, Salmon Fishing, Covert Shooting,

Deer Stalking. With numerous Illustrations by General Crealock, C.B.

New Cheap Edition. Post 8vo, 3s. 6d.

Small 4to, 2 is.

BUCKLAND (FRANK)—
LOG-BOOK OF A FISHERMAN AND ZOOLOGIST.

With numerous Illustrations. Fifth Thousand. Crown 8vo, 5s.
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BROWN (J. MORAY)—
POWDER, SPEAR, AND SPUR: A Sporting Medley.

With Illustrations by G. D. Giles and Edgar Giberne from Sketches by the
Author. Crown 8vo, ios. fid.

BURCHETT (/?.)—

DEFINITIONS OF GEOMETRY. New Edition. 24mo,
cloth, sd.

LINEAR PERSPECTIVE, for the Use of Schools of Art.
New Edition. With Illustrations. Post 8vo, cloth, 7s.

PRACTICAL GEOMETRY : The Course of Construction
of Plane Geometrical Figures. With 137 Diagrams. Eighteenth Edition. Post
8vo, cloth, 5s.

BURGESS [EDWARD)—
ENGLISH AND AMERICAN YACHTS. Illustrating

and Describing the most famous Yachts now sailing in English and American
Waters. With a treatise upon Yachts and Yachting. Illustrated with 50 Beautiful

Photogravure Engravings. Oblong folio, 42s.

BUTLER [A. J.}—
COURT LIFE IN EGYPT. Second Edition. Illustrated.

Large crown 8vo, 12s.

CARLYLB (THOMAS), WORKS BY.—Seepages 29 and 30.

THE CARLYLE BIRTHDAY BOOK. Compiled, with
the permission of Mr. Thomas Carlyle, by C. N. Williamson. Second Edition.
Small fcap. 8vo, 3s.

CHALDjEAN AND ASSYRIAN ART—
A HISTORY OF ART IN CHALD^A AND ASSYRIA.

By Georges Perrot and Charles Chipiez. Translated byWalter Armstrong,
B.A. Oxon. With 452 Illustrations. 2 vols. Imperial 8vo, 42s.

CHARNA Y (DESIRE)—
THE ANCIENT CITIES OF THE NEW WORLD.

Being Travels and Explorations in Mexico and Central America, 1857—1882.
Translated from the French by J. Gonino and Helen S. Conant. With upwards of
200 Illustrations. Super Royal 8vo, 31s. 6d.

CHURCH [PROFESSOR A. H.), M.A. Oxon.—

FOOD GRAINS OF INDIA. With numerous Woodcuts.
Small 4tOj 6s.

ENGLISH PORCELAIN. A Handbook to the China
made in Englandduring the Eighteenth Century, as illustrated by Specimens
chiefly in the National Collection. With numerous Woodcuts. Large crown
8vo, 3s.

ENGLISH EARTHENWARE. A Handbook to the
Wares made in England during the 17th and 18th Centuries, as illustrated by
Specimens in the National Collections. With numerous Woodcuts. Large crown
8vo, 3s.

PLAIN WORDS ABOUT WATER. Illustrated. Crown
8vo, sewed, 6d.
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CHURCH (PROFESSOR A. H.)., M.A. Oxon. (Continued)—

FOOD : Some Account of its Sources, Constituents, and
Uses. Sixth Thousand. Large crown 8vo, cloth, 3s.

PRECIOUS STONES : considered in their Scientific and
Artistic Relations. With a Catalogue of the Townsend Collection of Gems in the

South Kensington Museum. With a Coloured Plate and Woodcuts. Large crown
8vo, 2S. 6<1.

CLINTON (R. H.)—

A COMPENDIUM OF ENGLISH HISTORY, from the
Earliest Times to a.d. 1872. With Copious Quotations on the Leading Events and
the Constitutional History, together with Appendices. Post 8vo, 7s. 6d.

COBDEN, RICHARD, LIFE OF. By the Right Hon. John
Mori.ey, M.P. With Portrait. New Edition. Crown 8vo

t
7s. 6d.

Popular Edition, with Portrait, 410, sewed, is.; cloth, 2s.

COOKERY—
THE PYTCHLEY BOOK OF REFINED COOKERY
AND BILLS OF FARE. By Major L . Second Edition. Large crown 8vo,

8s.

BREAKFASTS, LUNCHEONS, AND BALL SUPPERS.
By Major L . Crown 8vo. 4s.

OFFICIAL HANDBOOK OF THE NATIONAL
TRAINING SCHOOL FOR COOKERY. Containing Lessons on Cookery;
forming the Course of Instruction in the School. Compiled by "R. O. C."
Eighteenth Thousand. Large crown 8vo, 6s.

BREAKFAST AND SAVOURY DISHES. By " R. O. C."
Seventh Thousand. Crown 8vo, is.

HOW TO COOK FISH. Compiled by "R. O. C."
Crown 8vo, sewed, 3d.

SICK-ROOM COOKERY. Compiled by "R. O. C."
Crown 8vo, sewed, fid.

THE ROYAL CONFECTIONER : English and Foreign.
A Practical Treatise. By C. E. Francatelli. With numerous Illustrations.

Fifth Thousand. Crown 8vo, 5s.

THE K1NGSWOOD COOKERY BOOK. By H. F.
WICKEN. Crown 8vo, as.

COOPER-KING (LT.-COL.)—

GEORGE WASHINGTON. Large crown 8vo. With
Portrait and Maps. [/« the Press.

COURTNEY (W. L.), M.A., LL.D., ofNew College, Oxford—

STUDIES NEW AND OLD. Crown 8vo, 6s.

CONSTRUCTIVE ETHICS : A Review of Modern Philo-
sophy and its Three Stages of Interpretation, Criticism, and Reconstruction.

l)emy 8vo, 12s.

CRAIK {GEORGE LILLIE)—

ENGLISH OF SHAKESPEARE. Illustrated in a Philo-
logical Commentary on his "Julius Caesar." Seventh Edition. Post 8vo, cloth, 5s.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH
LANGUAGE. Tenth Edition. Post 8vo, cloth, zs. 6d.
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CRA WFVRD (OSWALD)—
BEYOND THE SEAS; being the surprising Adventures

and ingenious Opinions of Ralph, Lord St. Keyne, told by his kinsman, Humphrey
St. Keyne. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

CRIPPS (WILFRED JOSEPH), M.A., F.S.A.—

COLLEGE AND CORPORATION PLATE. A Hand-
book for the Reproduction of Silver Plate. [In the South Kensington Museumt

from celebrated English collections.] With numerous Illustrations. Large crown
8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

DAIRY FARMING—
DAIRY FARMING. To which is added a Description of

the Chief Continental Systems. With numerous Illustrations. By James Long.
Crown 8vo, gs.

DAIRY FARMING, MANAGEMENT OF COWS, &c.
By Arthur Roland. Edited by William Ablett. Crown 8vo, 5s.

DALY (J. B.), LL.D.—
IRELAND IN THE DAYS OF DEAN SWIFT. Crown

8vo, 5s.

DAUBOURG (E.)—

INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE. Doors, Vestibules, Stair-
cases, Anterooms, Drawing, Dining, and Bed Rooms, Libraries, Bank and News-
paper Offices, Shop Fronts and Interiors. Half-imperial, cloth, £2 12s. 6d.

DAVIDSON {ELLIS A.)—

PRETTY ARTS FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF
LEISURE HOURS. A Book for Ladies. With Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 6s.

DA VITT (MICHAEL)—
LEAVES FROM A PRISON DIARY; or, Lectures

to a Solitary Audience. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Cheap EditioD. Ninth Thousand. Crown 8vo, sewed, is. 6d.

DAY {WILLIAM)—
THE RACEHORSE IN TRAINING, with Hints on

Racing and Racing Reform, to which is added a Chapter on Shoeing. Fifth
Edition. Demy 8vo, gs.

DAS (DEVENDRA N.)—

SKETCHES OF HINDOO LIFE. Crown 8vo, 5s.

DE AINSLIE (GENERAL)—
A HISTORY OF THE ROYAL REGIMENT OF

DRAGOONS. From its Formation in 1661 to the Present Day. With Illustrations,
Demy 8vo, 21s.

DE CHAMPEAUX (ALFRED)—
TAPESTRY. With numerous Woodcuts. Cloth, 2s. 6d.

DE FALLOUX (THE COUNT)—
MEMOIRS OF A ROYALIST. Edited by C. B. Pitman.

2 vols. With Portraits. Demy 8vo. 32s.

D'HAUSSONVILLE (VICOMTE)—
SALON OF MADAME NECKER. Translated by H. M.

Trollope. 2 vols. Crown 8vo, 18s.
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DE K0N1NCK(L. L.) and DIETZ (£.)—

PRACTICAL MANUAL OF CHEMICAL ASSAYING,
as applied to the Manufacture of Iron. Edited, with notes, by Robert Mallrt.
Post 8vo, cloth, 6s.

DE LESSEPS [FERDINAND)—
RECOLLECTIONS OF FORTY YEARS. Translated

from the French by C. B. Pitman. 2 vols. Demy 8vo, 24s.

DE LISLE (MEMOIR OF LIEUTENANT RUDOLPH),
R.N., of the Naval Brigade. By the Rev. H. N. Oxenham, M.A. Third.
Edition. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

DE MANDAT-GRANCEY (BARON E.)—

PADDY AT HOME; or, Ireland and the Irish at
the Present Time, as shen ry a Frenchman. Translated from the French.
Fourth Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s.

DE STAEL (MADAME)—
MADAME DE STAEL : Her Friends, and Her Influence-

in Politics and Literature. By Lady Blennerhassett. With a Portrait. 3 vols..

Demy 8vo.

DE W1NDT (H.)—

FROM PEKIN TO CALAIS BY LAND. With mime-
rous Illustrations by C. E. Fripp from Sketches by the Author. 2 vols. Demy 8vo.

DICKENS (CHARLES), WORKS BY—See pages 31—37.

THE LETTERS OF CHARLES DICKENS. Two
vols, uniform with "The Charles Dickens Edition" of his Works. Crown 8vo, 8s.

THE LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS—See " Forster.
ix

THE CHARLES DICKENS BIRTHDAY BOOK.
With Five Illustrations. In a handsome fcap. 4to volume, 12s.

THE HUMOUR AND PATHOS OF CHARLES.
DICKENS. By Charles Kent. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, 6s.

DILKE (LADY)—
ART IN THE MODERN STATE. With Facsimile.,

Demy 8vo, 9s.

DOUGLAS (JOHN)—
SKETCH OF THE FIRST PRINCIPLES OF PHYSIO-

GRAPHY. With Maps and numerous Illustrations. Crown Svo, 6s.

DOWN AVITH ENGLAND. Translated from the French.
With Maps. Crown 8vo, is.

DRAYSON (MAJOR-GENERAL A. W.), Late R. A., F.R.A.S.—

THIRTY THOUSAND YEARS OF THE EARTH'S
PAST HISTORY. Large Crown 8vo, 5s.

EXPERIENCES OF A WOOLWICH PROFESSOR
during Fifteen Years at the Royal Military Academy. Demy Svo, bis.

THE CAUSE OF THE SUPPOSED PROPER MOTION'
OF THE FIXED STARS. Demy 8vo, cloth, ios.

PRACTICAL MILITARY SURVEYING AND
SKETCHING. Fifth Edition. Post 8vo, cloth, 4s. 6d.
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DREAMS BY A FRENCH FIRESIDE. Translated from the
German by Mary O'Callaghan. Illustrated by Fred Roe. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

DUCOUDRAY (GUSTAVE)—
THE HISTORY OF ANCIENT CIVILISATION. A

Handbook based upon M. Gustave Ducoudray's "Histoire Sommaire de la

Civilisation." Edited by Rev. J. Verschoyle, M.A. With Illustrations. Large
crown 8vo, 6s.

DUFFY (SIS CHARLES GAVAN), K.C.M.G.—
THE LEAGUE OF NORTH AND SOUTH. An Episode

in Irish History, 1850-1854. Crown 8vo, 8s.

DYCE (WILLIAM), R.A.—
DRAWING-BOOK OF THE GOVERNMENT SCHOOL

OF DESIGN ; OR, ELEMENTARY OUTLINES OF ORNAMENT. Fifty
selected Plates. Folio, sewed, 5s. ; mounted, 18s.

ELEMENTARY OUTLINES OF ORNAMENT. Plates I.

to XXII., containing 97 Examples, adapted for Practice of Standards I. to IV.
Small folio, sewed, 2s. 6d.

SELECTION FROM DYCE'S DRAWING BOOK.
15 Plates, sewed, is. 6d.; mounted on cardboard, 6s. 6d.

TEXT TO ABOVE. Crown 8vo, sewed, 6d.

EDWARDS (H. SUTHERLAND)—
FAMOUS FIRST REPRESENTATIONS. Crown 8vo, 6s.

EGYPTIAN ART—
A HISTORY OF ART IN ANCIENT EGYPT. By

G. Perrot and C. Chipiez. Translated by Walter Armstrong. With over
600 Illustrations. 2 vols. Imperial 8vo, £1 2s.

ELLIS (A. B., Major 1st West India Regiment)—
WEST AFRICAN STORIES. Crown 8vo.

THE TSHI-SPEAKING PEOPLES OF THE GOLD
COAST OF WEST AFRICA: their Religion, Manners, Customs, Laws,
Language, &c. With Map. Demy 8vo, 10s. 6d.

SOUTH AFRICAN SKETCHES. Crown 8vo, 6s.

WEST AFRICAN ISLANDS. Demy 8vo, 14s.

THE HISTORY OF THE WEST INDIA REGI-
MENT. With Maps and Coloured Frontispiece and Title-page. Demy 8vo, 18s.

THE LAND OF FETISH. Demy 8vo, 12s.

ENGEL (CARL)—
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. With numerous Woodcuts.

Large crown 8vo, cloth, 2S. 6d.

ESCOTT (T. H. S.)—
POLITICS AND LETTERS. Demy 8vo, 9 s.

ENGLAND. ITS PEOPLE, POLITY, and PURSUITS.
New and Revised Edition. Sixth Thousand. 8vo, 8s.

EUROPEAN POLITICS, THE PRESENT POSITION OF.
By the Author of "Greater Britain." Demy 8vo, 12s.

FANE (VIOLET)—
QUEEN OF THE FAIRIES (A Village Story), and other

Poems. Crown 8vo, 6s.

ANTHONY BABINGTON : a Drama. Crown 8vo, 6s.
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FARE (WILLIAM) and THRUPP [GEORGE A.)—
COACH TRIMMING. With 60 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

2S. 6d.

FIELD (HENRY M.)—
GIBRALTAR. With numerous Illustrations. Demy 8vo.

FIFE-COOKSON (LIEUT-COL. J. C.)—
TIGER-SHOOTING IN THE DOON AND ULWAR,

AND LIFE IN INDIA. With numerous Illustrations by E. Hobday, R.H. A.
Large crown 8vo, ios. 6d.

FITZGERALD (PERCY), F.S.A.— ,

THE CHRONICLES OF BOW STREET POLICE
OFFICE, with an Account of the Magistrates, "Runners," and Police; and a
Selection of the most interesting Cases. With numerous Illustrations. 2 vols.

Demy 8vo, 21s.

FLEMING (GEORGE), F.R.C.S.—

ANIMAL PLAGUES: THEIR HISTORY, NATURE,
AND PREVENTION. 8vo, cloth, 15s.

PRACTICAL HORSE-SHOEING. With 37 Illustrations.

Fifth Edition, enlarged. 8vo, sewed, 2s.

RABIES AND HYDROPHOBIA: THEIR HISTORY,
NATURE, CAUSES, SYMPTOMS. AND PREVENTION. With 8 lllustra-

. tions. 8vo, cloth, 15s.

FLOYER (A. M.)—
EVOLUTION OF ANCIENT HINDUISM. Crown 8vo,

23. 6d.

FORSTER (JOHN)—
THE LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS. Uniform with

the Illustrated Library Edition of Dickens's Works. 2 vols. Demy 8vo, 20s.

THE LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS. Uniform with
the Library Edition. Post 8vo, ios. 6d.

THE LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS. Uniform with
the "C. D." Edition. With Numerous Illustrations.' 2 vols. 7s.

THE LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS. Uniform with
the Household Edition. With Illustrations by F. Barnard. Crown 4to, cloth, 5s.

WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR : a Biography, 1775-1864.
With Portrait. A New and Revised Edition. Demy 8vo, 12s.

FORSTER, THE LIFE OF THE RIGHT HON. W. E.
By T. Wemyss Reid. With Portraits. Fourth Edition. 2 vols. Demy 8vo, 32s.

FIFTH EDITION, in one volume, with new Portrait. Demy8vo, ros. 6d.

FORTESCUE (THE HON. JOHN)—
RECORDS OF STAG-HUNTING ON EXMOOR. With

14 full page Illustrations by Edgar Giberne. Large crown 8vo, 16s.

FORTNIGHTLY RE VIEW—
FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW.—First Series, May, 1865, to

Dec. 1866. 6 vols. Cloth, 13s. each.

New Series, 1867 to 1872. In Half-yearly Volumes. Cloth,
13s. each.

From January, 1873, to the present time, in Half-yearly
Volumes. Cloth, 16s. each.

CONTENTS OF FORTNIGHTLY REVIEW. From
the commencement to end of 187S. Sewed, 2s.
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FORTNUM (C. D. £.), F.S.A.—
MAIOLICA. With numerous Woodcuts. Large crown

Svo, cloth, 2S. 6d.

BRONZES. With numerous Woodcuts. Large crown
8vo, cloth, 2S. 6d.

FOUQUE (DE LA MOTTE)—
UNDINE : a Romance translated from the German. With

an Introduction by Julia Cartwright. Illustrated by Heywood Sumner.
Crown 4to. 5s.

FRANCATELLI (C. E.)—
THE ROYAL CONFECTIONER : English and Foreign.

A Practical Treatise. With Illustrations. Fifth Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

FRANCIS (FRANCIS), JUNR.
SADDLE AND MOCASSIN. 8vo, 12s.

FRANKS [A. W.)—
JAPANESE POTTERY. Being a Native Report, with an

Introduction and Catalogue. With numerous Illustrations and Marks. Large
crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

FROBEL, FRIEDRICH ; a Short Sketch of his Life, including
Frobel's Letters from Dresden and Leipzig to his Wife, now first Translated into
English. By Emily Shirkeff. Crown 8vo, 2s.

GALILEO AND HIS JUDGES. By F. R. Wegg-Prosser.
Demy 8vo, 5s.

GALLENGA (ANTONIO)—
ITALY: PRESENT AND FUTURE. 2 vols. Dmy.8vo,2is.
EPISODES OF MY SECOND LIFE. 2 vols. Dmy.8vo,2 8s.

IBERIAN REMINISCENCES. . Fifteen Years' Travelling
Impressions of Spain and Portugal. With a Map. 2 vols. Demy 8vo, 32s

GASNA ULT(PAUL) and GARNIER (ED. )—
FRENCH POTTERY. With Illustrations and Marks.

Large crown Svo, 3s.

GILLMORE (PARKER)—
THE HUNTER'S ARCADIA. With numerous Illustra-

tions. Demy 8vo, ios. 6d.

GIRL'S LIFE EIGHTY YEARS AGO (A). Selections from
the Letters of Eliza Southgate Bowne, with an Introduction by Clarence Cook.
Illustrated with Portraits and Views. Crown 4to, 12s.

GLEICHEN (COUNT), Grenadier Guards—
WITH THE CAMEL CORPS UP THE NILE. With

numerous Sketches by the Author. Third Edition. Large crown 8vo OS
GORDON (GENERAL)—

LETTERS FROM THE CRIMEA, THE DANUBE
AND ARMENIA. Edited by Demetrius C. Boulger. Second Edition'.Crown 8vo, 5s.

GORST (SIR y. £.), Q.C., M.P.—
An ELECTION MANUAL. Containing the Parliamentary

Elections (Corrupt and Illegal Practices) Act, 1883, with Notes. Third EditionCrown 8vo, is. 6d.
i-uiuou.

GOWER (A. R.), Royal School ofMines—
PRACTICAL METALLURGY. With Illustrations. Crown

8vo, 3s.

GRAHAM (SIR GERALD), V.C., K.C.B.—
LAST WORDS WITH GORDON. Crown 8vo, cloth, is.
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GRESWELL (WILLIAM), M.A., F.R.C.I.—
OUR SOUTH AFRICAN EMPIRE. With Map. 2 vols,

Crown 8vo, 21s.

GREV1LLE (LADY VIOLET)—
MONTROSE. With an Introduction by the Earl of

Ashburnham. With Portraits. Large crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

GRIFFIN (SIR LEPEL HENRY), K.C.S.I.—
THE GREAT REPUBLIC. Second Edition. Crown 8vo,

4s. 6d.

GRIFFITHS (MAJOR ARTHUR), H.M . Inspector of Prisons—

FRENCH REVOLUTIONARY GENERALS. Large
crown 8vo. \_tttthe Press.

CHRONICLES OF NEWGATE. Illustrated. New
Edition. Demy 8vo, 16s.

MEMORIALS OF MILLBANK : or, Chapters in Prison
History. With Illustrations by R. Goff and Author. New Edition. Demy 8vo,

I2S.

GR1MBLE (AUGUSTUS)—
DEER-STALKING. A New Edition, revised and enlarged.

Imperial 4to. With 18 Full-page Illustrations.

HALL (SIDNEY)—
A TRAVELLING ATLAS OF THE ENGLISH COUN-

TIES. Fifty Maps, coloured. New Edition, including the Railways, corrected
up to the present date. Demy 8vo, in roan tuck, ios. 6d.

HATTON {JOSEPH) and HARVEY {REV. M.)—
NEWFOUNDLAND. The Oldest British Colony. Its

History, Past and Present, and its Prospects in the Future. Illustrated from
Photographs and Sketches specially made for this work. Demy Svo, 18s.

HAWKINS (FREDERICK)—
THE FRENCH STAGE IN THE EIGHTEENTH

CENTURY. With Portraits. 2 vols. Demy 8vo, 30s.

ANNALS OF THE FRENCH STAGE: FROM ITS
ORIGIN TO THE DEATH OF RACINE. 4 Portraits. 2 vols.' Demy 8vo,

28s.

HILDEBRAND (HANS), Royal Antiquary ofSweden—
INDUSTRIAL ARTS OF SCANDINAVIA IN THE

PAGAN TIME. With numerous Woodcuts. Large crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

HILL (MISS G.)—
THE PLEASURES AND PROFITS OF OUR LITTLE

POULTRY FARM. Small 8vo, 3s.

HOLBEIN—
TWELVE HEADS AFTER HOLBEIN. Selected from

Drawings in Her Majesty's Collection at Windsor. Reproduced in Autotype, in

portfolio. £1 16s.

HOLLINGSHEAD (JOHN)—
FOOTLIGHTS. Crown 8vo, 7 s. 6 d.

HOLMES (GEORGE C. V.), Secretary of the Institution ofNaval Architects,

Whitworth Scholar—
MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS. With Sixty-nine

Woodcuts. Large crown 8vo, 3s.
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HOPE (ANDREE)—
CHRONICLES OF AN OLD INN; or, a Few Words

about Gray's Inn. Crown 8vo, 5s.

HOVELACQUE (ABEL)—
THE SCIENCE OF LANGUAGE: LINGUISTICS,

PHILOLOGY, AND ETYMOLOGY. With Maps. Large crown 8vo, cloth, 5s.

HOZIER (H.M.)—
TURENNE. With Portrait and Two Maps. Large crown

Svo, 4s.

HUEFFER (F.)—

HALF A CENTURY OF MUSIC IN ENGLAND.
1837—1887. 2 vols. Demy 8vo.

HUMPHRIS (H.D.)—
PRINCIPLES OF PERSPECTIVE. Illustrated in a

Series of Examples. Oblong folio, half-bound, and Text 8vo, cloth, £1 is.

HUNTL Y (MARQUIS OF)—
TRAVELS, SPORTS, AND POLITICS IN THE EAST

OF EUROPE. With Illustrations by the Marchioness of Huntly. Large
Crown 8vo, 12s.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS: Historical Sketches. With numerous
Illustrations. Large crown 8vo, 3s.

INTERNATIONAL POLICY: Essay on the Foreign Relations
of England. By Frederic Harrison, Prof. Beeslev, Richard Congreve,
and others. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

IRELAND IN THE DAYS OF DEAN SWIFT. By J. B.
Daly, LL.D. Crown 8vo, 5s.

IRISH ART OF LACEMAKING, A RENASCENCE OF
THE. Illustrated by Photographic Reproductions of Irish Laces, made from
new and specially designed Patterns. Introductory Notes and Descriptions. By
A. S. C. Demy 8vo, 25. 6d.

IRON (RALPH), (OLIVE SCHREINER)—
THE STORY OF AN AFRICAN FARM. New Edition.

Crown 8vo, is. ; in cloth, 2s.

JA CICSON (FRANK G. ), Master in the Birmingham Municipal Sc/wolofArt—

DECORATIVE DESIGN. An Elementary Text Book of
Principles and Practice. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

JAMES (HENRY A.)—

HANDBOOK TO PERSPECTIVE. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

JARRY (GENERAL)—
OUTPOST DUTY. Translated, with TREATISES ON

MILITARY RECONNAISSANCE AND ON ROAD-MAKING. By Major-
Gen. W. C. E. Napier. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

JEANS (W. T.)—

CREATORS OF THE AGE OF STEEL. Memoirs of
Sir W. Siemens, Sir H. Bessemer, Sir J. Whitworth, Sir J. Brown, and other
Inventors. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

JOHNSON (DR. SAMUEL)—
LIFE AND CONVERSATIONS OF DR. SAMUEL

JOHNSON. By A. Main. Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d.
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JONES (CAPTAIN DOUGLAS), R.A.—
NOTES ON MILITARY LAW. Crown 8vo, 4s.

JONES. HANDBOOK OF THE JONES COLLECTION
IN THE SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM. With Portrait and Wood-
cuts. Large crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

KENNARD (EDWARD)—
NORWEGIAN SKETCHES: FISHING IN STRANGE

WATERS. Illustrated with 30 beautiful Sketches printed by The Automatic
Engraving Co., and descriptive letterpress. Second Edition. Oblong folio, 21s.

A Set of Six Hand-coloured Plates, 21s. ; in Oak Frames, 42s.

KENT (CHARLES)—
HUMOUR AND PATHOS OF CHARLES DICKENS.

Crown 8vo, 6s.

KLACZKO (M. JULIAN) —
TWO CHANCELLORS : PRINCE GORTCHAKOF and

PRINCE BISMARCK. Translated byMRS.TAiT. New and cheaper Edition, 6s.

KNOLLYS (MAJOR HENRY), R.A.—
SKETCHES OF LIFE IN JAPAN. With Illustrations.

Large crown 8vo, 12s.

LACEMAKING, A RENASCENCE OF THE IRISH
ART OF. Illustrated by Photographic Reproductions of Irish Laces, made from
new and specially designed patterns. Demy 8vo, 2s, 6d.

LACORDAIRE'S JESUS CHRIST; GOD; AND GOD AND
MAN. Conferences delivered at Notre Dame in Paris. New Edition.
Crown 8vo, 6s.

LAING (£.)—

MODERN SCIENCE AND MODERN THOUGHT.
With a Supplementary Chapter on Gladstone's" Dawn of Creation" and Drummond's
"Natural JLaw in the Spiritual World." Fifth Thousand. Demy 8vo, 3s. 6d.

LAVELEYE (EMILE DE)—
THE ELEMENTS OF POLITICAL ECONOMY.

Translated by W. Pollard, B.A., St. John's College, Oxford. Crown 8vo, 6s.

LANDOR (W. S.)—

LIFE AND WORKS. 8 vols.

Vol. i. WALTER SAVAGE LANDOR. A Biography in Eight Books. By
John Forster. Demy 8vo, 12s.

Vol. 2. Out of print.

Vol. 3. CONVERSATIONS OF SOVEREIGNS AND STATESMEN, AND-
FIVE DIALOGUES OF BOCCACCIO AND PETRARCA.
Demy 8vo, 14s.

Vol. 4. DIALOGUES OF LITERARY MEN. Demy 8vo, 14s.

Vol. 5. DIALOGUES OF LITERARY MEN (continued). FAMOUS
WOMEN. LETTERS OF PERICLES AND ASPASIA. And
Minor Prose Pieces. Demy 8vo, 14s.

Vol.6. MISCELLANEOUS CONVERSATIONS. Demy 8vo, 14s.

Vol. 7. GEBIR, ACTS AND SCENES AND HELLENICS. Poems.
Demy 8vo, 14s.

Vol. 8. MISCELLANEOUS POEMS AND CRITICISMS ON THEO-
CRITUS, CATULLUS, AND PETRARCH. Demy 8vo, 14s.

LE CONTE (JOSEPH), Professor of Geology and Natural History in the Uni-
versity of California—
EVOLUTION AND ITS RELATIONS TO RELIGIOUS

THOUGHT. Crown 8vo, 6s.
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LEFEVRE (ANDRJ1)—

PHILOSOPHY, Historical and Critical. Translated, with

an Introduction, by A. W. Keane, B.A. Large crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

LESLIE (R. CO-
LIFE ABOARD A BRITISH PRIVATEER IN THE

TIME OF QUEEN ANNE. Being the Journals of Captain Woodes Rogers,

Master Mariner. With Notes and Illustrations by Roiiert C. Leslie. Large
crown 8vo, 9s.

A SEA PAINTER'S LOG. With 12 Full-page Illustrations

by the Author. Large crown 8vo, las.

LETOURNEAU (DR. CHARLES)—
SOCIOLOGY. Based upon Ethnology. Large crown

8vo. 10s.

BIOLOGY. Translated by William MacCall. With Illus-

trations. Large crown 8vo, 6s.

LILLY (W. £.)—

CHAPTERS ON EUROPEAN HISTORY. With an
Introductory Dialogue on the Philosophy of History, a vols. Demy 8vo, 21s.

ANCIENT RELIGION AND MODERN THOUGHT.
Third Edition, revised, with additions. Demy 8vo, 12s.

LITTLE (THE REV. CANON KNOX)—
THE CHILD OF STAFFERTON : A Chapter from a

Family Chronicle. Tenth Thousand. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

THE BROKEN VOW. A Story of Here and Hereafter.
Tenth Thousand. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

LLOYD (COLONEL E.M.), R.E., late Professor of Fortification at the Royal
Military Academy, Woolwich—
VAUBAN, MONTALEMBERT, CARNOT : ENGINEER

STUDIES. With Portraits. Crown 8vo, 5s

LONG (JAMES)—
DAIRY FARMING. To which is added a Description of

the Chief Continental Systems. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, gs.

LOW (C. R.)—

SOLDIERS OF THE VICTORIAN AGE. 2 vols. Demy
8vo, £1 10s.

LOW (WILLIAM)—
TABLE DECORATION. With 19 Full Illustrations.

Demy 8vo, 6s.

LYTTON (ROBERT, EARL)—
POETICAL WORKS-

FABLES IN SONG. 2 vols. Fcap. 8vo, 12s.

THE WANDERER. Fcap. 8vo, 6s.

POEMS, HISTORICAL AND CHARACTERISTIC, Fcap. 6s.
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MACDONALD (FREDER1KA)—
PUCK AND PEARL: the Wanderings and Wonder-

ings of Two English Children in India. By Frederika Macdonald.
With Illustrations by Mrs. Irving Graham. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

MALLESON (COL. G. B.), C.S.t.—

PRINCE EUGENE OF SAVOY. With Portrait and
Maps. Large crown 8vo, 6s.

LOUDON. A Sketch of the Military Life of Gideon
Ernest, Freicherr von Loudon, sometime Generalissimo of the Austrian Forces.

With Portrait and Maps. Large crown 8vo, 4s.

MALLET [ROBERT)—
PRACTICAL MANUAL OF CHEMICAL ASSAYING,

as applied to the Manufacture of Iron. By L. L. De Koninck and E. Dietz.
Edited, with notes, by Robert Mallet. Post 8vo, cloth, 6s.

MASKELL {ALFRED)—
RUSSIAN ART AND ART OBJECTS IN RUSSIA.

A Handbook to the Reproduction of Goldsmiths' Work and other Art Treasures.

With Illustrations.' Large crown Bvo, 4s. 6d.

MASKELL
( WILLIAM)—

IVORIES : ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL. With nume-
rous Woodcuts. Large crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d,

HANDBOOK TO THE DYCE AND FORSTER Col-
lections. With Illustrations. Large crown 8vo, cloth, 2S. 6d.

MA UDSLA Y (A THOL)—
HIGHWAYS AND HORSES. With numerous Ulustra-

tions. Demy 8vo, 21s.

GEORGE MEREDITH'S WORKS.
A New and Uniform Edition. Crown $vo, y. 6d. each.

DIANA OF THE CROSSWAYS.
EVAN HARRINGTON.
THE ORDEAL OF RICHARD FEVEREL.
THE ADVENTURES OF HARRY RICHMOND.
SANDRA BELLONI.

VITTORIA.

RHODA FLEMING.
BEAUCHAMP'S CAREER.

THE EGOIST.

THE SHAVING OF SHAGPAT; and FARINA.
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MERIVALE (HERMAN CHARLES)—
BINKO'S BLUES. A Tale for Children of all Growths.

Illustrated by Edgar Giberne. Small crown 8vo, 5s.

THE WHITE PILGRIM, and other Poems. Crown 8vo, 9s.

MOLESWORTH ( W. NASSAU)—
HISTORY OF ENGLAND FROM THE YEAR 1830

TO THE RESIGNATION OF THE GLADSTONE MINISTRY, 1874.

Twelfth Thousand. 3 vols. Crown 8vo, 18s.

ABRIDGED EDITION. Large crown, 7s. 6d.

MOLTKE (FIELD-MARSHAL COUNT VON)—
POLAND : AN HISTORICAL SKETCH. An Authorised

Translation, with Biographical Notice by E. S. Buchheim. Crown 8vo, 4s. 6d.

MORLEY [THE RIGHT HON. JOHN), M.P.—

RICHARD COBDEN'S LIFE AND CORRESPON-
DENCE. Crown 8vo, with Portrait, 7s. 6d.

Popular Edition. With Portrait. 4to, sewed, is. Cloth, 2s.

MUNTZ (EUGENE)—
RAPHAEL : his Life, Works, and Times. Illustrated with

about 200 Engravings. A new Edition, revised from the Second French Edition
by W. Armstrong, B.A. Oxon. Imperial 8vo, 25s.

MURRAY (ANDREW), F.L.S.—

ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY. Aptera. With nume-
rous Illustrations. Large crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

NAPIER (MAJ.-GEN. W.C.E.)-

TRANSLATION OF GEN. JARRY'S OUTPOST DUTY.
With TREATISES ON MILITARY RECONNAISSANCE AND ON
ROAD-MAKING. Third Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

NAPOLEON. A Selection from the Letters and Despatches of
the First Napoleon. With Explanatory Notes by Captain the Hon. D. Bingham.
3 vols. Demy 8vo, £2 2s.

NECKER (MADAME)—
THE SALON OF MADAME NECKER. By Vicomte

d'Haussonville., 2 vols. Crown 8vo, z8s.

NESB1TT (ALEXANDER)—
GLASS. With numerous Woodcuts. Large crown 8vo,

cloth, 2s. 6d.

NEVINSON (HENRY)—
A SKETCH OF HERDER AND HIS TIMES. With

a Portrait Demy 8vo, 14s.
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NEWTON (E. TULLEY], F.G.S.—

THE TYPICAL PARTS IN THE SKELETONS OF
A CAT, DUCK, AND CODFISH, being a Catalogue with Comparative
Description arranged in a Tabular form. Demy 8vo, cloth, 3s.

N1LSEN (CAPTAIN)—

LEAVES FROM THE LOG OF THE "HOMEWARD
BOUND "

; or, Eleven Months at Sea in an Open Boat. Crown 8vo, is.

NORMAN (C. B.)—

TONKIN; or, FRANCE IN THE FAR EAST. With
Maps. Demy 8vo, 14s.

O'GRADY (STANDISH)—

TORYISM AND THE TORY DEMOCRACY. Crown
8vo, 5s.

OLIVES (PROFESSOR), F.R.S., &c—
ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE PRINCIPAL NATURAL

orders of the vegetable kingdom, prepared for the
science and art department, south kensington. with

109 Plates. Oblong 8vo, plain, 16s. ; coloured, £1 6s.

OXENHAM (REV. H. N.)—

MEMOIR OF LIEUTENANT RUDOLPH DE LISLE,
R.N., OF THE NAVAL BRIGADE. Third Edition, with Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

SHORT STUDIES, ETHICAL AND RELIGIOUS.
Demy 8vo, 12s.

SHORT STUDIES IN ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY
AND BIOGRAPHY. Demy 8vo, 12s.

PA YTON (E. W.)—

ROUND ABOUT NEW ZEALAND. Being Notes from
a Journal of Three Years' Wandering in the Antipodes. With Twenty Original

Illustrations by the Author. Large crown 8vo. 12s.

PERROT (GEORGES) and CH1PIEZ (CHARLES)—

A HISTORY OF ANCIENT ART IN PHOENICIA
AND ITS DEPENDENCIES. Translated from the French by Walter
Armstrong. B.A. Oxon. Containing 644 Illustrations in the text, and 10 Steel

and Coloured Plates. 2 vols. Imperial 8vo, 42s.

A HISTORY OF ART IN CHALD^EA AND ASSYRIA.
Translated by Walter Armstrong, B.A. Oxon. With 452 Illustrations. 2 vols.

Imperial 8vo, 42s.

A HISTORY OF ART IN ANCIENT EGYPT. Trans-
lated from the French by W. Armstrong, B.A. Oxon. With over 600 Illustra-

tions. 2 vols. Imperial 8vo, 42s.
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PETERBOROUGH (THE EARL OF)—

THE EARL OF PETERBOROUGH AND MON-
MOUTH (Charles Mordaunt) : A Memoir. By Colonel Frank Russell, Royal
Dragoons. With Illustrations. 2 vols, demy 8vo. 32s.

PHOENICIAN ART—
A HISTORY OF ANCIENT ART IN PHCENICIA
AND ITS DEPENDENCIES. By Georges Perrot and Charles Chipiez.
Translated from the French by Walter Armstrong, B.A. Oxon. Containing

644 Illustrations in the text, and 10 Steel and Coloured Plates. 2 vols. Imperial

8vo, 42s.

PITT TA YLOR (FRANK)—

THE CANTERBURY TALES. Selections from the Tales
of Geoffrey Chaucer rendered into Modem English, with close adherence
to the language of the Poet. With Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, 6s.

POLLEN (J, H.)—

GOLD AND SILVER SMITH'S WORK. With mime-
rous Woodcuts. Large crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

ANCIENT AND MODERN FURNITURE AND
WOODWORK. With numerous Woodcuts. Large crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d.

POOLE (STANLEY LANE), B.A., M.R.A.S.—

THE ART OF THE SARACENS IN EGYPT. Pub-
lished for the Committee of Council on Education. With 108 Woodcuts. Large
crown 8vo, 4s.

POYNTER (E. J.), R.A.—

TEN LECTURES ON ART. Third Edition. Large
crown 8vo, 9s.

FRINSEP
(
VAL), A.R.A.—

IMPERIAL INDIA. Containing numerous Illustrations-
and Maps. Second Edition. Demy 8vo, £1 is.

RADICAL PROGRAMME, THE. From the Fortnightly
Rnnrw with additions. With a Preface by the R,ght Hon. J. Chamberlain,
M.P. Thirteenth Thousand. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6d.

RAE (W. ERASER)—
AUSTRIAN HEALTH RESORTS: and the Bitter Waters

of Hungary. Crown 8vo, 5s.

RAMSDEN (LADY GWENDOLEN)—
A BIRTHDAY BOOK. Illustrated. Containing 46 Illustra-

tions from Original Drawings, and numerous other Illustrations. Royal 8vo, 21s.
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RAPHAEL : his Life, Works, and Times. By Eugene Muntz.
Illustrated with about 200 Engravings. A New Edition, revised from the Second

French Edition. Bv W. Armstrong, B.A. Imperial 8vo, 25s.

REDGRAVE [GILBERT)—
OUTLINES OF HISTORIC ORNAMENT. Translated

from the German. Edited by Gilbert Redgrave. With numerous Illustrations.

Crown 8vo, 4s.

REDGRA VE [GILBERT £.)—

MANUAL OF DESIGN, compiled from the Writings and
Addresses of Richard Redgrave, R.A. With Woodcuts. Large crown 8vo, cloth,

2s. 6d.

REDGRAVE [RICHARD)—
ELEMENTARY MANUAL OF COLOUR, with a

Catechism on Colour. 2,1 mo, cloth, ad.

REDGRA VE (SAMUEL)—
A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF THE HIS-

TORICAL COLLECTION OF WATER-COLOUR PAINTINGS IN THE
SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM. With numerous Chromo-lithographs and

other Illustrations. Royal 8vo, j£i is.

REID
(
T. WEMYSS)—

THE LIFE OF THE RIGHT HON. W. E. FORSTER.
With Portraits. Fourth Edition. 2 vols. Demy 8vo, 32s.

FIFTH EDITION, in one volume, with new Portrait. Demy 8vo, 10s. 6d,

RENAN (ERNEST)—
HISTORY OF THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL TILL THE

TIME OF KING DAVID. Translated from the French by C. B. Pitman.

Demy 8vo, 14s.

HISTORY OF THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL. From
the Reign of David up to the Capture of Samaria. Translated by C. B. Pitman.

Second Division. Demy 8vo.

RECOLLECTIONS OF MY YOUTH. Translated from
the original French, and revised by Madame Renan. Crown 8vo, 8s.

REYNARDSON (C. T. S. BIRCH)—
SPORTS AND ANECDOTES OF BYGONE DAYS

in England, Scotland, Ireland, Italy, and the Sunny South. With numerous

Illustrations in Colour. Second Edition. Large crown 8vo, 12s.

DOWN THE ROAD : Reminiscences of a Gentleman
Coachman. With Coloured Illustrations. Large crown 8vo, 12s.

RIANO [JUAN F.)—

THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN SPAIN. With numerous
Woodcuts. Large crown 8vo, cloth,- 4s.
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RIBTON-TURNBR (C. /.)—

A HISTORY OF VAGRANTS AND VAGRANCY AND
BEGGARS AND BEGGING. With Illustrations. Demy 8vo, 21s.

ROBINSON (JAMBS F.)—

BRITISH BEE FARMING. Its Profits and Pleasures.

Large crown 8vo, 5s.

ROBINSON (J. CO-
ITALIAN SCULPTURE OF THE MIDDLE AGES

AND PERIOD OF THE REVIVAL OF ART. With 20 Engravings. Royal

8vo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

ROBSON (GEORGE)—
ELEMENTARY BUILDING CONSTRUCTION. Illus-

trated by a Design for an Entrance Lodge and Gate. 15 Plates. Oblong folio,

sewed, 8s.

ROBSON {REV. J. ff»), M.A., LL.M.—

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON ALGEBRA.
Post 8vo, 6s.

ROCK(THE VERY REV. CANON), D.D.—

TEXTILE FABRICS. With numerous Woodcuts. Large

crown 8vo
f
cloth, 2s. 6d.

ROGERS (CAPTAIN WOODES), Master Mariner—

LIFE ABOARD A BRITISH PRIVATEER IN THE
TIME OF QUEEN ANNE. Being the Journals of Captain Woodes Rogers,
Master Mariner. With Notes and Illustrations by Robert C. Leslie, Author
of "A Sea Painter's Lofi." Large crown 8vo, 9s.

ROOSE (ROBSON), M.D., F.C.S.—

THE WEAR AND TEAR OF LONDON LIFE.
Second Edition. Crown 8vo, sewed, is.

INFECTION AND DISINFECTION. Crown 8vo,sewed,6d.

ROLAND (ARTHUR)—
FARMING FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT. Edited

by William Ablett. 8 vols. Crown 8vo, 5s. each.

DAIRY-FARMING, MANAGEMENT OF COWS, &c.

POULTRY-KEEPING.
TREE-PLANTING, FOR ORNAMENTATION OR PROFIT.
STOCK-KEEPING AND CATTLE-REARING.
DRAINAGE OF LAND, IRRIGATION, MANURES, &c.

ROOT-GROWING, HOPS, &c.

MANAGEMENT OF GRASS LANDS, LAYING DOWN GRASS,
ARTIFICIAL GRASSES, &c.

MARKET GARDENING, HUSBANDRY FOR FARMERS AND
GENERAL CULTIVATORS.
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RUSDEN (G. W.), for manyyears Clerk of the Parliament in Victoria—

A HISTORY OF AUSTRALIA. With a Coloured Map.
3 vols. Demy 8vo, 50s.

RUSSELL {COLONEL FRANK), Royal Dragoons—

THE EARL OF PETERBOROUGH AND MON-
,
mouth (Charles Mordaunt) : A Memoir. With. Illustrations. 2 vols, demy 8vo, 32s.

"RUSSIA'S HOPE," THE; or, Britannia no longer
Rules the Waves. Showing how the Muscovite Bear got at the British Whale.
Translated from the original Russian by Charles James Cooke. Crown 8vo, is.

SCIENCE AND ART : a Journal for Teachers and Scholars.
Issued monthly. 3d. See page 39.

SCOTT (MAJOR-GENERAL A. DE C), late Royal Engineers—

LONDON WATER : a Review of the Present Condition and
Suggested Improvements of the Metropolitan Water Supply. Crown 8vo, sewed, 2s.

SCOTT (LEADER)—
THE RENAISSANCE OF ART IN ITALY: an Illus-

trated Sketch. With upwards of 200 Illustrations. Medium quarto, 18s.

SCOTT-STEVENSON (MRS.)—

ON SUMMER SEAS. Including the Mediterranean, the
'

jEgean, the Ionian, and the Euxine, and a voyage down the Danube. With a
Map. Demy 8vo, 16s.

OUR HOME IN CYPRUS. With a Map and Illustra-

tions. Third Edition. Demy 8vo, 14s.

OUR RIDE THROUGH ASIA MINOR. With Map.
Demy 8vo, 18s.

SEEMAN (O.)—

THE MYTHOLOGY OF GREECE AND ROME, with
Special Reference to its Use in Art. From the German. Edited by G. H.
Bianchi. 64 Illustrations. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 5s.

SHEPHERD (MAJOR), R.E.—

PRAIRIE EXPERIENCES IN HANDLING CATTLE
AND SHEEP. With Illustrations and Map. Demy 8vo, 10s. 6d.

SHIRREFF (EMILY)—

A SHORT SKETCH OF THE LIFE OF FRIEDRICH
FROBEL ; a New Edition, including Frobel's Letters from Dresden and Leipzig

to his Wife, now first Translated into English. Crown 8vo, 2s.

HOME EDUCATION IN RELATION TO THE
KINDERGARTEN. Two Lectures. Crown 8vo, is. 6d.

SHORE (ARABELLA)—
DANTE FOR BEGINNERS : a Sketch of the " Divina

Commedia." With Translations, Biographical and Critical Notices, and Illus-

trations. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, 6s
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S1MMONDS (T. L.)—

ANIMAL PRODUCTS : their Preparation, Commercial
Uses, and Value. With numerous Illustrations. Large crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

SINGER'S STORY, A. Related by the Author of "Flitters,
Tatters, and the Counsellor." Crown 8vo, sewed, is.

SINNETT (A. P.)—

ESOTERIC BUDDHISM. Annotated and enlarged by
the Author. Sixth and cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, 4s.

KARMA. A Novel. New Edition. Crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

SINNETT (MRS.)—

THE PURPOSE OF THEOSOPHY. Crown 8vo, 3s.

SMITH (ALEXANDER SKENE)—
HOLIDAY RECREATIONS, AND OTHER POEMS.

With a Preface by Rev. Principal Cairns, D.D. Crown 8vo, 5s.

SMITH (MAJOR R. MURDOCK), R.E.—

PERSIAN ART. With Map and Woodcuts. Second Edition.
Large crown 8vo, 2S.

STOKES (MARGARET)—
EARLY CHRISTIAN ART IN IRELAND. With 106

Woodcuts. Demy 8vo, 7S. 6d.

STORY (W. W.)—

ROBA DI ROMA. Seventh Edition, with Additions and
Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth, ios. fid.

CASTLE ST. ANGELO. With Illustrations. Crown
8vo, ios. 6d.

SUTCL1FFE (JOHN)—
THE SCULPTOR AND ART STUDENT'S GUIDE

to the Proportions of the Human Form, with Measurements in feet and inches of
Full-Grown Figures of Both Sexes and of Various Ages. By Dr. G. Schadow,
Member of the Academies, Stockholm, Dresden, Rome, &c. &c Translated by
J. J. Wright. Plates reproduced by J. Sutcliffe. Oblong folio, 31s. 6d.

TAINB (H. A.)—

NOTES ON ENGLAND. Translated, with Introduction,
bv W. Fraser Rae. Eighth Edition. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, 5s.

TANNER (PROFESSOR), F.C.S.—

HOLT CASTLE; or, Threefold Interest in Land. Crown
8vo, 4s. fid.

JACK'S EDUCATION; OR, HOW HE LEARNT
FARMING. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, ^s. 6d.
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TEMPLE (SIR RICHARD), BART., M.P., G.C.S.I.—

COSMOPOLITAN ESSAYS. With Maps. Demy 8vo, 16s.

THRUPP (GEORGE A.) and FARR (WILLIAM)—
COACH TRIMMING. With 60 Illustrations. Crown

8vo, 2S. 6d.

TOPINARD (DR. PA UL)—
ANTHROPOLOGY: With a Preface by Professor Paul

Broca. With numerous Illustrations. Large crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

TOVEY (LIEUT.-COL., R.E.)—

MARTIAL LAW AND CUSTOM OF WAR ; or, Military
Law and Jurisdiction in Troublous Times. Crown 8vo, 6s.

TRAHERNE (MAJOR)—
THE HABITS OF THE SALMON. Crown 8vo.

TRAILL (H. D.)—

THE NEW LUCIAN. Being a Series of Dialogues of the
Dead. Demy 8vo, 12s.

TROLLOPE (ANTHONY)—
THE CHRONICLES OF BARSETSHIRE. A Uniform

Edition, in 8 vols., large crown 8vo, handsomely printed, each vol. containing

Frontispiece. 6s. each.

THE WARDEN and BAR.
CHESTER TOWERS. 2 vols.

DR. THORNE.
FRAMLEY PARSONAGE.

THE SMALL HOUSE AT
ALLINGTON. 2 vols.

LAST CHRONICLE OF
BARSET. 2 vols.

LIFE OF CICERO. 2 vols. 8vo. £1 4 s.

VERON (EUGENE)—
AESTHETICS. Translated by W. H. Armstrong. Large

crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

VERSCHOYLE (REV. J.), M.A.—
THE HISTORY OF ANCIENT CIVILISATION. A

Handbook based upon M. Gustave Ducoudray's " Histoire Sommaire de la

Civilisation." Edited by Rev. J. Vekschoyle, M.A. With Illustrations. Large
crown 8vo, 6s.

WALE (REV. HENRY JOHN), M.A.—
MY GRANDFATHER'S POCKET BOOK, from 1701 to

1796. Author of " Sword and Surplice." Demy 8vo, 12s.

IVALFORD (MAJOR), R.A.—
PARLIAMENTARY GENERALS OF THE GREAT

CIVIL WAR. With Maps. Large crown 8vo, 4s.

WALKER (MRS.)—

UNTRODDEN PATHS IN ROUMANIA. With 77
Illustrations. Demy 8vo. 10s. 6d.

EASTERN LIFE AND SCENERY, with Excursions to

Asia Minor, Mitylene, Crete, and Roumania. a vols., with Frontispiece to each

vol. Crown 8vo, 21s.
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WARING (CHARLES)—
STATE PURCHASE OF RAILWAYS. Demy 8vo, 5s.

WA TSON
(
WILLIAM)—

LIFE IN THE CONFEDERATE ARMY: being the
Observations and Experiences of an Alien in the South during the American Civil

War, Crown 8vo, 6s.

WEGG-PROSSER (F. R.)—
GALILEO AND HIS JUDGES. Demy 8vo, 5s.

WHITE (WALTER)—
A MONTH IN YORKSHIRE. With a Map. Fifth

Edition. Post 8vo, 4s.

A LONDONER'S WALK TO THE LAND'S END, AND
A TRIP TO THE SCILLY ISLES. With 4 Maps. Third Edition. Post
Svo, 4s.

WILL-O'-THE-WISPS, THE. Translated from the German
of Marie Petersen by Charlotte J. Hart. With Illustrations. Crown Svo,

7s. 6d.

WORKING MAN'S PHILOSOPHY, A. By " One of the
Crowd." Crown 8vo, 3s.

WORNUM{R. N,)—

ANALYSIS OF ORNAMENT: THE CHARACTER-
ISTICS OF STYLES. An Introduction to the History of Ornamental Art.

With many Illustrations. Ninth Edition. Royal Svo, cloth 8s.

WRIGHTSON {PROF. JOHN), M.R.A.C., F.C.S., &c; Examiner in

Agriculture to the Science and Art Department ; Professor ofAgriculture in

the Normal School of Science and Royal School of Mines ; President of the

College of Agriculture, Downton, near Salisbury ; late Commissioner for the

Royal Agricultural Society ofEngland^ dfc, &c.

PRINCIPLES OF AGRICULTURAL PRACTICE AS
AN INSTRUCTIONAL SUBJECT. With Geological Map. Crown 8vo, 5s.

WORSAAE (J. J. A.)—

INDUSTRIAL ARTS OF DENMARK, FROM THE
EARLIEST TIMES TO THE DANISH CONQUEST OF ENGLAND.
With Maps and Woodcuts. Large crown 8vo, 3s. 6d.

YEO (DR. J. BURNEY)—
CLIMATE AND HEALTH RESORTS. New Edition.

Crown 8vo, 10s. 6d.

YOUNGE (C. D.)—

PARALLEL LIVES OF ANCIENT AND MODERN
HEROES. New Edition, umo, cloth, 45. 6d.

WINDT (H. DE)—
FROM CALAIS TO PEKIN BY LAND. With

Numerous Illustrations by the Author. Demy Svo.

YOUNG OFFICER'S "DON'T"; or, Hints to Youngsters
on Joining. 32mo, is.
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SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM SCIENCE AND ART
HANDBOOKS.

Handsomely printed in large crown 8vo.

Publishedfor the Committee of the Council on Education.

MARINE ENGINES AND BOILERS. By George C. V.
Holmes, Secretary of the Institution of Naval Architects, Whitworth Scholar.

With Sixty-nine Woodcuts. Large crown 8vo, 3s.

EARLY CHRISTIAN ART IN IRELAND. By Margaret
Stokes. With 106 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo, 4s.

A Library Edition, demy 8vo, 7s. fid.

FOOD GRAINS OF INDIA. By Prof. A. H. Church, M.A.,
F.C.S., F.I.C. With Numerous Woodcuts. Small 4to, 6s.

THE ART OF THE SARACENS IN EGYPT. By Stanley
Lane Poole, B.A., M.A.R.S. With 108 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo, 4s.

ENGLISH PORCELAIN : A Handbook to the China made in
England during the 18th Century, as illustrated by Specimens chiefly in the

National Collections. By Prof. A. H. Church, M.A. With numerous Woodcuts. 3s.

RUSSIAN ART AND ART OBJECTS IN RUSSIA: A
Handbook to the reproduction of Goldsmiths' work and other Art Treasures from
that country in the South Kensington Museum. By Alfred Maskell. With
Illustrations. 4s. 6d.

FRENCH POTTERY. By Paul Gasnault and Edouard
Garnier. With Illustrations and Marks. 3s,

ENGLISH EARTHENWARE: A Handbook to the Wares
made in England during the 17th and 18th Centuries, as illustrated by Specimens
in the National Collection. By Prof. A. H. Church, M.A. With numerous
Woodcuts. 3s.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS OF DENMARK. From the Earliest
Times to the Danish Conquest of England. By J. J. A. Worsaae, Hon. F.S.A.,
&c. &c. With Map and Woodcuts. 3s. 6d.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS OF SCANDINAVIA IN THE PAGAN
TIME. By Hans Hildebrand, Royal Antiquary of Sweden. With numerous
Woodcuts. 2s. 6d.

PRECIOUS STONES: Considered in their Scientific and
Artistic relations, with a Catalogue of the Townsend Collection of Gems in the
South Kensington Museum. By Prof. A. H. Church, M.A. With a Coloured
Plate and Woodcuts. 2s. 6d.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS OF INDIA. By Sir George C. M.
Birdwood, C.S.I., &c. With Map and Woodcuts. Demy 8vo, 14s.

HANDBOOK TO THE DYCE AND FORSTER COLLEC-
TIONS in the South Kensington Museum. With Portraits and Facsimiles. 2s. 6d.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN SPAIN. By Juan F. Riano.
With numerous Woodcuts. 4s.

GLASS. By Alexander Nesbitt. With numerous Woodcuts.
2s. 6d.

GOLD AND SILVER SMITHS' WORK. By John Hunger-
ford Pollen, M.A. With numerous Woodcuts. 2s. 6d.

TAPESTRY. By Alfred de Champeaux. With Woodcuts. 2s. 6d.

BRONZES. By C. Drury E. Fortnum, F.S.A. With numerous
Woodcuts. 2s. 6d.
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SOUTH KENSINGTON MUSEUM SCIENCE & ART HANDBOOKS—Continued.

PLAIN WORDS ABOUT WATER. By A. H. Church, M.A.
Oxon. With Illustrations. Sewed, 6d.

ANIMAL PRODUCTS : their Preparation, Commercial Uses,
and Value. By T. L, Simmonds. With Illustrations. 7s. 6d.

FOOD : Some Account of its Sources, Constituents, and Uses.
By Professor A. H. Church, M.A. Oxon. Sixth Thousand. 3s.

ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY. By Andrew Murray, F.L.S.
Aptera. With Illustrations. 7s. 6d.

JAPANESE POTTERY. Being a Native Report. With an
Introduction and Catalogue by A. W. Franks, M.A., F.R.S., F.S.A. With
Illustrations and Marks. 2S. 6d.

HANDBOOK TO THE SPECIAL LOAN COLLECTION
of Scientific Apparatus. 3s.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS: Historical Sketches. With Numerous
Illustrations. 3s,

TEXTILE FABRICS. By the Very Rev. Daniel Rock, D.D.
With numerous Woodcuts, zs. 6d.

JONES COLLECTION IN THE SOUTH KENSINGTON
MUSEUM. With Portrait and Woodcuts, zs. 6d.

COLLEGE AND CORPORATION PLATE. A Handbook
to the Reproductions of Silver Plate in the South Kensigton Museum from
Celebrated English Collections. By Wilfred Joseph Cripps, M.A., F.S.A.
With Illustrations, zs. 6d.

IVORIES: ANCIENT AND MEDIAEVAL. By William
Maskell. With numerous Woodcuts. 2s. 6d.

ANCIENT AND MODERN FURNITURE AND WOOD-
WORK. By John Hungerford Pollen, M.A. With numerous Woodcuts.
2s. ud.

MAIOLICA. By C. Drury E. Fortnum, F.S.A. With
numerous Woodcuts. 2s. 6d.

THE CHEMISTRY OF FOODS. With Microscopic Ulus-
trations. By James Bell, Ph.D., &c, Principal of the Somerset House Laboratory.
Part 1.—Tea, Coffee, Cocoa, Sugar, &c. 2s. 6d.
Part 11.—Milk, Butter, Cheese, Cereals, Prepared Starches, &c. 3s.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS. By Carl Engel. With nu-
merous Woodcuts. 2s. 6d.

MANUAL OF DESIGN, compiled from the Writings and
Addresses of Richard Redgrave, R.A. By Gilbert R. Redsravk. With
Woodcuts. 2s. 6d.

PERSIAN ART. By Major R. Murdock Smith, R.E. With
Map and Woodcuts. Second Edition, enlarged, as.
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CARLYLE'S (THOMAS) WORKS.

THE ASHBURTON EDITION.

An entirely New Edition, handsomely printed, containing all the Portraits

and Illustrations, in Seventeen Volumes, demy 8vo, 8s. each.

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION and PAST AND PRESENT. 2 vols.

SARTOR RESARTUS ; HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP. 1 vol.

LIFE OF JOHN STERLING—LIFE OF SCHILLER. 1 vol.

LATTER-DAY PAMPHLETS—EARLY KINGS OF NORWAY-
ESSAY ON THE PORTRAIT OF JOHN KNOX. 1 vol.

LETTERS AND SPEECHES OF OLIVER CROMWELL. 3 vols.

HISTORY OF FREDERICK THE GREAT. 6 vols.

CRITICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS. 3 vols.

LIBRARY EDITION COMPLETE.
Handsomely printed, in 34 vols., demy 8vo, eloth, £15 3s^

SARTOR RESARTUS. With a Portrait, 7s. 6d.

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. A History. 3 vols., each 9 s.

LIFE OF FREDERICK SCHILLER AND EXAMINATION
OF HIS WORKS. With Supplement of 1872. Portrait and Plates, os.

CRITICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS. With Portrait.

6 vols., each gs.

ON HEROES, HERO WORSHIP, AND THE HEROIC
IN HISTORY. 7s. 6d.

PAST AND PRESENT. 9 s.

OLIVER CROMWELL'S LETTERS AND SPEECHES. With
Portraits. 5 vols., each gs.

LATTER-DAY PAMPHLETS. 9s.

LIFE OF JOHN STERLING. With Portrait, 9s.

HISTORY OF FREDERICK THE SECOND. 10 vols.,

each gs.

TRANSLATIONS FROM THE GERMAN. 3 vols., each 9s.

EARLY KINGS OF NORWAY; ESSAY ON THE POR-
TRAITS OF JOHN KNOX ; AND GENERAL INDEX. With Portrait

Illustrations. 8vo, cloth, gs.
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CHEAP AND UNIFORM EDITION.
23 vols., Crown 8vo, cloth, £j j\r.

THE FRENCH REVOLUTION :

A History. 2 vols., 12s.

OLIVER CROMWELL'S LET-
TERS AND SPEECHES, with Eluci-
dations, &c. 3 vols., 18s.

LIVES OF SCHILLER AND
JOHN STERLING. 1 vol., 6s.

CRITICAL AND MISCELLA-
NEOUS ESSAYS. 4 vols., £1 49.

SARTOR RESARTUS AND
LECTURES ON HEROES. ivoI.,6s.

LATTER-DAY PAMPHLETS.
1 vol., 6s.

CHARTISM AND PAST AND
PRESENT. 1 vol., 6s.

TRANSLATIONS FROM THE
GERMAN OF, MUS^EUS, TIECK,
AND RICHTER. 1 vol., 6s.

WILHELM MEISTER, by Goethe.
A Translation. 2 vols., 12s.

HISTORY OF FRIEDRICH THE
SECOND, called Frederick the Great.

7 vols., £2 9s.

PEOPLE'S EDITION.
37 vols., small crown Svo, 37-f.; separate vols., Is. each.

SARTOR RESARTUS. Wiih Por-
trait of Thomas Carlyle.

FRENCH REVOLUTION. A
History. 3 vols.

OLIVER CROMWELL'S LET-
TERS AND SPEECHES. 5 vols.

With Portrait of Oliver Cromwell.

ON HEROES AND
WORSHIP, AND THE
IN HISTORY.

PAST AND PRESENT.

HERO
HEROIC

CRITICAL AND
NEOUS ESSAYS.

MISCELLA-
7 vols.

THE LIFE OF SCHILLER,
AND EXAMINATION OF HIS
WORKS. With Portrait.

LATTER-DAY PAMPHLETS.
WILHELM MEISTER. 3 vols.

LIFE OF JOHN STERLING.
With Portrait.

HISTORY OF FREDERICK
THE GREAT. 10 vols.

TRANSLATIONS FROM
MUSiEUS, TIECK, AND RICHTER.
2 vols.

THE EARLY KINGS OF NOR-
WAY; Essay on the Portraits of Knox.

Sets, 37 vols, in 18, 37^.

CHEAP ISSUE.
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION. Complete in 1 vol. With Portrait.

Crown 8vo, 2s.

SARTOR RESARTUS, HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP, PAST
AND PRESENT, AND CHARTISM. Complete in i vol. Crown 8vo, as.

OLIVER CROMWELL'S LETTERS AND SPEECHES. Crown 8vo,
2S. 6(1.

CRITICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS ESSAYS. 2 vols. ts.

SIXPENNY EDITION.
4to, sewed.

SARTOR RESARTUS. Eightieth Thousand.

HEROES AND HERO WORSHIP.
ESSAYS : Burns, Johnson, Scott, The Diamond Necklace.

The abmie in 1 vol., cloth, 2s. 6d.
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DICKENS'S (CHARLES) WORKS.
ORIGINAL EDITIONS.

In demy 8vo.

THE MYSTERY OF EDWIN DROOD. With Illustrations
by S. L. Fildes, and a Portrait engraved by Baker. Cloth, 7s. 6d.

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND. With Forty Illustrations by Marcus
Stone. Cloth, £1 is.

THE PICKWICK PAPERS. With Forty-three Illustrations
by Seymour and Phiz. Cloth, £1 is.

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY. With Forty Illustrations by Phiz.
Cloth, £z is.

SKETCHES BY " BOZ." With Forty Illustrations by George
Cruikshank. Cloth, £1 is.

MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT. With Forty Illustrations by Phiz.
Cloth, £1 is.

DOMBEY AND SON. With Forty Illustrations by Phiz.
Cloth, £i is.

DAVID COPPERFIELD. With Forty Illustrations by Phiz.
Cloth, £i is.

BLEAK HOUSE. With Forty Illustrations by Phiz. Cloth,
£1 is.

LITTLE DORRIT. With Forty Illustrations by Phiz. Cloth,
£1 IS.

THE OLD CURIOSITY SHOP. With Seventy-five Illus-
trations by George Cattermole and H. K. Browne. A New Edition. Uniform with
the other volumes, £1 is.

BARNABY RUDGE : a Tale of the Riots of 'Eighty. With
Seventy-eight Illustrations by George Cattermole and H. K. Browne. Uniform with
the other volumes, ,£1 is.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS : Containing—The Christmas Carol
;

The Cricket on the Hearth ; The Chimes ; The Battle of Life ; The Haunted House.
With all the original Illustrations. Cloth, 12s.

OLIVER TWIST and TALE OF TWO CITIES. In one
volume. Cloth, £i is.

OLIVER TWIST.. Separately. With Twenty-four Illustrations

by George Cruikshank. Cloth, us.

A TALE OF TWO CITIES. Separately. With Sixteen Illus-

trations by Phiz. Cloth, 9s.

*»* The remainder of Dickens's Works were not originally printed in demy Svo.
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DICKENS'S (CHARLES) WORKS.— Continued.

LIBRARY EDITION.
In post 8vo. With the Original Illustrations, 30 vols. , cloth, £12.

PICKWICK PAPERS 43 Illustms.

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY 39
MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT 40
OLD CURIOSITY SHOP & REPRINTED PIECES 36
BARNABY RUDGE and HARD TIMES 36
BLEAK HOUSE 40
LITTLE DORRIT 40
DOMBEY AND SON 38
DAVID COPPERFIELD 38
OUR MUTUAL FRIEND 40
SKETCHES BY "BOZ" 39
OLIVER TWIST 24
CHRISTMAS BOOKS 17
A TALE OF TWO CITIES 16
GREAT EXPECTATIONS 8
PICTURES FROM ITALY & AMERICAN NOTES 8 „ 1 vol. 8

UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER 8 „ 1 vol. 8
CHILD'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND 8 „ 1 vol. 8

EDWIN DROOD and MISCELLANIES 12
CHRISTMAS STORIES from " Household Words," &c. 14
THE LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS. ByJohn Forster. With Illustrations.

Uniform with this Edition. 10s. 6d.

A NEW EDITION OF ABOVE, WITH THE ORIGINAL ILLUSTRA-
TIONS, IN LARGE CROWN 8vo, 30 VOLS. IN SETS ONLY.

, 2 vols.

2 VOls.

2 VOlS.

2 VOlS.

2 VOlS.

2 VOls.

2 VOlS.

2 VOlS.

2 VOlS.

2 VOlS.

I vol.

I vol.

I vol.

I vol.

I vol.

i vol.

1 vol.

1 vol.

1 vol.

1 vol.

d.

o

THE "CHARLES DICKENS" EDITION.
In Crown 8vo. In 21 vols., cloth, with Illustrations, £3 16s.

8 Illustrations

8

8

PICKWICK PAPERS
MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT
DOMBEY AND SON
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY
DAVID COPPERFIELD
BLEAK HOUSE
LITTLE DORRIT
OUR MUTUAL FRIEND
BARNABY RUDGE
OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
A CHILD'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND
EDWIN DROOD and OTHER STORIES ...

CHRISTMAS STORIES, from " Household Words
SKETCHES BY "BOZ"
AMERICAN NOTES and REPRINTED PIECES
CHRISTMAS BOOKS
OLIVER TWIST
GREAT EXPECTATIONS
TALE OF TWO CITIES 8
HARD TIMES and PICTURES FROM ITALY ... 8
UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER 4
THE LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS. Numerous Illustrations'
THE LETTERS OF CHARLES DICKENS

8

2 vols,

.•2 VOlS,

s. d.

4 o
4 °

4 °

4 o

4 »
4 °

4 °

4

3
3
3

3
3

3

3

3

3
3
3
3 °
3 o

7 o
8' o-
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DICKENS'S (CHARLES) WORKS.— Continued.

THE ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY EDITION.
("WITH LIFK.)

Complete in 32 Volumes. Demy Svo, 10s. each ; or set, £16.

This Edition is printed on a finer paper and in a larger type than has been

employed in any previous edition. The type has been cast especially for it, and
the page is of a size to admit of the introduction of all the original illustrations.

No such attractive issue has been made of the writings of Mr. Dickens, which,

various as have been the forms of publication adapted to the demands of an ever

widely-increasing popularity, have never yet been worthily presented in a really

handsome library form.

The collection comprises all the minor writings it was Mr. Dickens's wish to

preserve.

SKETCHES BY " BOZ." With 40 Illustrations by George Cruikshank.

PICKWICK PAPERS. 2 vols. With 42 Illustrations by Phiz.

OLIVER TWIST. With 24 Illustrations by Cruikshank.

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY. 2 vols. With 40 Illustrations by Phiz.

OLD CURIOSITY SHOP and REPRINTED PIECES. 2 vols. With Illus-

trations by Cattermole, &c.

BARNABY RUDGE and HARD TIMES. 2 vols. With Illustrations by
Cattermole, &c.

MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT. 2 vols. With 40 Illustrations by Phiz.

AMERICAN NOTES and PICTURES FROM ITALY. 1 voL With
8 Illustrations.

DOMBEY AND SON. 2 vols. With 40 Illustrations by Phiz.

DAVID COPPERFIELD. 2 vols. With 40 Illustrations by Phiz.

BLEAK HOUSE. 2 vols. With 40 Illustrations by Phiz.

LITTLE DORRIT. 2 vols. With 40 Illustrations by Phiz.

A TALE OF TWO CITIES. With 16 Illustrations by Phiz.

THE UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER. With 8 Illustrations by Marcus Stone.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS. With 8 Illustrations by Marcus Stone.

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND. 2 vols. With 40 Illustrations by Marcus Stone.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS. With 17 Illustrations by Sir Edwin Landseer, R.A.,

Maclise, R.A., &c. &c.

HISTORY OF ENGLAND. With 8 Illustrations by Marcus Stone.

CHRISTMAS STORIES. (From "Household Words" and "All the Year

Round.") With 14 Illustrations.

EDWIN DROOD AND OTHER STORIES With 12 Illustrations by

S. L. Fildes.

LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS. By John Forster. With Portraits. 2 vols.

(not separate.)
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DICKENS'S (CHARLES) WORKS.— Continued.

THE POPULAR LIBRARY EDITION
OF THE WORKS OF

CHARLES DICKENS,
In 30 Vols., large crown 8vo, price £6; separate Vols. 4s. each.

An Edition printed on good paper, each volume containing 16 full-page

Illustrations, selected from the Household Edition, on Plate Paper.

SKETCHES BY "BOZ."

PICKWICK. 2 vols.

OLIVER TWIST.

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY 2 vols.

MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT. 2 vols.

DOMBEY AND SON. 2 vols.

DAVID COPPERFIELD. 2 vols.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS.

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND. 2 vols.

CHRISTMAS STORIES.

BLEAK HOUSE. 2 vols.

LITTLE DORRIT. 2 vols.

OLD CURIOSITY SHOP and REPRINTED PIECES. 2 vols.

BARNABY RUDGE. 2 vols.

UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER.
GREAT EXPECTATIONS.

TALE OF TWO CITIES.

CHILD'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
EDWIN DROOD and MISCELLANIES.

PICTURES FROM ITALY and AMERICAN NOTES.
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DICKENS'S (CHARLES) WORKS.— Continued.

HOUSEHOLD EDITION.

(WITH LIFE.)

In 22 Volumes. Crown 4I0, cloth, £4 8s. 6d.

MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT, with 59 Illustrations, cloth, 5s.

DAVID COPPERFIELD, with 60 Illustrations and a Portrait, cloth, 5s.

BLEAK HOUSE, with 61 Illustrations, cloth, 5s.

LITTLE DORRIT, with 58 Illustrations, cloth, 5s.

PICKWICK PAPERS, with 56 Illustrations, cloth, 5s.

OUR MUTUAL FRIEND, with 58 Illustrations, cloth, 5s.

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY, with 59 Illustrations, cloth, 5s.

DOMBEY AND SON, with 61 Illustrations, cloth, 5s.

EDWIN DROOD ; REPRINTED PIECES ; and other Stories, with 30 Illustra-

tions, cloth, 5s.

THE LIFE OF DICKENS. ByJohn Forster. With 40 Illustrations. Cloth, 3s.

BARNABY RUDGE, with 46 Illustrations, cloth, 4s.

OLD CURIOSITY SHOP, with 32 Illustrations, cloth, 4s.

CHRISTMAS STORIES, with 23 Illustrations, cloth, 4s.

OLIVER TWIST, with 28 Illustrations, cloth, 3s.

GREAT EXPECTATIONS, with 26 Illustrations, cloth, 3s.

SKETCHES BY " BOZ," with 36 Illustrations, cloth, 3s.

UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER, with 26 Illustrations, cloth, 3s.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS, with 28 Illustrations, cloth, 3s.

THE HISTORY OF ENGLAND, with 15 Illustrations, cloth, 3s.

AMERICAN NOTES and PICTURES FROM ITALY, with 18 Illustrations,

cloth, 3s.

A TALE OF TWO CITIES, with 25 Illustrations, cloth, 35.

HARD TIMES, with 20 Illustrations, cloth, as. 6d.
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DICKENS'S (CHARLES) WORKS.—Continued.

THE CABINET EDITION.
In 32 vols, small fcap. 8vo, Marble Paper Sides, Cloth Backs, with uncut

edges, price Eighteenpence each.

Each Volume contains Eight Illustrations reproducedfrom the Originals.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT, Two Vols.

DAVID COPPERFIELD, Two Vols.

OLIVER TWIST.
GREAT EXPECTATIONS.
NICHOLAS NICKLEBY, Two Vols.

SKETCHES BY "BOZ."
CHRISTMAS STORIES.
THE PICKWICK PAPERS, Two Vols.

BARNABY RUDGE, Two Vols.

BLEAK HOUSE, Two Vols.

AMERICAN NOTES and PICTURES FROM ITALY.
EDWIN DROOD; AND OTHER STORIES.
THE OLD CURIOSITY SHOP, Two Vols.

A CHILD'S HISTORY OF ENGLAND.
DOMBEY AND SON, Two Vols.

A TALE OF TWO CITIES.

LITTLE DORRIT, Two Vols.

MUTUAL FRIEND, Two Vols.

HARD TIMES.
UNCOMMERCIAL TRAVELLER.
REPRINTED PIECES.

NEW & CHEAP ISSUE OF THE WORKS OF CHARLES DICKENS.

In Pocket Volumes.

PICKWICK PAPERS, with 8 Illustrations, cloth, 2s.

NICHOLAS NICKLEBY, with 8 Illustrations, cloth, 2s.

OLIVER TWIST, with 8 Illustrations, cloth, is.

SKETCHES BY " BOZ," with 8 Illustrations, cloth, is.

OLD CURIOSITY SHOP, with 8 Illustrations, cloth, 2s.

BARNABY RUDGE, with 16 Illustrations, cloth, 2s.

AMERICAN NOTES and PICTURES FROM ITALY, with
8 Illustrations, cloth, Is. 6d.

CHRISTMAS BOOKS, with 8 Illustrations, cloth, is. 6d.

MARTIN CHUZZLEWIT, with 8 Illustrations, 2s.
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DICKENS'S (CHARLES) WORKS.— Continued.

MR. DICKENS'S READINGS.
Fcap. %vo, sewed.

CHRISTMAS CAROL IN PROSE, is.

CRICKET ON THE HEARTH, is.

CHIMES: A GOBLIN STORY, is.

STORY OF LITTLE DOMBEY. is.

POOR TRAVELLER, BOOTS AT THE HOLLY-TREE
INN, and MRS. GAMP. is.

A CHRISTMAS CAROL, with the Original Coloured Plates.

Being a reprint of the Original Edition. With red border lines. Small 8vo,

red cloth, gilt edges, 5s.

CHARLES DICKENS'S CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
REPRINTED FROM THE ORIGINAL PLATES.

Illustrated by John Leech, D. Maclise, R.A., R. Doyle,
C. Stanfield, R.A., &c.

Fcap. cloth, is. each. Complete in a case, js.

A CHRISTMAS CAROL IN PROSE.
THE CHIMES : A Goblin Story.

THE CRICKET ON THE HEARTH: A Fairy Tale of
Home.

THE BATTLE OF. LIFE. A Love Story.

THE HAUNTED MAN AND THE GHOST'S STORY

SIXPENNY REPRINTS.
READINGS FROM the WORKS of CHARLES DICKENS.
As selected and read by himself and now published for the first time. Illustrated.

A CHRISTMAS CAROL, and THE HAUNTED MAN.
By Charles Dickens. Illustrated.

THE CHIMES: A Goblin Story, and THE CRICKET
ON THE HEARTH. Illustrated.

THE BATTLE OF LIFE: A Love Story, HUNTED
DOWN, and A HOLIDAY ROMANCE. Illustrated.

The last Three Volumes as Christmas Works,
In One Volume, red cloth, 2s. 6d.
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SCIENCE AND ART,
% JFournal for STearijrcs anB StttBents.

ISSUED BY Messrs. CHAPMAN & HALL, Limited,

Agents for the Science and Art Department of the Committee of

Council on Education.

MONTHLY, PRICE THREEPENCE.

The Journal contains contributions by distinguished men ; short papers by prominent

teachers ; leading articles ; correspondence ; answers to questions set at the May Examina-

tions of the Science and Art Department ; and interesting news in connection with the

scientific and artistic world.

PRIZE COMPETITION.
With each issue of the Journal, papers or drawings are offered for Prize Competition,

extending over the range of subjects of the Science and Art Department and City and

Guilds of London Institute.

There are thousands of Science and Art Schools and Classes in the United Kingdom,

but the teachers connected with these institutions, although engaged in the advancement

of identical objects, are seldom known to each other except through personal friendship.

One object of the new Journal is to enable those engaged in this common work to com-

municate upon subjects of importance, with a view to an interchange of ideas, and the

establishment of unity of action in the various centres.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

ONE YEAR'S SUBSCRIPTION 3s. Od.

HALF „ „ ls , 6di

SINGLE COPY 3d.

POSTAGE MONTHLY EXTRA ld.

Cheques and Post Office Orders to be made payable to

CHAPMAN & HALL, Limited.
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS, 1887 and 1888.

Messrs. CHAPMAN &• HALL beg to announce that Answers to the Questions
[Elementary and Advanced) set at the Examinations of the Science and Art
Department of May, 1887 and 1888, are published as under, each subject being
kept distinct, and issued in pamphlet form separately.

I. Animal Physiology ... 1887 ) ByJ.H.E. Brock, M.D., B.S. (Lond.),

2. Building Construction 1887 I

1888/
3. Theoretical Mechanics, 1 887

,, ,, 1888

4. Inorganic Chemistry (Theo-

1

retical), 1887/
Inorganic Chemistry (Theo- )

retical), 1888
(

5. Ditto—Alternative Course
)

1887/
Ditto

—

Alternative Course f

1888)
6. Magnetism and Electricity \

Magnetism and Electricity C

1888)
7. Physiography 1887 \

„ 18S8J-
8. Practical Plane and Solid

Geometry 1887
Practical Plane and Solid
Geometry .... ... 1888

9. Art—Third Grade. Per-
spective 1887

Art—-Third Grade. Per-
spective 1888

10. Pure Mathematics ... 1887

11. Machine Construction and \

Drawing 1887
'

Machine Construction and
(

Drawing 1888)
12. Principles of Agriculture

)

1887
(

Principles of Agriculture
(

1888)
13. Sound, Light, and Heat, 1887 \

!> >) >! 1888/
14. Hygiene 1887 )

1888/
15. Inorganic Chemistry (Prac- "i

tical) 1887 {
Inorganic Chemistry (Prac-

|

tical)

16. Applied Mechanics ...

1888
1888

F.R.C.S. (Eng.),D.P.H. (Lond.)

H. Adams, C.E., M.I.M.E.

J, C. Fell, M.I.M.E.
E. Pillow, M.I.M.E.

Rev. F. W. Harnett, M.A.

J. J. Pilley, Ph.D., F.C.S.,
F.R.M.S.

J. Howard, F.C.S.

W. Hibbert, F.I.C., A.I.E.E.

W. Rheam, B.Sc.

H. Angel.

A. Fisher.

A. Fisher and S. Beale.

R. R. Steel, F.C.S.
H. Carter, B.A.

H. Adams, C.E., M.I.M.E.

Dr. H. J. Webb, B.Sc.

C. A. Stevens.

J. J. Pilley,

F.R.M.S.
Ph.D., F.C.S.,

J. Howard, F.C.S.

C. B. Outon, Wh.Sc.

The price of each Pamphlet {dealing with both Elementary and Advanced
papers) will be 2d. net, postage included. Special terms will be given if quantities

are ordered.
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L. H. COURTNEY, M.P.
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EDWARD A. FREEMAN.
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SIR J. E. GORST, Q.C., M.P.
EDMUND GOSSE.
THOMAS HARE.
FREDERIC HARRISON.
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LORD HOUGHTON.
PROFESSOR HUXLEY.
PROFESSOR R. C. JEBB.
ANDREW LANG.
EMILE DE LAVELEYE.
T. E. CLIFFE LESLIE.
W. S. LILLY.
MARQUIS OF LORNE.

PIERRE LOTE.
SIR JOHN LUBBOCK, Bart., M.P.
THE EARL OF LYTTON.
SIR H. S. MAINE.
CARDINAL MANNING.
DR. MAUDSLEY.
PROFESSOR MAX MULLER.
GEORGE MEREDITH.
RT. HON. G. OSBORNE MORGAN,

Q.C.M.P.
PROFESSOR HENRY MORLEY.
RT. HON. JOHN MORLEY, M.P.
WILLIAM MORRIS.
PROFESSOR H. N. MOSELEY.
F. W. H. MYERS.
F. W. NEWMAN.
PROFESSOR JOHN NICHOL.
W. G. PALGRAVE.
WALTER H. PATER.
RT. HON. LYON PLAYFAIR, M.P.
SIR HENRY POTTINGER, Bart.
PROFESSOR J. R. SEELEY.
LORD SHERBROOKE.
PROFESSOR SIDGWICK.
HERBERT SPENCER.
M. JULES SIMON.
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HON. E. L. STANLEY.
SIR J. FITZJAMES STEPHEN, Q.C.

LESLIE STEPHEN.
J. HUTCHISON STIRLING.
A. C. SWINBURNE.
DR. VON SYBEL.

J. A. SYMONDS.
SIR THOMAS SYMONDS.
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THE REV. EDWARD F. TALBOT
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SIR RICHARD TEMPLE, Bart.
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